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Abstract 

Although the face of the religious world has changed drastically within Our 

conternporary culture, sociological research suggests that religion rernains a 

critical aspect of life, particularly for women (Becker & Eiesland, 1997). The 

Pentecostal faith tradition, along with other conservative Protestant groups, have 

attempted to be particularly resistant to changes brought about by rnodernity 

(Lawless, 1988). 

The changes in the modern era have definitely shaken the traditional 

family ideal held so dear by the religjous community (D'Antonio and Aldous, 

1983: Marler, 1995). Among these changes is the rnodifiea percepiion of the 

role and allocated status of wornen within our modern society (Ammerman and 

Roof. 1995: Rose. 1997). lntegration of work roles with faith and family roles 

poses one of the most crucial challenges for the Christian church of today 

(Wright, 1993). 

This study will examine the role that religion plays in decisions made 

about wornen and work and family conflict within Pentecostal farnilies. In 

particular, this thesis will examine the extent to which Pentecostal faith 

influences farnily life experiences. Furtherrnore, it will examine how 



Pentecostal women contend with discrepancies between their religious 

framework and their everyday lives. 

To explore the impact of reljgious ideology on the everyday lives of 

Pentecastal families. this research has focused on one conservative faith 

community associated with the Pentecostat faith tradition. This particular faith 

community is a small urban church with approximately 150 attendees. located 

within Atlantic Canada. Through participation observation and the collection of 

church literature, a congregational survey (n=68), and in-depth interviews with 

six Pentecostal wives, this thesis examhes how families c~nnected with a 

Pentecostal faith commun~ty describe and understand what their faith community 

brings to their family life. 

Research findings reveal that these Pentecostal women have focused 

on their personal and direct relationship with Christ to corne to terms with the 

discrepancies bekveen church messages about their roles and family practices. 

As with Brasher's study of Fundamentalist women, the fact that these wornen 

understand their religious experience as a 'retationship' rather than ,religion' 

enables them to establish "a norm that limits the import and power wcmen 

should concede to any other aspect of their religious life" (Brasher. 1998: 81). 

The wornen who were interviewed believed they were upholding the 

standards set forth by the Pentecostal church in their religious 'rhetoric' of family 

life, as long as they maintained that their own experiences with paid work were a 

result of a customized plan ordained by God. 

... 
III 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Sunday morning is always very busy for the Burf family. At the 
sound of the alarm, Grace is the first fo rise at 7:00 am to peel the 

vegetables and to prepare the roast for Sunday dinner. ARer 
dinner is on ifs way, she wakes her husband and two young 

daughters, Susie and Maggie. After preparing breakfast, she 
enfers the girls' rooms to select their Sunday aftire, mindfully 

coordinating both their dresses, shoes, tights, ribbons, and purses. 
On Sunday morning, Grace always plays her favorite worship 

music. While singing along with the music, she scurries around the 
house to gather the children's Sunday school offenhg and Bibles: 

select and press her husband's Sunday suit; and quickly finds 
herself something to Wear. By 9:00 am, the Burt family are on fheir 
way to the church. In the car, Grace combs her hair and modestly 

applies lip gloss, while rehearsing Maggie and Susie's Sunday 
Schod memory verses with them. As they enter the church 

sanctuary for the open Sunday School session, the worship singer 
has already begun to lead the families in singing: 

'j-O-y, j-O-y, fhis is whaf if means, Jesus first, 
yourself last, and others in between" 

Although the face of the religious world has changed drastically withrn our 

contemporary culture, sociological research suggests that religion remains a 

critical aspect of life, particularly for women (Becker 8 Eiestand, 1997) 

Canadian sociologist, Reginald Bibby (1993b), reports that although the face of 

religion may be altering. the fact remains that the majority of Canadians still 

identify with a faith tradition. 

Conservative Protestant churches. in particular, are noted by scholars to 

be holding their own numerically (Ammerman. 1987; Nason-Clark. 1997: 

Kraybill, 1989). Unlike mainline churches, conservative traditions have more 



themselves as committed, by adherence to orthodoxy and by practice (Bibby 

1 987). 

The Pentecostal faith tradition, atong with other conservative Protestant 

groups, has attempted to be particularly resistant to changes brought about by 

modernity (Lawless, 1988). The changes in the modern era have definitely 

shaken the traditional family ideal held so dear by the religious community 

(D'Antonio and Aldous. 1983; Marler, 1995). Among these changes is the 

modified perception of the role and allocated status of women within our modern 

society (Amrnerman and Roof, 1995; Rose, 1997). lntegration of work roles with 

faith and family roles poses one of the most crucial challenges for the Christian 

church of today (Wright, 1993). 

However. even within our contemporary culture conservative faith 

traditions continue to uphold the traditional roles of family life (D'Antonio, 1983) 

ln particular. the mother of the home as the primary caretaker and hornemaker 

remains an important ingredient in the recipe for good Christian living (Nason- 

Clark, 1997). This continues to be so even though women within religious 

institutions are increasingly becoming a part of both the part-t~me and full-time 

labor force (Ammerman and Roof. 1995: Bibby. 1993). 

More specifically, the Pentecostal tradition. continues to strive to maintain 

separateness and distinctiveness frorn those outside the foid. As a Sunday 

morning with the fictitious Burt family reveals. the role of the mother is key to 

ensuring that families of faith are set apart. Not only is the mother of the Burt 



family responsible for cooking, cleaning and tending to her children and 

husband, she is also responsible for setting the 'tone' of her home through both 

her attitude and actions (Nason-Clark & Bélanger, 1993). When home-life is 

seen as her territory, the onus is upon the mother to ensure that matters of the 

home are running smoothly (Luxton, 1980). As expressed by the words Sung by 

the Sunday School music leader, being a godly mother essentially means that 

the needs of others corne before personal desires. 

What the Sunday rnurning story does not reveal is what takes place the 

remainder of the week. Is the mother working outside the home for pay? If so. 

how does that impact her role within the family? Although there is some 

research on the response of the conservative faith traditions to societal changes. 

there remains little knowledge about the impact of the changing role of women 

on church families. Thus. the present study will focus upon how church families 

have responded to the changing role of women, particularly women's 

involvement in the paid labor force and their unpaid labor in the home. In 

essence, this is a study about negotiating the delicate terrain between 

employment. homemaking. mothering, and religious devotion. 

This study will examine the role that religion plays in decisions made 

about women and work within Pentecostal families. In particular. I will examine 

the extent that religious ideology influences experiences pertaining to family life. 

Furthermore. I will examine how Pentecostal women contend with discrepancies 

between their religious framework and their everyday lives. 



The final part of this research will explore how Pentecostal families corne 

to terms with the discrepancy between the image of "happy Christian homes" 

and the reality of conflict-ridden families. More particularly, I will examine how 

Pentecostal believers understand how farnilies of faith can experjence v~olence 

and the sources of help which are availablé should conflict arise within the 

home. 

Conservative churches. such as the Pentecostal tradition, uphold and 

cherish the traditional family ideal (Hall, 1993). The family is often seen as the 

cornerstone of the conservative faith tradition (Nason-Clark, 1995). Most 

activities and events are carried out in celebration of the family. Christian 

farniiies are often glorified and are believed to be distinct and oftentimes 

superior to families outside the fold (Nason-Clark. 1996). Oftentimes the 

religious teaching of family life does not fit the reality of family life experiences. 

Overall. the purpose of this study is to gain a deeper understanding of 

how Pentecostal wornen make sense of their own dec~sions and betiefs in light of 

their family experiences and church messages. 

Chapter Two provides a literature review of the main areas associated 

with rny research study. First, there will be an introduction of the main tenets of 

Pentecostalism. with a focus on both the uniqueness and similarities of this faith 

tradition to other conservative faith traditions. In order to provide a context to 

examine Pentecostal farnily life. the next two sections will focus on the 

relationship between Pentecostalism and family life, and gender and one's 



spiritual journey. The final part of this chapter will focus on the literature 

pertaining to two specific aspects of family life: women and work (in both paid 

and unpaid labor); and the issue of violence. 

Chapter Three will present the methodological underpinnings and 

background of my research. An overview of how the data were collected, 

analyzed and assimilated into its final form will be presented within this chapter. 

Furthermore. I will describe my own personal encounters with this faith tradition 

and how these experiences have led me to ask the questions which I will be 

addressing in the remainder of the thesis. This chapter will close with a profile 

of the participants involved in this research study. 

The fourth chapter. with the use of survey data, will address the attitudes 

of Pentecostal families about paid employment for women. There will be a 

particular focus on the factors that contribute to the decision regarding the 

participation of women in paid employment. The final part of this chapter will 

examine another aspect of women's work. namely domestic labor. Here the 

division of household labor within these Pentecostal homes will be explored. 

This chapter will also reveal how religious rhetoric. associated with the 

conservative family ideology. plays out in the everyday lives of participants. 

Chapter Five will examine more fully the impact of conservative ideology 

and life experiences on Pentecostal family life and the division of domestic labor 

within the home. Within this chapter. six Pentecostal women will discuss the 



church messages they have received about their role, and how realistic these 

messages are in everyday life. 

The sixth chapter will examine another aspect of Pentecostal family life. 

namely violent Christian homes. Employing both interview and survey data, this 

chapter wiil discuss both the explanation and response to family conflict within 

Pentecostal homes. 

The final chapter offers an overview of the disparity between ideology and 

practice in Pentecostal family life. The findings from Chapters Four. Five and 

Six, are briefly discussed in order to examine more fully the relationship between 

religious rhetoric and everyday life experiences. The chapter entails a more in- 

depth look at the discrepancies between the conservative ideal and women's 

work experiences (of the home and the paid labor force), the unease that these 

wornen experience as a result of this disparity, and how they corne to terrns with 

what it rneans to be wornen of faith within contemporary culture. 



Chapter Two 

A Literature Review 

lntroducing the Sociology of Religion 

Changes in the family and workplace, and advancements in technology 

are al1 too real in the face of modernity (D'Antonio.1983; Hewitt. 1993). 

Religious life has not been exempt from the changes that have occurred in 

contemporary Canadian societÿ (Hewitt, 1993). Secularization, the process 

involving the declining importance of religion for societies, individuals, and 

groups. is the acclaimed consequence of modernity on religious life (Hewitt. 

1 993). 

The diminishing importance of religion in Canada comes with little 

surprise when considering the changing beliefs, values. and behavior of 

Canadians (Bibby, 1987; D'Antonio. 1983). Ultirnately, a society once governed 

by collective expression is now subject to the individual (Roof and Gesch. 1995). 

Within our "'culture of choice". religious involvement js no longer an outcome of 

commitment or obligation to religious institutions, but rather of personal needs 

and fulfillment (Roof and Gesch. 1995). 

Organized religion currently maintains a private, rather than public stance 

in the modern era (Ammerman, 1987). Membership in a church is only one of 

the many memberships in a person's life at a given time (Ammerman. 1987). 

Ultimately, religion no longer maintains the status of being all-encompassing 



upon social life as it did in the past (Roof and Gesch. 1995). Canadians now 

pick and choose religious beliefs and practices that are most compatible with 

their contemporary lifestyle (Fhke and Stark. 1992). Religious institutions are 

renowned according to many observers for their unwillingness and inability to 

change in order to accommodate the modern era (Ammerman and Roof. 1995) 

Although it is very clear that the face of the religious world has changed in 

our contemporary society. sociological research suggests that religion remains a 

critical aspect of life, particularly for women. Canadian sociologist Reginald 

Bibby (i993) reports that although the face of religion may be altering. the fact 

remains that the majority of Canadians still identify with a faith tradition (Bibby. 

1993b). Merely 10% to 20% of the Canadian population consider themselves to 

be without a religious group (Bibby, 1993b). Moreover. recent findings suggest 

that not only are the majority of Canadians identifying with a religious group. but 

one in every five Canadians report that they attended a church or synagogue 

last week (Bibby, 1993b). Conservative Protestant churches, in particular. are 

noted by scholars to be holding their own (Ammerman, 1987; Nason-Clark. 

1993: Kraybill, 1989).' 

Undoubtedly, contemporary Christian families experience the struggle 

between church teachings and societal influences (Nason-Clark, 1999). Of 

particular interest to this research study is how the unique aspects of 

Pentecostalism play out in everyday !ives of modern families of faith. 

'ln particular, Pentecostal churches are not mereiy holding their own; beîween 1981 and 1091 membership 
grew at least two and one-half trmes the rate of the total population (29% compared to 12%) (Statistrcs 
Canada, 1983:Table 1, 1993:fable 1). 



Introduction to Pentecostalism 

Pentecostalism attracts just under 2% of the Canadian population 

(Statistics Canada, 1993:Table 1). It is one denomination among  many of the 

conservative Protestant categories accounting for 7-8% of religious life in 

Canada (Bibby, 1987:28). Although Pentecostals share rnany sirnilarities with 

conservat~ve Protestant religions. such as their belief in personal "conversion" 

and their view of the Bible as the inerrant word of God. Pentecostalism's 

distinctiveness is well-known by conservative Protestant believers and non- 

believers alike (Hexham. 1993; Nock, 1993; Lawless, 1988: Chalfant et al., 

1 994). 

Pentecostals are unique from other conservative religions for their 

heightened display of emotionalism (Bibby. 1987; Rawlyk. 1996 and 1997) 

Passionate T.V. evangelists and the media's coverage of worldwide revivals 

often display the emotion-felt experience of Pentecostals (Lawless. 1988: 

Rawlyk, 1997). Church services are renowned for "fire and brirnstone 

messages" and an audible display of worship (includïng the shouting of 

"Hallelujah!" and "Praise the Lord!" by members of the congregation). The 

clapping and raising of hands are familiar expressions of praise and worsh~p 

when Pentecostals corne together (Lawless. 1988) 

Pentecostalism is also recognized by a heightened degree of 

supernaturalisrn (involvement with miracles. the demonic. and belief in 

apocalyptic events in the end times) (Crowe, 1993; Rawlyk, 1997). This 



twentieth-century American born religion (whose birth as a denomination 

occurred at the turn of the century) is distinguished from other conservative 

religions by its acceptance of and participation in charismatic gifts (Lawless. 

1 988; Crowe: 1993). 

Essentially. it is an occurrence of glossalia (speaking in tongues) that 

marks the origin of Pentecostalism (Lawless, 1988). Although glossalia is not 

new, the ~ o d e r n  Pentecostal movement did not begin until 1901 when a small 

group of Selievers (at Bethal college in Topeka. Kansas) sought to replicate the 

Biblical "upper room experience." Speaking in tongues (referred to as the "fire" 

of the Holy Ghost or the "baptism of the Spirit") since that time was recognized 

as a requirement of membership (Lawless. 1998). It was because the upper 

room experience took place on the day of Pentecost that believers referred to 

themselves as "Pentecostals" (Cox. 1995). 

Although a few of the distinguishing factors of Pentecostalism (such as 

heightened emotionalism and glossalia) have been noted and examined by 

scholars, there is limited research on the Pentecostal family. Although 

conservative Protestant religions are renowned for their celebration of the family 

and for activities and spiritual teachings that provide rigid and explicit blueprints 

for Christian family living, there is limited research on the relationship between 

modernity and Pentecostalism as it is experienced in the home. 

One obvious way in which modernity has undoubtedly impacted 

Pentecostal family life is through the changing role of women. In particular, 



women's participation within the paid labor force has not only influenced 

women's roles within the Pentecostal faith communities, but has brought about 

change within the context of family living. Before exploring the relationship 

between Pentecostalism and the family, I will provide a brief overview of the 

study of women and Pentecostalism. 

Women and Pentecostalism 

Pentecostalism has had a unique appeal to women. Women's attraction 

to fundamentalism can be partially traced to their "sociocultural experiences of 

farniiy disruptions, social mobility, and female work-force participation of laie 

modernity" (Eiesland. 1997: 94). Nancy Eiesland's research revealed that 

women's appeal to Classical Pentecostalism related to accounts of *swomen's 

spaces and stories. physical engagement and Southern gender idenfity" 

(Eiesiand. 1997:94). Eiesland further explained: "at Crossroads they find and 

create an individually and communally relevant blend of Southern religious 

traditionalism and therapeutic personalism" (Eiesland. 1997: 94). Similarly. 

Brenda Brasher's (1998) study, involving two Fundamentalist congregations. 

revealed that women often sought support and refuge within female enclaves 

found inside their faith communities (Brasher. 1998). 

Yet, historically, women have been prohibited from public recognition of 

their religious leadership by male Pentecostal leaders (Gilkes. 1985). 

Furthermore. the reliqious iourney of women in Pentecostalism has been 



underrepresented in scholarly renditions, as well as in the feminist analysis of 

women in fundamentalist religions. Women's experiences have often been 

dismissed as "false consciousness" or a powerlessness to change their contexts 

(Eiesland, 1997). 

In spite of the fact that wamen were instrumental in the establishing and 

continuing grow-th of early Pentecostal churches. most of these faith 

communities began displaying a noticeable decline of professional women 

clergy within two decades of their inauguration (Blumhofer, 198711 988: 17). 

Even lay leadership opportunities for Pentecostal women have historically and 

still are primarily gendered (Gilkes. 1985). Theological interpretations which 

disallow wornen to exercise authority over men, or married women to exercise 

responsibilities outside the home. flourish within the Pentecostal faith tradition 

(Eiesland, 1997). 

Furthermore, Elaine Lawless's (1 988) research involved a study of 

wornen's religious experience in rural settings involving both Pentecostal leaders 

and lay women. She revealed that Pentecostalism supplies a milieu for women 

to acquire "a forum for a traditional expressive of verbal art within the 

Pentecostal religious semice" (Lawless. 1988: 109). It was within this place that 

wornen shared (with an authoritative voice from God) their religious experiences 

and beliefs. Yet, Lawless was sure to mention that women also experienced 

restraints in how they worshipped. 



Pentecostal women have been often marginalized by feminist social 

theorists. In explaining women's participation within the patriarchal setting of 

Pentecostal churches, a number of feminists have used an interpretative 

framework that emphasizes "'false consciousness"' or a powerlessness to alter 

their circumstances (Eiesland. 1997). Yet other feminist scholars have grouped 

al1 fundamentalist. evangelical and Pentecostal women together classifying them 

as "antifeminist" or women of the "New Christian Right" (Eiesland. 1997: 100). 

As Eiesland (1 997) argued "the tension between advocacy for women's 

instifutional empowerment and respect for women's actual experience can be 

seen in feminisf analyses of conservative religious or fundamentalist women" 

(Eiesland, 1997: 100). 

Debra Kaufman (1991) identified the tendency of some feminists to 

generalize the experiences of women from conservative traditions. Her study of 

returnees to Orthodox Judaism revealed that theoretical categories are unable to 

distinguish between 'real' and 'alienated' religious experiences of women. 

Furthermore, Judith Stacey (1990) warns against using an analysis that depletes 

whole categories of women to 'robots'.'fools'. or 'victims'. 

In accordance with Stacey and Kaufman's standpoints. I wish to examine 

the relationship between women and Pentecostalism with a more adequate 

ferninist approach which identifies the importance of paying attention to the 

intricacy of women's lives. even within faith communities that claim to provide 

straightforward, basic answers (especially regarding family life). It is through the 



point of view of six Pentecostal women that I wish to examine the complexities of 

women's religious experiences. 

Next, I will examine the relationship between conservative religion and the 

family, followed by an overview of the literature regarding gender and religious 

experience. Following the discussion of gender and religious experience will be 

an examination of literature pertaining to women and work. with a special 

emphasis on the division of domestic tasks within the home. This will provide a 

context in which to examine Pentecostal women's work within the home and their 

attitudes and experiences concerning family life. 

Religion and the family 

Traditionaily, marriage and family have been closely related to religion 

(Chalfant et. al.. 1994). The institution of religion and the family play an 

important role in providing bath meaning and identity to the lives of individuals 

(McGuire, 1991). Historically, religion has legitimated the family, established 

rituals to celebrate family unity, and provided norms and social controls to 

protect the institution of the family (McGuire. 1991 : Ammerman and Roof. 1995). 

The relationship between religion and the family consisted of mutual obligation: 

"Congregations existed in part to help families do their jobs and families were 

expected to support in their homes the work and world view of the congregation" 

(Ammerman and Roof, 1995: 6). 



The relationship between the family and religion has undoubtedly 

changed in contemporary society (Bibby, 1993a; 1993b; McGuire, 1991 ; 

Wuthnow, 1992). Although historically, religion has been closely linked with the 

family, its impact in contemporary family life appears to be weakened and 

indirect (McGuire. 1991 ; D'Antonio, 1983). Sociologists who study religion have 

identified many differences between the traditional family (husband as sole 

breadwinner and wife and children as dependents) of the 1950's and 

contemporary families of today (Marler. 1995; Bibby, 1993a: 1993b: Ammerman 

and Roof, 1995; Wuthnow. 1992). Smaller families, more job opportunities for 

women. the relaxation of the divorce law and the influence of women's liberation 

movement have al1 contributed to the most radical change in family life this 

century (Green. 1984: Ammerman and Roof. 1995: Roof & Gesch. 1995). The 

religious community attempts to uphold values that ultirnately uplift family life. 

community and the spirituality of the congregation while society at large 1s 

stressing the importance of individualism, utilitarianism, and the importance of 

being career-oriented (D'Antonio and Aldous. 1983). 

The changes taking place in the larger society are increasingly impacting 

the church community. As Green (1984) states "Christian families are not 

immune to the pressures of society, nor are they unaffected by the changes in 

our contemporary world (Green. 1984:8). Similarly, Joan Aldous states: 

"families currently are in such a flux that, far from serving with religions as 



guardians of the social heritage, they are forcing theologians to reexamine long- 

held positions" (Aldous, 1983:69). 

lntegration of work roles with faith and family roles poses one of the most 

critical challenges for the church of the 1990's (Wright, 1995). Women within 

religious institutions are increasingly becoming a part of both the part-time and 

full-time paid labor force (Bibby. l993a:l993b; Ammerman and Roof. 1995). 

Furthermore, in a world where personal fulfillment takes priority, young families 

are found to be consumers rather than producers for religious bodies (Bibby, 

1993a; Marler. 1995) 

There is both willingness and reluctance of religious institutions to 

accommodate changes in the family. While the nostalgic traditional family is 

evidently maintained within the majority of church walls, work and family 

changes are beginning to be absorbed by religious institutions (Ammerman and 

Roof. 1995). Conservative Protestant groups are particularly resistant to modern 

changes that may appear to threaten the traditional family (Hall, 1995). VVhile 

liberals see both positive and negative implications to the changes that have 

occurred in the family, more conservative churches identify the breakdown of the 

traditional family as "a signal of and the precursor to the moral deterioration of 

America" (Marler. l995:24). 

For conservative Protestant traditions. "the traditional family has become 

a symbol of social stability and moral virtue.. . the family has become tdealized 

and romanticized " (Hall, 1995: 141 ). Although many conservative church 



members do not measure up to the ideal family situation, they do support and 

uphold these standards (Hall. 1995). Gesch concurs with this notion when 

stating "the culture of the congregation establkhes only one family structure as 

normative and the dominant life experiences of the groups reinforce that nord'  

(Gesch. 1995: 125). 

The Pentecostal tradition maintains a similar stance as other conservative 

Protestant faith cornmunities concerning the beliefs and practices of Christian 

family living. The celebration of the family 1s an everyday occurrence in the 

Pentecostal tradition. displayed in both church activities and services. as well as 

the weekly routine within the Pentecostal home (Lawless, 1988). Furthermore. 

distinct gender roles are also celebrated within this particular faith tradition. 

Gender and Christian Family Living 

The traditional family held so dear by the religious community has been 

shaken by the impact of the changes occurring in the modern era (D'Antonio and 

Aldous, 1983; Marler, 1995). Among these changes is the modified perception 

of the role and allocated status of wornen within our modern society (Ammerman 

and Roof. 1995: Marler. 1 995). 

The majority of religious teachings concerning the family is enthralled by 

a restrictive standard of living for females. The materna1 role within conservative 

Christian ideology is the "crucial pivot-the foundation upon which both family and 



society revolve" and how women fiIl that role determines the potential happiness 

and fulfillment of everyone (Blitchington, 1980%). 

Both the Christian Bible and leaders have continued to sustain the 

traditional belief that a woman's identity is to be engulfed by responsibilities 

associated with her role as a mother and a wife (Marler. 1995: Hunter. 1987). A 

Christian woman is both accountable to God and to her husband in the raising of 

God-fearing children. Aside from duties of childbirth and child-rearing. a woman 

is responsible for the maintenance of domestic tasks (Hall, 1995: Hunter. 1987). 

Even in contemporary society where equality is the end goal, and women 

have become an equally important part of the labor-force. the majority of 

religious institutions continue to uphold the traditional roles of family life 

(D'Antonio, 1983). It still remains that "the ethos in many consemative churches 

is strongly supportive of traditional male provider, female homemaker families" 

(Ammerman and Roof. 1995: 1 1 ). The mother at home as the primary caretaker 

remains an important ingredient in the recipe for good Christian family living. 

The conservative Protestant traditions, in particular, are at odds with the 

changing role of women within our contemporary society. Although some 

changes have been ernbraced. the conservative church is slow to accept any 

notion which pertains to feminism (Hall. 1995). More specifically, the 

Pentecostal tradition continues to strive to maintain separateness and 

distinctiveness with their recipe for Christian family living 



(The Pentecostal Testimony, 1998 vol. 79 # A ) .  Although the traditional farniiy is 

idealized and traditional values are taught, Pentecostal leaders have had to 

make some modifications in their practices to accommodate the changes that 

have occurred within church families. 

Pentecostal believers have become more accepting of the idea of women 

as preachers (Bibby, 1993a; 1993b: Lawless, 1988). Yet, Pentecostal women 

who graduate from Pentecostal theological colleges have great difficulty finding 

congregations that will accept them as pastors (Bibby, 1993b: 21 7). In 

Lawless's research (1988) on Pentecostal women, the only way that women 

rninisters were able to preach God's word was if they argued that it was "God's 

Call" upon their life (and not their own preference). Even then, the chances of 

them receiving their own church were minimal. 

Women and Work 

Undoubtedly, the notion that a woman's identity is primarily associated 

with the home and children (both within and outside the religious sphere) is a 

reality within our contemporary society (Hall. 1995). Essentially. every study 

which explores the division of household labor finds that: women perform 

approximately twice as much household labor as men (Atkinson & Houston, 

1984; Berk, 1985) and women perform qualitatively different types of household 

tasks than men (Blair & Lichter.1991: Coleman. 1988). 



Studies utilizing time estimates (Berk and Berk, 1978; Pleck, 1985: 

Robinson, 1977; Walker and Woods, 1976) and proportional time estimates 

(Maret and Finlay, 1984; Spitze, 1986) suggest that employed women spend 

approximately twice as many hours per week as their husbands in family work 

and bear the greatest responsibility for housework and child-care tasks. 

Moreover, even with the presence of children within the home, the distribution 

remains the same. 

Canadian census data reveal that the proportjon of Canadian women 

doing sixty or more hours of housework per week is four times the corresponding 

proportion of Canadian men: the proportion doing thirty to fifty-nine hours per 

week is three times the corresponding proportion of men; and the proportion 

doing fifteen to twenty-nine hours per week is nearly two times as that for men. 

The proportion of men exceeds that of women only for people who do less than 

fifteen hours of housework a week. For those who do no housework at all. the 

proportion of men is more than two times the proportion of women (1996 

Canadian Census Data). 

Blair and Lichter's research findings involving married and cohabiting 

couples surveyed in the 1988 National (United States) Survey of Families and 

Households revealed that women perform an average of 33 hours of housework 

a week (excluding child-care tasks) as compared to men's average of 14 hours 

(Blair 8 tichter, 1991). Furthermore, Blair and Lichter (1991) show that women 

continue to perform tasks that have been traditionally known as "women's work." 



Men also continue to carry out "male" household chores such as auto 

maintenance and outdoor tasks. 

Berk's study (1 985) supports the idea that household chores are gender- 

segregated. He found that wives assume most responsibility for what are 

perceived to be traditional fernale-tasks (with 96% of wives perforrning bed- 

making! and 94% diapering children). On the other hand, husbands do 

household tasks which are traditionally masculine (with 86% performing 

household repairs, 75% grass cutting, and 77% snow shoveling) (Berk.1985). 

Haas's (1 981) research study involving Swedish couples, revealed that those 

tasks which involve the most skills (laundry. clothing care, and cooking) are 

shared least, and those which involve little skill (bed making, grocery shopping) 

are shared more often. 

As Messiner (1 977) and Coleman (1 998) have demonstrated. the 

nature of traditional male and female chores are very dissimilar. Female tasks 

are usually performed daily and at certain times. which usually leaves little room 

for choice as to when the chore is to be carried out. Male tasks. on the other 

hand, usually have a well-defined beginning and end. lack a solid time frame, 

and usually involve a leisure cornponent (Messiner, 1977: Coleman, ? 998). 

The majority of the studies on the domestic division of labor have been 

centered on finding which variables explain the observed differences between 

various househoids. Factors such as age and number of children. both spouses' 

employment status. income. age, education, race, sex role attitudes, and general 



attitudes toward housework have been used in several combinations to elucidate 

the allocation of household chores (Berk, 1985; Coverman, 1985: Geerken and 

Gove, 1983; Maret and Finlay, 1984: Pleck, 1985; Ross. 1987: Spitze. 1986). 

The numerous studies that have taken place over the past 40 years on the 

division of domestic labor indicate that there is mixed empirical support for any 

one of these variables alone. 

Although there are several studies which attempt to explain the causes of 

inequality in the division of household labor. there are few studies that explore 

the effects of an unfair arrangement for both pat-tners (Benin & Agostinellli, 

1 988). Studies that reveal the consequences of marital quality and depression 

are worth noting (Ross. Mirowsky & Huber. i 983: Pleck, 1985). Pleck's study 

(1 985) revealed that the desire for greater husband participation in household 

work is negatively associated with satkfaction in family life. 

Even less attention is given to the cause of satisfaction with the division of 

labor. Numerous researchers are unable to predict successfully the 

determinants of satisfaction concerning domestic labor (Berk. 1985: Pleck. 

1985). Researchers are particularly inefficient in predicting women's sense of 

fairness about family work (Ferree, 1988). It may be easy to assume that women 

are highly dissatisfied with the division of Iabor within the home and are eager to 

seek change in this regard: numerous studies involve a negative depiction of 

hard and alienating work, characterjzed by boredom, monotony, fragmentation 

and loneliness (Gavron, 1969; Oakley, 1974). However, research findings also 



reveal that housewives express enjoyment and satisfaction with their home lives 

(Lopata, 1971 ; Kome, 1982), or at least some parts of it (Berk & Berk, 1980). 

Many researchers often assume that satisfaction with the division of labor 

is determined by the actual division within the family (involving factors such as 

time spent carrying out tasks, the allocation of tasks and the responsibility of 

tasks). However. there are several findings that do not support this assumption 

(Berk, 1985; Pleck, 1985). For instance, Berk's study (1 985) involving dual- 

earner couples included time and task contributions and found that neither of 

these explained satisfaction in employed families. 

Several studies have revealed that although women do the majority of 

household tasks, they are not dissatisfied with the division of domestic labor 

within their home (Pleck. 1985: Robinson, 1977). Whiie most women do more 

than 70% of family work. less than 1 out of 3 of the wives feel that this is unfair 

and want their husbands to contribute more (Benin & Agnostinelli. 1988: Berk, 

1985; Pleck. 1985: Yogev, 1981 ). It is for this reason that the perceptions and 

expectations of wives are very important in understanding how the division of 

labor "works" even though it is unevenly distributed. 

Perceptions of Fairness 

What determines wives' perception of the fairness concerning the division 

of labor? Thompson (1 991 ) and Feree (1 988) offer three factors to consider the 

perception of fairness among women: outcornes values, referring to the 



outcomes people desire and value; cornparison referents, involving the 

standards people use to judge their existing outcome; and justification. which 

involves the appropriateness of procedures that have created existing outcomes. 

The logic of employing these factors in examining the perception of 

fairness is most clearly demonstrated by Major (1 985), as he explains that 

people have a sense of unfairness if they lack some outcome they desire. have 

a high standard for cornparison. and believe there is no acceptable justification 

for being deprived. 

Feree (1 988) suggests that to understand fairness. women's aspirations. 

desires. and expectations about domestic work should be explored. What is it 

that women value about family work and what are the valued outcomes of 

particular domestic circumstances? Why is that we assume that the time and 

tasks are the essential elements ln determining valued outcornes? For the most 

part. time and task have been revealed to be valued outcomes (Thompson. 

1991). Yet. there are a lot of issues that scholars have not addressed in their 

exploration of dornestic labor. For instance, perhaps particular chores are 

disliked by women. rather than the total amount of time spent in housework 

(Crosby, 1982). Also. researchers fail to acknowledge that the value of time can 

not be captured solely by the number of hours spent on particular tasks. 

Furthermore, the amount of time women spend being responsible for housework 

(coordinating and supervising activities) is often not identified in studies as a 

part of women's work (Devault, 1987). Therefore, much of the time women 



spend organizing and ensuring household chores 1s not included in the analysis 

of domestic labor (Thompson, 1991 ). 

Thompson (1 991 ) suggests the importance of considering valued 

interpersonal outcomes. rather than time and tasks as the only valued outcomes 

Valued interpersonal outcomes can involve the individual as well as other 

people (which are most often signifiant others). For example, perhaps it may 

be that wives want their husbands to spend more time with their children 

because they feel i! is important to the children to spend time with their fathers. 

Perhaps mothers do undesirable tasks out of love, or because they desire to 

serve others (Devault 1987; Feree. 1987). It may also be that 'keeping the 

peace' is more important to some wives than attempting to get husbands to 

perform household tasks (Hochschild, 1989). 

It could be husbands' willingness to take part in domestic work that is 

most important to some wives (Hochschild, 1989; Ross. Mirowsky. and Huber. 

1983). It may be that wives. who have husbands that show them appreciation 

and responsiveness in other ways are not discontented with an "unequal" 

division of domestic labor. Supporting this notion. Hochschild (1 989) found that 

although husbands did not help with domestic tasks, they were still considered 

by their wives to be responsive in other ways (through appreciation and support 

of wife's wage work). 

Furthermore, having husbands who understand their wives' problems 

and feelings was often more important than a 50150 split of domestic chores 



(Scanzoni, 1978). Noddings (1 984) reveals through her findings that essentially 

what wives want is for their husbands to be responsive and attentive. If wives 

had to routinize housework and attempt to make household tasks rule bound. 

they did not experience attentiveness and responsiveness as they would have 

had their husbands initiated involvement in domestic work on their own 

(Nodding. 1984). 

Comparison referents refer to standards people use to judge their existing 

outcomes. According to Feree (1988) and Major (1987), entitlement is the key to 

Our understanding of women's wage and family work. Again, as with valued 

outcomes. there are many assumptions made by researchers involving 

comparison referents. For instance, we must ask whether it is fair to assume 

that women's comparison groups are their partners and that the comparison rule 

is a 50150 split. Do women really feel entitled to a lesser amount of housework 

as a result of their contribution to paid labor? Thompson (1991) argues that 

equality and equity are much more complicated than we often assume. 

Major (1987) found that women often compare themselves to other 

women. As a result, they lack a greater sense of entitlement about paid labor 

despite the fact they are paid rnuch less than men. This can be also said about 

domestic labor, as wives feel they are getting lots of help from their husbands rn 

comparison to their friends. There is also evidence to suggest that within- 

gender comparisons are also made by husbands (Hochschild 1989; Hood. 



1983). LaRossa found that husbands often use within-gender cornparisons to 

make themselves look better (LaRossa, 1988). 

Ultimately, Thompson (1 991) argues that comparison referents reveal 

"what outcomes wives feasibly imagine themselves receivingJ' (Thompson. 

1991 : 188). Feree (1 987) argues that women's sense of entitlement can be 

raised by verifying that there are some husbands who share a large portion of 

household responsibilities, thus elevating the standard of what wives imagine 

their husbands contributing. Major (1987) contends that a part of the 

cornparison process is to consider what one has to contribute to deserve 

something in return. In order to depict the circumstances in which women feel 

entitled to more help from their partner, an understanding of how women 

appraise their husbands' wage and family work as contributions is needed. 

As Feree (1987) argues. it is not simply employment that makes women 

feel entitled to more help at home. but how women perceive their contribution to 

the farnily. Still today, women and men resist seeing wives as CO-providers 

(Hood. 1983). If husbands were to recognize their wives' as CO-providers. they 

would feel compelled to do more housework. Women rnust see their work in the 

home as well as outside the home as "real work", giving it worth and respect. 

The definition of housework needs to be redefined including other 

activities that women engage in which may not be material ln nature (such as 

maintaining familial relationship, easing tensions and emotions. organizing 

events etc.). Thompson (1 991 ) argues that in the case of both wage and family 



work, gendered interpretations of necessary work, personal tribute, sacrifice and 

gratitude undermine women's sense of entitlement. Women who do not believe 

that they deserve more than they have are unlikely to judge domestic work as 

unfair. 

Finally, justifications refer to the appropriateness of the procedures that 

created existing outcomes (Major. 1987). Whether wives believe that there are 

reasons and circumstances that justify why husbands do not contribute more to 

family work is important to note. There are gender-specific rationales and 

excuses for both men's and women's contribution to family work. Men can often 

use work as an excuse from spending time with the children. Men also use 

incompetence and impatience as an excuse to avoid performing household tasks 

and child-related responsibilities. Oftentimes women may "praise, excuse and 

justify" their husbands' minimal involvement in family work, while other wives will 

not accept their husbands' justifications and cal1 them to account (Thompson. 

1991.190). Komter (1 989) argues that by accepting these gendered 

justifications both husbands and wives perpetuate the injustice of family work. 

Rhetoric in the Face of Reality 

Although there is evidence to suggest that women from al[ sectors of life 

experience injustice of family work, conservative Protestant women may be 

especially vulnerabte to an imbalanced division of labor within the home as a 



result of the prevalent conservative ideology regarding family roles within thts 

tradition. 

Historically, the conservative Protestant tradition has opposed the 

inovement of women into the labor force, charging women with the primary 

responsibility for maintaining a Christian home and Christian children (Deberg. 

1990; Hall. 1995). This ideology regarding Christian family living has prevented 

many women from entering the paid labor-force (Hall. 1995). Yet. on the other 

hand. it is suspected that the secularization of society is weakening the influence 

of conservative religion upon family life. 

Symbolic interactionism provides a theoretical model in which to 

understand issues pertaining to women and work in the context of conservative 

Protestant families. This theory suggests that a good predictor of actual 

behavior is one's idealized role. In other words. what a woman considers the 

"ideal" role of her family should strongly influence whether she will actually stay 

at home or enter the paid labor-force. Hence " the stronger she holds to that 

ideal, whether it be traditional or egalitarian, the greater the likelihood that her 

actual behavior will be consistent with those ideals" (Hall, 1995: 139). 

Previous research has revealed that attitudes about the role of women. 

and whether mothers should work. will influence women's decision to enter the 

paid workforce (Hoffrnan & Manis, 1963; Morgan et al.. 1962; Thorton et al., 

1983). Those women who define the female role as centered around the home 

are less likely to be working full-time outside the home (Scanzoni, 1975). On the 



contrary. as Scanzoni argues. the greater the "gender role modernity". the more 

likely women are to be ernployeci full-time (Scanzoni, 1975). However. research 

has shown that oftentimes beljevers struggle with the discrepancy between their 

everyday life experiences and the religious ideology regarding family life. 

Meredith McGuire (1992) argues ihat sorne women deal with the difference 

between religious rhetoric and their experiences by separating themselves from 

certain aspects of religion while focusing on aspects of rituals with which they 

can identify. Furthermore. Nancy Nason-Clark (1995) suggests that far 

evangelical women, personal experiences often override the conservative 

ideology of the famity. 

Discrepancies between religious rhetaric and family experiences may 

extend beyond matters pertaining to the division of domestic labor within the 

home. particularly when it relates to family conflict. Although the conservative 

ideology of the Pentecostal faith tradition undoubtedly includes a doctrine of love 

as exemplified through the life of Christ. many church farn~lies experience 

something quite different at home. 

Violent Christian Families 

Although family violence has only recently received social recognition, it 

has been a stark reality of our society for an indefinite period of time. 

Grassroots feminists who were active in the transition house movement played a 

siqnificant role in displaying the reality and importance of family violence 



(Dobash 8 Dobash, 1979). The feminist response concentrated on three 

initiatives: to reveal the extent of male violence against women; to challenge the 

established responses to wife abuse; and to agree to profeminist services for 

survivors of abuse (Nason-Clark & Beaman-Hall, 1997). The feminist 

perspective explicates wife abuse in relation to power. the economically 

disadvantaged status of women. and the overall breadth of violence in society 

(Dobash & Dobash, 1979: Nason-Clark & Bearnan. 1997). 

In 1993, Statistjcs Canada d~sclosed that one in every six women has 

experienced a violent episode at the hands of her husband within the last year. 

Moreover. at least one in four women have at some time in their adult life 

experienced a violent outburst from their partfier (Statistics Canada, 1993). 

Contrary to cornmon perceptions, family violence occurs in al1 social 

classes. ethnic groups. neighborhoods and faith commun~ties (Pagelow & 

Johnson, 1988: Martin, 1981 : Nason-Clark. 1996). Moreover. closed 

communities such as various immigrant and religious groups are particularly 

vulnerable to family abuse (Nason-Clark. 1996). Little research has explored the 

relatianship between religion and violence against women (DeKeseredy & 

Hinch, 1991 ) .  

Feminist scholars have considered the Judeo-Christian belief system's 

role in the development of patriarchal attitudes toward women. though it is widely 

debated as to whether such vaiues are inherent within this religious framework 

(Brown 8 Brown, 1989; Fortune, 1991 ). Nonetheless, the idea that patriarchy 



supports a social structure that rnakes ownership of women by men "natural, 

morally just, and sacred" is agreed upon by the majority of scholars (Dobash & 

Dobash, 1979:34). Furthermore, the fact that the majority of Canadians identify 

with a faith tradition imparts the importance of conducting research on family 

violence within religious communities (Bibby. 1993). 

Conservative Protestant members attend church much more often than 

those who attend mainline churches. Bibby's findings revealed that one in every 

two report they attend church weekly (Bibby, 1993). Conservative Protestant 

faith communities are of particular interest to many feminist scholars by virtue of 

their unique ideologies and practices that may make them especially susceptible 

to family violence (Nason-Clark, 1996). 

The high level of commitment. the emphasis on farnily life. the belief in 

separation from the 'world'. as well as the literal interpretation of the Bible. set 

conservat~ve Protestant faith traditions apart from the remainder of the religious 

comrnunity. It is these very characteristics that scholars believe make 

conservative Protestant families particularly susceptible to violence (Ammerinan. 

1987: Rose: Barton. 1996). This is nol to imply that conservative Protestant 

church rnembers are more likely to be violent. Yet, there is reason to believe 

that victims of abuse will be more likely to remain in an abusive situation (Nason- 

Clark, 1996). 

Religious doctrine has been found to contribute to the isolation and 

suffering experienced by conservative Christian women who are abused (Shupe. 



Stacey & Hazlewood, 1987; Pagelow & Johnson, 1988). As Nason-Clark and 

Beaman-Hall (1997) suggest. there is good reason to believe that the ideology of 

the conservative faith tradition has especially negative effects on church women 

who are living in abusive relationships. It has been found that although religious 

beliefs held by conservative clergy and congregation members can bring 

healing, they can be utilized to hurt those who are most vulnerable (Kroeger & 

Beck, 1996). 

Religious doctrine pertaining to the submission of women to men. the 

inferior nature of women. the glorification of suffering, and Biblical emphasis on 

forgiveness particularly impact upon the decisions of abused women who are 

connected with a Conservative faith tradition (Kroeger & Beck, 1996; Brown & 

Bohn. 1989; Heggen. 1996: Fortune. 1983). Many consetvative Christians 

believe that God intends for men to dominate and women to submit. This 

inherent logic of patriarchy suggests that since men have the God-ordained right 

to dominate and control. they are also allowed to enforce that control. Dobash 

and Dobash (1979), in their "case against patriarchy," described the connections 

between patriarchy. abuse of family mernbers and conservative religious beliefs: 

The seeds of wife-beating lie in the subordination of 
females and in their subjection Io male authority and 
control. The relationship between women and men 
has been institutionalized in the structure of the 
patriarchal family and is supported by the ecoriomic 
and politicai institutions and by a belief system, 
including a religious one? thal makes such 
relationships seem natural, morally just and sacred 
(Dobash & Dobash, 1 979:33,34). 



The ability for men to control women and children. in addition to the 

assumptions about ownership of women and children by men, rnay make 

conservative Christian women especially susceptible to abuse. Lenore Walker's 

(1 979) research findings on battered women revealed that women with strong 

religious backgrounds are often least likely to believe that violence against them 

is wrong. Helfer and Kempe (1968) report that the assault rate on children of 

parents who condone male violence is 136% higher than for couples who do not 

condone male dominance, 

Research involving 400 pastors in the Atlantic region of Canada reveals 

that a minority of evangelical clergy have substantial experience counseling 

victirns of abuse. while the majority report limited. but ongoing, pastoral 

experience in this area (Nason-Clark, 1996). Of those evangelical clergy. only 

8% reported that they felt that they were well-equipped to respond to situations 

involving family violence, while 39% perceived that they were poorly equipped 

(Nason-Clark. 1996). Furthermore, most evangelical ministers are reluctant to 

refer those experiencing abuse to secular sources. Those with less counseling 

experience and training are ttiose who are least likely to refer victims of abuse to 

secular sources (Nason-Clark, 1996). 

As Nason-Clark argues. while feminists understand violence between 

mefi and women as a result of power irnbalance between men and women. 

conservative Protestant ministers often determine violence between married 

men and women to be related to "misconceptions about God's design for marital 



bliss" (Nason-Clark. 1995: 115). They place domestic violence in the context of 

the rhetoric on family values. 

Although violent actions are condemned. the definition of the abusive 

situation (the naming of violence) eludes assigning blame and places the 

resolution of the problem in the context of the family where both adults are 

involved in the reconciliation process. The fact that many evangelical families 

will only turn to sources within their own faith community, such as the pastor. is a 

concern for many transition house workers and feminist scholars as they 

contend with the role of religion in ending family violence. 

The Evangelical women's understanding of abuse is ultimately derived 

from their own life experiences. Two in every three women have sought advice 

of another woman in the church for a farnily related problem and over 58% of the 

women had offered support to battered women and their children (Nason-Clark. 

1999). 

Furthermore, Nason-Clark and Beaman-Hall (1 997) found in their siudy 

involving evangelical churches that the majority of contact between transition 

houses and churches is mediated by church women. To individual abused 

women, church women defined their support to be both physical and spiritual in 

nature. Women-only networks of informal support are the most obvious way that 

the church cornmunity is sensitive to the needs of abused wornen (Nason-Clark. 

1997). The informal support that Christian women are offering to other women in 

the church may involve praying and lending a listening ear. but it also consists of 



physical support such as a place to lodge for a couple of days, transportation. 

food, and child-care (Nason-Clark, 1999). 

Conservative church women are frustrated and impatient with their faith 

comrnunity's failure to respond fully to family violence. As Nason-Clark argues. 

the complex understanding of family violence is in part a reflection of the way 

religious women use religious faith and teaching to understand their Iives and 

personal experiences, particularly related to the family (Nason-Clark, 1995). 



Chapter Three 

Methodology 

Background ta the Research 

There were two central things that I learned being raised in a Pentecostal 

home. First, the Pentecostal church plays an all-encompassing role in the 

everyday life of its families. Much the same as other Pentecostal families. my 

sjster and I played with church friends; we were a part of church-related 

weekday activities; we went to church twice on Sundays: we visited other 

Pentecostal homes with Our parents; and we were enrolled (when availabie) in 

Pentecostal schools. 

Secondly. within the Pentecostal faith tradition there is a tremendous 

emphasis placed on being set apart from "the world." My parents. as well as 

our pastors. always spoke of how bad the world was getting and how hard it 

was to raise children in the day in which we lived. My parents sheltered us 

from secular music, were selective of our friends, monitored our television 

programs and continuously educated us in al1 of the dangers we would face 

growing up in a "sin-sick" world. In their opinion, things were either "worldly" 

or godly and they constantly tried to alleviate or minimize any outside 

influences upon our lives. 

As a child, the "do's and don'ts" implicit within my parents' world-view 
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disappointment, the majority of rny teenage years were spent sxperimenting 

with the "don'ts" from whicii they had so earnestly tried to protect me. lt was 

not until three years ago that I returned to the Pentecostal church as a regular 

attender. 

My religious experience has now taken on more of a personal nature. My 

beljefs and actions are no longer guided by rny parents' list of "do's and 

don'ts". but by my own personal convictions which 1 have come to terrns with 

over the last few years. Attempting to understand why I choose to do the 

things I do. and believe the things I believe, has been an ultimate growing 

experience in my religious walk. It is through this study that I wish to 

understand how others make sense of their own decisions and beliefs in light 

of church messages. 

In a faith tradition where the church plays such a critical part in the family 

life of its members. and where separation from the secular culture is an 

important mandate of believers, it is of a particular interest how those people 

associated with the Pentecostal faith community make sense of their own 

decisions and experiences in the world in which they live. "Women and 

work" and issues of farnily conflict are specific areas that I have chosen to 

focus on because I am personally Q i n g  to come to terms with the church's 

messages regarding these issues. A previous study which 1 conducted under 

the supervision of Nancy Nason-Clark involving the gender roles of 

Pentecostal women, also piqued my interest in the area of women and work. 



Here 1 found that women oftentimes atternpt to make sense of their God-given 

roles in light of bath religious rhetoric (teaching provided through the oral 

tradition and the written word) and everyday experiences. 

The central fucus of the current research project was to examine how 

families connected with a Pentecostal faith community described and 

understood what their faith perspective brought to their family life. To address 

this focus, the research had five objectives: 

1)To examine the hturgy, structure, leadership. and lay participation of a 
selected Pentecostal church in order to provide a context through which to 
analyze selected features of family life; 

2)To document the variety of family forms (e.g., marital status. ages of family 
members) and selected family experiences (e.g.. labor force participation. 
personal pietyj arnongst al1 congregation members aged eighteen and over: 

3)To survey members of this particular congregation in order to explore both 
attitudes and experiences of farnily living, with a particular focus on attitudes 
concerning the participation of women in the labor force and family conflict. 

4)To explore how a small sample of Pentecostal wives describe and interpret 
their family life. with a particular focus on their participation in the labor force 
and family conflict: and 

5)To examine the social and structurat processes whereby PentecostaI 
families negotiate the boundaries of their religious and family life and how 
they resolve any conflicts between their faith perspective and modernity. 

00th qualitative and quantitative approaches have been selected for this 

study. The interviews and the survey served cornplementary. yet distinct. 

roles within this thesis. The survey enabled me to document the 

congregation's family forms and general attitudes, while the interviews 

provided a deeper interpretation of Pentecostal farnily life as experienced by a 



few selected female congregation members. Learning of the diverse 

attitudes. experiences, and family forms within the particular faith community 

through the use of a congregational survey allowed me to contextualize the 

stories of the six Pentecostal women who were interviewed. Together, these 

two approaches offered me an overview of the attitudes and experiences of 

the congregation and then a more in-depth look into the lives of a small 

number of women. 

In an attempt to address the research objectives outlined above. the 

research was conducted in three stages: participation observation and the 

collection of church literature: the administration of a church family survey to 

the congregation members aged eighteen and over present on a Sunday 

morning (68 out of 89 completed, a response rate of 76%); and in-depth 

interviews with six Pentecostal wives. 

Access was gained into the faith community through the senior minister. 

A detailed description of my proposed research was presented to him on the 

telephone. During this ttme, permission was granted and tentative dates were 

selected for the distribution of the questionnaire. A Sunday morning service 

was chosen (by the minister) as the most appropriate place and time to 

administer the questionnaire since it was an occasion where the greatest 

number of members were gathered at one time. Also. arrangements were 

made for me to make a public "invitation to participate" during the Sunday 

morning service one week prior to the distribution of the questionnaire. 



Getting Started 

The initial phase of the research study was carried out in order for me to 

gain an understanding of the local church. This phase entailed visitations to 

Sunday worship services as well as selected weekly church activities. I 

continued to attend Sunday serv~ces through the duration of my project. 

Participant observation disclosed the structure of church meetings, as well as a 

basic knowiedge of what was available to the congregation members in terms of 

weekly programs and activities. Ultimately, this stage of the research project 

provided insight into the nature of church life. 

I also explored the literature offered to congregation members. Through 

an examination of magazines. bulletins and flyers, I was able to assess 

aspects of religious life important to both congregation members and those in 

positions of leadership. Activities and events associated with this particular 

faith community were also observed. The church minister also provided (upon 

request) further literature which he believed would help identify important 

issues associated with Pentecostal family life. Through the examination of 

denominational literature, the lyrics of worship music, as well as the minister's 

Sunday semons or "messages," I was able to gain a deeper understanding of 

the "church family." 

The Survey Process 

The second part of the research study involved the distribution of a 

church family survey. Eighty-nine surveys were administered to the church 

congregation (to ail present who were aged eighteen years or older) of which 

sixty eight were returned, for a response rate of 76.0%~. An anriouncement 

- .  - - 

220 of the 68 surveys were from the pilot conducted which involved the church's college aged group. 
Also, it was estimated that there were 100 members aged 18 and over within the congregation. yet only 
89 of the 100 prepared surveys were distr~buted. Because of poor weather conditions, and unforeseen 



was inserted in the Sunday bulletin which was available to al1 congregation 

mernbers two consecutive weeks prior to the distribution of the 

questionnaires. This written announcement included a brief introduction of 

me and the overall theme that this project would be addressing and how 

congregation members could become involved in the research process.3 

Members were made aware that surveys would be handed out during the 

Sunday morning service the following week (see Appendix A). My name and 

telephone number were enclosed if participants wished to inquire further 

about the nature of the research project. A public announcement was also 

presented by me during the morning service one week prior to the survey 

distribution which highlighted the information in the bulletin. 

Prior to the distribution of the questionnaire within the congregation. a 

pilot test was administered to a small sample (approximately 20) of the 

congregation who belonged to a college-aged church group. during one of 

their weekly meetings. All twenty questionnaires were completed and 

returned before the closure of the meeting. Since there were no significant 

changes made to the questionnaire after the pilot test was carried out. al1 

twenty of the surveys were included in the final analysis (see Appendix B).' 

On the Sunday following the public announcement of my research. I 

handed out the church family survey packet to al1 potential participants as 

they entered the church foyer. The packet consisted of a letter of invitation. 

circumstances, not al1 regular church attenders were present on the two Sundays in which the 
questionnaires were given out 
Yhere are two main reasons why I chose to include ail of those members who are eighteen and over 
within my study (despite the fact that my focus is on women and family Iife) First although It is safe to 
assume that single wornen (as weli as single men) may have different views of family Iife prior to their 
experience of marriage than after this 1s their Iife experience I am interested in the views of a diverse 
group of Pentecostal adherents Secondly, I believe that it is befitting to include ail members (eighteen 
i ï i d  üveij silipiy b i ~ â u ~ e  :azily Iik ,à s;i ipkâ~;;~i  :Y z ~ t h  ; !;:PC ~ 2 ~ 2 :  ::: !k: ?:o!$cÎs!I! t:=d!!!n:! 
4~~ ensure that participants who completed the pilot did not complete the final questionnaire I selected a 
portion of the congregation that were easiiy identified (in terms of age and their group membership) frorn 
other members 



an envelope (addressed to me), a card which ailowed survey participants an 

opportunity to becorne further involved in the research (through an interview 

experience), and the survey form. Within the letter of invitation. congregation 

members were made aware of a specific drop-off location (within the foyer of 

the church) for completed surveys. The invitation also included the 

designated place for the Interview Response Cards to be placed (in a box 

next to the questionnaire box). Naturally, within this letter of invitation, 

participants were informed of their right not to participate in the project, to 

terminate the survey at anytime. or to omit a response to a particular 

question(s) shoutd they feel uncomfortable with it. Confidentiality and 

anonymity were also promised with~n this letter (see Appendix C). 

Due to poor weather conditions the mornhg that the survey was 

distributed, the remainder of the questionnaires were distributed the following 

Sunday. The boxes were brought and left in the church foyer during both 

Sunday services for two subsequent weeks following the second distribution. 

Although congregation members were asked to return the questionnaires at 

the end of the service. most of the participants did not return them until the 

following Sunday. This may be due, in part. to the length of the service (it 

was an extra 30 minutes longer than usual because it was Communion 

Sunday) and the poor driving conditions. All questionnaires were returned 

within three weeks prior to the initial distribution. Two additional 

questionnaires were collected after the data analysis was already in progress 

and they were excluded from the study. 



The Focus of the Survey 

The main questions addressed in this stage of the research study were: 

Who are the Pentecostal families that make up this particular congregation? 

And what are the attitudes and experiences of the participants regarding 

family living? 

To determine what kinds of families are present within the congregation. 

the survey obtained general information about each participant such as 

marital status. age. occupation, gender, economic status, and education of 

each member (see Appendix D). Where applicable. participants were asked 

to provide some information about their spouse (e.g., occupation. church 

attendance. etc.). The particular types of family structure in which participants 

live and interact were also explored. For instance, does the participant corne 

from a blended family andlor dual-incorne home? How many children are in 

the family? These are only a few of the general questions that were examined 

in relation to Pentecostal family life. In addition. religious attendance and the 

degree of involvement in church activities (including leadership positions) of 

both participant and spouse were addressed in the survey (see Appendix D). 

To uncover the attitudes and experiences of the part~cipants concerning 

family life, two case scenarios were presented in the survey. One of the 

hypothetical situations involved family conflict and the other, a situation 

involving the issue of women. employment and family responsibilities. 

Following the scenario was a list of items describing potential attitudes about 

each hypothetical situation. Participants were asked to provide their 

agreement with each statement according to a scale of one to ten, where one 

meant "strongly agree" and ten signified "strongly disagree". 



More specifically, the farnily conflict case scenario attempted to uncover 

the attitudes that participants held toward a family situation involving conflict. 

Through the list of items presented in relation to the scenario, participants 

were asked to determine the seriousness of the family conflict, to offer their 

opinion as to what avenues of help were appropriate in terms of the situation, 

to determine where the responsibility for family conflict lies, as well as to 

provide their opinion as to the nature of the problem. 

The other scenario, involving issues pertaining to women and work, 

attempted to reveal the negotiation process that the participants engaged in 

when determining whether it is appropriate for women to take part in the paid 

work force in the event that children. as well as other work commitments (such 

as volunteer work at the church and domestic related duties) were involved. 

Through this scenario, participants' opinions of women's paid work were 

revealed. This case scenario attempted to uncover whether decisions about 

the hypothetical situations were gender-based. or related to other factors 

In addition to the case scenarios, there were supplementary questions 

that addreçsed the family life experiences of participants. More specifically, 

there were questions concerning the distribution of domestic chores. child- 

related tasks. spiritual related activ~ties. and church-related responsibitities 

within the family. The importance of church life to both spouse and participant 

was also addressed. 

To address the issue of reliability within my research study, the 

development of the Pentecostal Family Questionnaire was largely influenced 

by previous research carried out by the Religion and Violence Research 

Team, affiliated with the Muriel McQueen Fergusson Research Center for 

'it 1s important to note that some of the survey respondents may be from the same famiiy This was 
expected since the population involved a relatively srnall faith community 



Family Violence. Case scenarios (similar to those within the Pentecostal 

Family Questionnaire), in particular, have been used by the Research Team 

in past research endeavors and have been proven to be an effective 

instrument in this area of study. 

Furthermore, the tables within my study involving the distribution of 

dornestic tasks have been inspired by previous relevant Iiterature and have 

been effective in increasing knowledge about the division of household labor 

(Benin & Agnostinelli, 1988; Blair and Lichter, 1991 ; Greenstein, 1996). 

A triangulated approach (participant observation, a congregational 

survey, and in-depth interviews), has allowed me to address the issues 

pertaining ta women and work and family conflict in diverse ways. Yet, the 

interview data, in combination within the data obtained from a six-month 

period of participation observation, has supported the findings derived from 

the questionnaire and is consistent with previous literature related to these 

issues (as presented in Chapter 2). The triangulated approach addressed the 

issue of validity within rny study and has provided me with confidence in the 

research findings. 

The Interview Process 

The final phase of this MA research involved in-depth interviews with six 

Pentecosta! wives selected from the completed "willingness to be interviewed" 

~ a r d s . ~  The reason for exclusively selecting married women is due in large 

part to the traditional view that other kinds of relationships are discouraged 

strongly, and the fact that the existence of other types of living arrangements 

"Within my proposal, I stated that ! would be interviewmg 10 Pentecostal married couples. However, 
due 10 time restraints I nad ro cnoose a smaiiai saiiipir. i arieiiëd ô s â ~ p l s  û:nûnle;;, :n;::zY C! 

having fewer married couples so that I could have a larger percentage of families represented within the 
interview data. The women were selected according to their family data. I selected three wives who 
were full-time hornemakers and three wives who were working full-time with small children at home 



(other than relationships involving rnarriage) is minimal within this faith 

community. In addition, wives were selected (as opposed to husbands) 

because it is the experiences of women that were the primary focus of my 

thesis. lnterviewing women participants enabled me to gain an understanding 

of how Pentecostal women interpreted and applied messages that directly 

involved their own gender.7 

The "willingness to be interviewed" cards indicated the name, address 

and telephone number of the participant (see Appendix C). Interviews were 

set up (by phone) at a time and place convenient for the participant. Only one 

of the selected women declined the invitation to be interviewed. In this 

particular instance, her husband had filled out the "willingness to be 

interviewed card" without her approva~.~ Another participant was selected out 

of the "willingness to be interviewed cards" to fiIl her place. All of the 

interviews were conducted within the same week that the appointrnents were 

made. 

Upon their request, five of the interviews took place in the participant's 

home and one interview took place in my home. The interviews were very 

casual in nature, and al1 but one took place over the kitchen table with a cold 

drink. The other took place on the backyard patio where the participant 

usually spent her time after a long day at work. The interviews with 

homemakers took place during mid-afternoon while their children were 

'AS previously mentioned, at the onset of my research study I was interested in the family experiences 
of both Pentecostal men and women. Yet, at a later stage (when I comrnenced the interviews) I had 
chosen to focus on women. At this time the analysis of the survey data was completed. Had I decided 
to center my research on women earlier. I would have conducted a separate analyçis of the findings in 
relation to men and women to offer a more coherent deprction of Pentecostal women and family life. 
@This woman suggested that she would not be able to provide me wjth an accurate depiction of 
Pentecostal family life because her family was not befitting. Buth she and her husband are divorced, 
and two ofthe husband's children (she has no biological children) are only at home with them half of 
the time because they also live part-time with their biological mother. After I assured her that her 
family did not have to fit a particular mold to be interviewed, she suggested that perhaps she just felt 
uncornfortable with the idea of answering questions pertaining ta th& issue. 



napping. The other interviews. involving those who were employed outside of 

the home, took place on a weekday evening or on Saturday. All of the 

interviews were conducted and transcribed within one week. 

At the onset of each interview. the nature of my project was once again 

disclosed, and a brief outline of the interview was provided. Each participant 

was inforrned that the interview was voluntary and that they could terminate 

the interview at any time. I also suggested to them that if they were 

uncomfortable with a particular question. they may refrain from answering it 

and we would move on to the following question. The participants were also 

told that if they felt that they wanted to say anything in addition to the 

comments they made during the interv~ew, they could do so after the interview 

was completed. A summary of my results was also promised upon request. 

(see Appendix E). 

Next, the written consent form was explained and presented to each 

woman for her signature. The consent form also requested permission to 

tape record the interview (see Appendix F). As the interviews took place. 

notes were taken to provide a safety measure in the event of a tape recorder 

failure. However, there were no complications involving the recording device. 

When additional questions arose as a result of the participant's response to 

the structured interview questions. they were also recorded on paper and 

addressed later in the interview. 

Al! of the interviews took place without any cornptications: the women 

were very relaxed during the interviews and although the interviews lasted 

from sixty to ninety minutes, the average visit lasted up to two and a half 

hours. Following the interview, the participants requested that I talk more 

about the research project and my future plans, or they usually elaborated on 

their life experiences concerning the issues that were addressed during the 



interview. A few of the interview questions had to be repeated and further 

explained, but for the most part everything went as expected. Most of the 

women stated that they enjoyed the interview experience and mentioned that 

they had anticipated that the questions would have been more personal in 

nature. Many of the women stated that some of the questions were difficult to 

answer simply because they had never really thought about the issues that I 

was raising. At the closing of each interview. my gratitude was once again 

expressed and a brief summary of my results was promised, upon their 

request. 

The Focus of  the Interview 

The purpose of the interviews was to gain information about the personal 

experiences of the participants in relation to the topics that were previously 

raised in Phase Two (the Pentecostal Family Life Survey). In particular, the 

case scenarios were revisited in the interviews in order for participants' 

experiences to be discussed. as opposed to opinions to hypothetical cases 

that were addressed in the survey. 

The interview was comprised of thirteen structured questions. as well as 

additional questions that arose during the interview (see Appendix G). 

Following the case scenario about women and work in the survey. women 

were asked to describe what factors they (or other Pentecostal women) took 

into account when deciding whether or not to be involved in the paid labor 

force. Also. although the church messages about women's roles were not 

directly touched upon in the survey. they were addressed in the interview. The 

participants were asked whether the church messages that they received 

about the roles of women and men were difficult to live up to and whether 



these messages were different than the messages women received outside of 

their faith comrnunity. 

The participants were also asked to comment on the results of the survey 

regarding the dumestic division of labor. Particularly. the participants were 

asked why women continued to do the rnajority of domestic tasks even when 

they are participating in the full-time labor-force. Similarly, they were asked to 

expiain why it was found that both men and women were more tolerant of an 

expanded role for women than they were for a less traditional role for men. 

Eâch wornan was also asked to share the present and past (if different in the 

past) division of domestic labor within their own home and to report their 

satisfaction and perception of fairness with their personal arrangement. 

Due to time constraints, only two of the questions addressed the issue of 

family conflict. These questions involved their response to the fact that 

Christian families also experience conflict and abuse. and probed appropriate 

sources of support for Pentecostal men and women in the event of abusive 

experiences. 

Analyzing the Data 

Upon the completion and collection of the surveys, the data was compiled 

using the statistical program SPSS. After al1 of the questionnaires were 

entered into the statistical prograrn. frequencies were run on all of the 

variables. 

Following the initial cleaning up of the data. further analysis was carried 

out with the use of crosstabulations. It was at this stage of the analysis that 

the significant relationships among the variables within the dataset were 



identified.g Consequently, only those relationships that directly related to my 

research questions and were previously explored in the literature (as 

presented in Chapter 2) were chosen to be included within this study. Some 

of the significant relationships were excluded from further analysis due to the 

lack of variance within one or two of the variables. 

The frequencies and crosstabulations were recorded and discussed 

within preliminary write-ups. Tables were constructed for al1 of the 

frequencies and crosstabulations. Consequently, when beginning the write- 

up of the chapters involving the quantitative data, most of the themes and 

findings simply needed further explanation and organization in relation to the 

other research findings. 

To much regret, the analysis was somewhat limited due to time 

restrictions. Since most of the time spent carrying out this stage of my 

research involved learning how to use the statistical package and conduct a 

quantitative study. the analysis did not reach as sophisticated a level as I had 

hoped. Even so. this stage of the research lasted three months while it was 

initially planned to be a one-month process. 

It was not until the analysis of the survey neared completion, that I began 

thinking about the interview questions. This was due in part to the decision to 

have the interview questions emerge from the results of the survey. It was 

expected that having the interview questions directly related to the results of 

the suwey would allow for a better study and a smoother connection between 

the chapters involving the quantitative and qualitative data. 

goen&y, =;O, er(n~=!lpn, y n p l y n o n !  rtl!-c yr-?~tinn and marital statiis wprp the variables that I 
selected as the focus of rny analysis The reason for choosrng these were two-fold These variables 
were the most interesting to me, and they were previously associated wrth the issue of women and 
work as well as farnily conflict in previous research studies (as presented rn Chapter 2) 



After the completion of the interviews, each interview was transcribed 

verbatim. After I transcribed al1 of the interviews, I read through them twice to 

make corrections and become familiar with the interviews. Following the 

initial readings, I printed each interview allowing a large space for notes to be 

made within the margins. Again, I read each interview twice to increase my 

familiarity with the story of each woman. Next, I went through al1 of the 

interviews and wrote two or three basic words to describe the essence of each 

woman's response to every individual question. lntriguing statements and 

appealing phrases were also underlined during this time. Themes were then 

identified within each interview. The next step involved a comparison across 

al1 six interviews. All of the notes that were made within the margins of the 

interviews were compiled within a larger chart that included the summary 

statements of al1 interviews. Comparing these summaries enabled themes 

between interviews to be identified. Choosing which themes to focus upon 

was the most difficult part of this process. Being concise and selective in the 

reporting of my findings was especially challenging since I found each finding 

so fascinating. 

After the themes had been chosen, I returned to my research questions to 

ensure that they were being adequately addressed. An additional struggle 

that I encountered during this part of the analysis involved my desire to have 

ail of the women's voices heard al1 of the time. As a result. the first write-up 

was especially long. 

Writing up the Data 

The data from both the suwey and interviews will be arranged into three 

chapters. Chapter Four will involve an overview of the findings from the 



survey data, with a particular focus on the issues pertaining to 'women and 

work'. The findings of the congregational survey will highlight factors that 

determine women's participation within the paid labor force and the division of 

domestic labor within the home. 

Chapter Five will involve a presentation of interview data as it relates to 

women's experiences and attitudes regarding paid employment for women 

and the division of domestic labor. This chapter will explore further the 

findings of the previous chapter from the viewpoint of six Pentecostal women. 

with a focus on church messages that women receive about their role in light 

of everyday experiences and the perception of fairness of women in view of 

the division of labor within their homes. 

Finally, with the use of both survey and interview data, Chapter Six will 

focus on the issue of famity conflict within families of faith. The findings of this 

chapter will highlight how participants come to understand abuse within their 

faith community. and what sources they deern appropriate in the event that 

family conflict occurs. Chapter Seven will offer an overview of the findings of 

the previous chapters, with an emphasis on Pentecostal family life in our 

contemporary culture. 

All chapters related to the data will involve a discourse between the data. 

the literature and my own thoughts. As each finding is reported. I will attempt to 

place it within the context of the related literature to reveal its broader 

significance. My own thoughts will reveal how I have come to make sense of the 



data in terms of the literature that I have read as well as some insights as a 

result of my own personal experiences. 

Participant ~rof i le ' '  

There were 68 participants included in this case study. 55.2% were 

women and 44.8% were men. The sample included participants aged 18 to 86 

years, 38.5% of the sample were 29 years or younger and 72.5% of the 

respondents were under the age of 45. The mean age was 37 years of age. 

Within the sample, men were significantly older than women (F(1. 63)= 4.149: 

p<.05),11 the mean age of both men and women were 41 9 and 33.7 

respectively. 

Nearly half (42.6%) of the participants were married. while those who 

were never married made up the next largest group. The remainder of the 

sample consisted of those who were remarried after divorce (1 1.8%). remarried 

after widowhood (5.9%). separated or divorced (2.9%), and widowed (2.g0/0). 

Those who were never married were the youngest of the participants, followed 

by those who had been separated or divorced (mean age of 36.50), rnarried 

(mean age of 42.07), and those remarried after divorce (mean age of 43.50). 

Those who were widowed (mean age of 46.00), as well as those who were 

- -  

: G The participant profile was presented simply as a means for the reader to become aquatinted with the 
congregation 
t Normally tests of significance are used to ensure that a particular relationship found in the sample was 

not an error of sampling but a refiection of a relationship between variables true of the population from 
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have no reason to believe that non-respondents within my  population were any different from those who 
participated in my study, and significant rests provided an appropriate means to assess the strength of 
relationships between variables which were particularly relevant to my study 



remarried after widowhood (mean age of 61.25), were the oldest of al1 

participants (F(5, 59)=7.695: p< .01). 

Most parents in the sample had two children. The mean number of 

children for each family represented in the case study was 2.54. with a range of 

1-1 0 children. Those respondents who were younger in age had significantly 

fewer children (F(5. 31)=8.530: pc .01). The mean number of children for those 

respondents 18-29 of age was 1.00. Respondents aged 30 to 45 had a mean of 

1.72 children, while those 46 to 60 years of age obtained a mean of 2.78. Older 

respondents (61 -81 years of age) obtained a mean of 4.71 children. 

Those participants with a higher level of education had significantly fewer 

childreri (F(5, 30)=2.783; p< .05). Respondents with "some high school" had a 

mean of 4.57 children. while those with more education had fewer children (high 

school graduates (2.09), college graduates (2.1 7), some university (2.00), 

university graduates (2.00). and those with at least some graduate school 

experience (2.00)). 

Most of the respondents were either high school graduates (25%) or 

college graduates (25%). Also. one in four participants (21.9%) had some 

university background (the majority of the respondents within this category were 

currently students). A total of 12.5% of the respondents had some high school. 

9.4% were university graduates, and 5.9% had graduate school experience. 

There was a similar pattern with the education of respondents' spouses. 

High school graduates (33.3%) and college graduates (30.8%) made up the 



biggest portion of the sample. University graduates (1 5.4%) were the next 

largest group, followed by some high school (7.7%), some university (5.4%) and 

graduate school (5.4%). Those who had more education were typicatly younger 

(except for those participants who have graduate schooling) (F(5. 57)=8.530: 

pc.01). The mean age for those with some high school education was 58.89. 

while the mean age for university graduates was 29.33. 

Almost half (42.6%) of the respondents were working full-time and 20.6% 

of the sample were students. Those who were part-time workers (1 3.2%). retired 

(1 1.8%), full-time homemakers (8.8%),12 and unernployed (2.9%) made up the 

remainder of the sample. Those respondents who were students were the 

youngest of al1 other groups (mean age 21.57), (F(5. 59)=16.538; pe.01). The 

unemployed were the next youngest group with a mean age of 25.0 years of 

age. The mean age for those working full-time was 37.30, and for those working 

part-time it was 39.22. The homemakers (with a mean age of 43.00) and those 

retired (with a mean age of 66.86) were the oldest of al1 respondents. 

Almost half (48.8%) of the respondents' spouses were working full-time. 

followed by part-lime workers (16.3%), full-time homemakers (1 6.3%). those 

retired (14.0°h), students (2.3%), and those who were unemployed (2.3%). 

More spouses were working full-time than respondents. This finding was 

expected since there were more female than male participants. 

Many of the respondents (48.4%) were employed as technicians or in 

trade positions such as automotive service, heavy equipment, or employed as a 

12 Wlth the exception of one, ail homemakers in the research study were fernale 



pipeline specialist or computer support personnel. Service and sales positions 

made up 30.1 910 of the current occupations of respondents. Jobs in this category 

included positions such as a custodian, hair dresser assistant, school bus driver. 

and retail salesperson. Finally. 15.2% had professional positions that included 

an engineer and a teacher. 

Occupations of respondents' spouses were much the same as the 

respondents in that most spouses were either working in technical support 

positions (38.1 %) or within service and sales occupations (34.4%). A total of 

7.6% of spousal occupations were in the professional positions. 

The Importance of Religious Life and Faith 

Religious faith played a significant rote in the lives of the respondents 

from Seaside Pentecostal Church. On a scale from 1 to 10 (where 1 is "not 

important at all" and 10 is "extremely important1') the average response was 9.43. 

with responses ranging from 2-10 Most respondents (92.0%) rated their 

religious faith to be very important (a score between 8-10). 

For the most part, respondents indicated that religious faith was also very 

~mportant to their spouses. 89.2O/0 of respondents considered their spouse's 

religious faith to be extremely important to them (very important scored from 8- 

10). However. in most cases respondents indicated that their own religious faith 



was more important to them than it was to their spouse. The mean score was 

9.13, with a range from 3-10. l 3  

Interestingly, respondents indicated that religious faith was less important 

to their children. A minority (40%) of the respondents considered religious faith 

to be extremely important to their children. The average score for the 

importance of religious faith to children (as indicated by respondents) was 6.47. 

The median score was 6.50, with a range from 1-1 0. 

The importance of church life was clearly indicated by respondents 

through the frequency of church attendance in a given week. Most respondents 

(78%) attended church at least twice a week, while 91.2% of the respondents 

attended church at least once a week. Looking at this data a little more closely. 

we see that almost half (45.6%) of the respondents attended church more than 

twice a week, 32.4% attended church twice a week, and 13.2% attended once a 

week (1 3.2%). Only a minority stated their attendance as several times a year 

(5.9%). or bi-monthly (2.9%). 

Most of the respondents indicated that their spouses also attended church 

on a weekly basis. However. respondents indicated that their partners attended 

church less (on average) than themselves, 57.5% of the respondents' spouses 

attended church at least twice a week and 86.8% of the respondents' spouses 

attended church at least once a week. 

'3" - - ,  . - - *  - -  - - - -  , - - 1  -- m..-, - 6  .mi .m. , , . ,  C , , b h  ,f b h "  ."rnn"rl,,.,t .,.= )ha .+,npnr(*n! ,.,_lri2hlo Miiaiyùis ui v a i i a i i c c  ( i i i v v~ r i i i y  i i i ipuiruinri un O ~ W ~ S U Y ~  BIIIII - 1  . .a -  I - - ~ c . , , - - , , .  -- ...- dlr-. -- 
and gender of the respondent as the independent variable) revealed that gender did not have a significant 
effect on the importance of religious faith of the respondent Women and men were similar in how they 
rated the importance of religious faith in their Iives 



Although a large percentage of respondents (45.6%) attended more than 

twice a week, few of the participants held church offices or responsibilities. 

Over half (51.4 O h )  of respondents did not hold any church office. 22.7% held 

one church related responsibilit~es, 13.6% of respondents held two 

responsibilities. and 12.1 % held three or more responsibilities. 

When respondents were asked the amount of time they spent carrying out 

church related tasks, the most common response was two hours a week. The 

average time spent carrying out church related responsibilities was 2.37 hours a 

week. with the responses ranging from 1 to 15 hours. Women performed more 

church related responsibilities than men at Seaside Pentecostal Church (F. 1. 

64)=6.830: pc.05). Women held an average of 1.25 church offices. whereas 

men performed less than one (0.50) church related tasks. More women (54.5%) 

than men (45.5%) held at least one church related position. 

It was evident within this particular congregation that although men 

held the prominent positions of power (such as the pastoral positions). wonien 

were holding the majority of leadership roles.'"hen the pastor of the 

congregation was asked why this was the case. he suggested that it was 

because men were not taking their place of leadership within the church. 

Hence. although men were supposed to be the spiritual heads of the church. 

as a result of default. women were fulfiiling traditionally male leadership roles. 

Women recognized the needs within the church and took action to meet those 

14 Participation observation revealed (for the most part! thal those who had ChUrch respansioiiirres were 
also leaders in this area. For instance, if you were a Sunday School teacher, you would also sit on a board 
with other Sunday School teachers and holp make decisions about the program. Furthermore. a lot of 



needs, regardless of the nature of the tasks involved. Thus, I would argue 

that although these women were a part of a community which upheld male 

headship, women did have a certain degree of power (and voice) concerning 

matters of church life since they were the ones who were leading the church 

activities and programming. Thus far. it has been revealed that religious faith 

and the religious institution plays an imporlant part in the majority of Seaside 

Pentecostal members' lives. The next chapter will examine the importance of 

Pentecostalism for families within the context of home-life. 

decisions regarding this program were based on individual preferences and the ministerial staff did not 
play a significant part in church programs such as  this one. 



Chapter Four 

Women and Work: 
An Exploration of Roles, Rights and Responsibilities 

Chapter Four will focus on the issue of 'wornen and work' within the 

context of Pentecostal farnily life. This chapter wjll be divided into two parts. 

namely "women and paid labor" and "women and domestic laboi'. The first part 

will address the attitudes of Pentecostal families about paid employment for 

women. involving a discussion of gender roles. rights, and responsibilities. More 

specifically. this section will involve an exploration of the factors that rnay 

contribute to the decision regarding the participation of wornen in paid 

employment. The remainder of the chapter, entitled "wornen and domestic iabor" 

will disclose the division of domestic tasks within Pentecostal homes. with a 

focus on the perception of fairness among family members. The distribution of 

child-related chores and spiritual tasks will also be exam~ned in this section. 

Women and Paid Labor 

As illustrated in the participant profile of Seaside Pentecostal 

Assembly, religious faith played a significant role in the lives of family 

members. Not only did nearly al1 of the participants determine their religious 

faith to be a very important element in their lives. but the cornmitment level. as 

reflected by their church involvement and attendance, also revealed that the 

Pentecostal faith tradition played a critical role in respondents' religious 



experience. The following section will examine the attitudes of participants 

with a particular focus on gender roles. What do believers perceive to be the 

role of women and the role of men in the context of Pentecostal family life? 

The following section, "The Impact of Conservative ldeology on Pentecostal 

Family Life" will provide an overview of the attitudes of participants. 

The lmpact of Consema tive ldeology on Pentecostal Family Life 

As previously mentioned, the conservative ideology which is 

associated with the Pentecostal faith tradition involves rigid standards for 

Christian family living. Amidst these standards is a very clear depiction of the 

roles of both men and women. In particular, the majority of religious 

teachings have revealed a restrictive role for women. Both the Bible and 

Christian leaders have sustained a traditional belief that a woman's identity is 

to be defined by the responsibilities associated with her role as mother and 

wife (Marler, 1995: Hunter. 1987). Christian women are to be both 

accountable to God and to their husbands to raise God-fearing children. 

Aside from the duties of child-birth and child-rearing, women are to be 

responsible for domestic tasks (Hall. 1995; Hunter. 1987). 

According to some interpretations of early Christian teachings. women 

were subject to a traditional. subsemient role within the private domain of 

daily family life, with minimal positions available to women within the male- 

dominated public sector of life (Chalfant et al.. 1994). There is still evidence 

to suggest that in today's society. many conservative churches are strongly 



supportive of traditional male-provideri female-homemaker families 

(Ammerman and Roof. 1995). 

To explore attitudes concerning gender, family, and paid employment. 

participants from Seaside Pentecostal Assembly were presented a case 

scenario about women and work within the survey (Appendix D). Utilizing a ten- 

point scale. participants were asked to respond to twelve statements that were 

directly linked to the scenario. The purpose of this case scenario was to reveal 

the negotiation process in which participants engaged when determining 

whether it is appropriate for women to take part in the paid labor force in the 

event that children, as well as other work commitments (such as volunteer work 

at the church and domestic related duties), were involved. Table 4.1 presents 

an overview of participants' opinions of women and paid work. and these results 

provide the basis for discussion in this section. 

Women and Work Case Scenario 

Betty and Joe are a Christian couple who have been rnarried for four years. They ha ve 
two children. Nathan and Crystal who are ages two and three. Joe and Betty both work 
full-time outside the home. Joe runs his own painting business and Betty is a social 
worker employed with the local police department. Betty and Joe are also very active 
in the church, and volunteer at least two nights a week for church related tasks. Betty 
is the Sunday School Superintendent and the leader of Women's Ministry, while Joe is 
the organizer of the Wednesday morning prayer group and sits on the church board. 
Since the children were born. Joe and Betty have been finding it dificult to find quality 
time for the children. Aside from that. the house always seems to be a mess and the 
children seem to spend too much lime with the baby-sitter as a result of their parents 
work and vanous church commitments. Betty and Joe are aware that something has to 
change yet they are unaware of what that should be. 



I aDle 4.1 uistritwtion or KeSpOnSeS to tne women ana WOrK Lase scenario 

The husband and wife should 1 1-10 

Items concerning Paid Labor 
and Gender 

ensure that one parent remains at 1 

Range 

home with the children until each 1 
of the children are in school full- 
time 
If husband receives hiqher pay, he 1-10 
should remain employed full-Grne 1 
while the wife remaini at home 
If the husband has more 1-1 0 
opportunity for career 
advancement, the wife should 
leave her full-time position 
If the wife's work dernands more 1-10 
time cornmitment on the weekend, 
she should leave her full-time 
position 
The wife should her church related 1-10 
responsibilities in order to remain 
home more often with the children 
The husband should reduce 1-10 
church related responsibilities in 
order to remain home more often 
with the children 
The wife should leave her full-time 1-40 
position and find work part-tirne 
The wife should leave full-time 1-10 
position and stay home with 
children 

-- 

If wife receives higher pay, the 1 4-10 
husband should remain home with 1 
the children 
If the husband's work demands 1-10 
more time cornmitment on the 
weekends, he should leave his full- 
time position 
If the wife has more opportunity 1-10 
for career advancement, the 1 
husband should leave his full-lime 1 

The husband should leave hisfull- 
time position and find work part- 
time 

time position and remain home 
with children 
"N" refers to the number of cases. Total percentage does not always equal 100.0 due to 

rounding error. 

7.27 
Oh (N) 
10.4 

] O/o(N) 
32.8 / 56.7 



As indicated in Table 4.1, the following research findings involving one 

part~cular faith community disclosed that conservative ideology remains an 

important part of Pentecostal families' religious experience: women were 

primarily associated with the home while men were connected to the paid labor 

force; an expansion of women's role was more easily accepted than a 

broadened role for men within the family: and further anatysis. which will be 

discussed more fully later in this chapter. revealed that the distribution of 

responses to the women and work case scenario did not differ by gender of 

respondent. 

The first prevalent finding revealed by the suwey data was that a woman's 

priority was sfill largely perceived to be the home, while a man's priority was 

associated with the paid labor force. l 5  As revealed in Table 4.1. findings from 

the case scenario indicated that over half of the respondents (56.7%) strongly 

agreed that the husband and wife should ensure that one parent stays at home 

with the children while they are in school full-time. Furthermore. it was the wife 

who was the one who was expected to remain home with the children in most 

cases. 

The response to the case scenario about women and work revealed that 

24.2% of the respondents strongly agreed that the wife should leave her full-time 

job and remain home with the children. On the other hand. when respondents 

were asked whether the husband should leave his full-time position and remain 

'?he findings of the survey data within Chapter Four and Chapter Six are italicized. This is srmply a style 
that I have chosen to highiight the central themes that arose fram the survey data 



home with the children, only 1.5% of the respondents strongly agreed with the 

statement. Relatedly, 33.8% of the participants strongly agreed that the wife 

shoutd reduce her full-tirne position to find part-time work. while only 5.9% of 

respondents reported that a man should leave his full-time position to find part- 

time employment. 

Conservative Protestants have historically favored the jdea that women's 

lives should be primarily at home and family centered. Furthermore, 

conservative Protestant groups have opposed the movement of women into the 

labor-force charging women instead with the primary responsibility for 

rnaintaining a Christian home and raising Christian children (Hall. 1995). This 

conservative family ideology has dominated fundamentalism and evangelisrn 

since the turn of the century. Furtherrnore, it has prevented many women from 

even thinking of working outside the home (Hall, 1995). 

The survey findings revealed that participants primarily associated women 

with the home and men with the breadwinner role. However. it is noteworthy to 

mention that only one in four respondents strongly agreed that the wife should 

leave her part-time and full-time position to remain honie with the children. This 

indtcates that some compromise has crept into the gender role ideology held by 

church members. Although many congregational members have contjnued to 

associate women with the homestead, the majority had found that it is not a 

situation that is feasible for al1 mothers. Many Pentecostal families may have 

had to readjust their attitudes about women and work to accommodate societal 



changes and fiscal realities. As we will examine in the next chapter. 2 

conservative gender role ideology remains a critical part of the Pentecostal 

religious experience. 

The relationship between conservative ideology and the attitudes of 

participants was also revealed by the findings that suggested that participants 

were more ready to accept nontraditional roles for women than they were to 

accept nontraditional roles for men. As illustrated in Table 4.1, the previous 

responses about women and work also revealed that there were an equal 

number of respondents who were non-traditional in their response as those 

participants who were traditional. However, when the husband was the one to 

take on a nontraditional role, there were very few respondents who strongly 

agreed with this arrangement. For instance. although there were 24.2% of 

respondents who strongly agreed that the wife should leave her job and remain 

home with the children. there were nearly an equal percentage of respondents 

who believed that the wife should not leave her job. Similarly, even though 

33.8% of respondents strongly agreed that the wife should leave her full-time 

position and find part-time work in order to spend more time with the children. 

nearly an equal percentage of respondents did not agree that the wife should 

leave her part-time position in this situation. 

On the other hand, there were 1.5% of respondents who strongly agreed 

that the husband should leave his job and remain home with the children. while 

75.0% of respondents who believed that the husband should not leave his job. 



Moreover, 5.9% of respondents strongly agreed that the husband should leave 

his full-time position and find part-time work in order to spend more time with the 

children, while 73.5% of respondents did not agree that the husband should 

leave his part-time position in this case. 

Furthermore. the conditions under which the wife should remain home 

differed in comparison to the husband. When considering al1 the conditions. the 

children remained the sole priority of the mother, while the husband was chiefly 

identified with the breadwinner role in the family. 

Based on the mean ratÏngs. the findings revealed that the participants 

believed that the wife should remain home if (foremost) her work demanded 

more time commitment on the weekends (45.6% strongly agree), if her husband 

received higher pay (37.3% strongly agree) (ranked second). and if her husband 

received an opportunity for a career advancement (46.3% strongly agree). On 

the other hand. also determined by the mean ratings. respondents reported that 

the husband should remain home (foremost) if the wife received higher pay 

(1 4.9% strongly agree), if the wife had more opportunity for career advancement 

(16.4% strongly agree) (ranked second), and if the husband demanded more 

time commitment on the weekends (1 1.8% strongly agree) (ranked third). 

Again. as Table 4.1 illustrates, the previous findings revealed that the 

wife's priority was to be at home with the children. while men were less 

associated with the responsibilities of the home and children. It is noteworthy 



that respondents were more likely to agree with the wife remaining under al1 

three conditions than they were for men to remain home. 

Why was it that the participants were more accepting of nontraditional 

roles for women than they were for nontradit~onal roles for men? I would 

speculate that there were primarily two potential reasons for this finding: First. 

the hierarchical structure (which is prevalent within conservative ideology) was 

upheld if the husband was the partner who was associated with power and 

status; and. second, woman working outside the home could be justified with 

reference to financial factors while a husband remaining home full-time could not 

be justified. 

In essence, if participants were to accept nontraditional roles for men they 

would (to some extent) be going against the ordained hierarchical order upheld 

by the conservative faith tradition. On the other hand. if women were to take on 

nontraditional roles, the hierarchical structure would not be challenged to the 

same magnitude. A man can remain in a position of power if his wife works 

outside the home because a woman's income rnay be merely seen as a 

supplement to her husband's wages. Thus, although a wife may be employed 

outside the home. she c m  continue in her primary role as a homemaker as well 

as supportive helpmate. 

Rose's (1 987) research findings involving evangelical women supported 

this notion. She concluded that 'Yhe fact that many evangelical wives are 

working is usually condoned, however, since it serves an economic necessity. 



Yet in no way should the wife challenge her husband's role as the primary 

breadwinner and head of the household. Rather, the traditional, patriarchal 

family should be upheld" (Rose. 1987:247). 

Furthermore. as many conservative authors and leaders have suggested. 

it was acceptable for a woman to work outside the home if it does not jeopardize 

the man's role and position of authority in the home (Martin, 1981). Thus. if 

wives were to work outside the home. they had to make sure that their husband's 

self-esteem was not affected. 

I would argue that in Pentecostal families. women participating in the paid 

labor force will not pose a fhreat to their husbands as long as the husband is 

considered the primary breadwinner of the family and his family role in general is 

not compromised by the change. Weiss' s research (1 987) involving fam~lies 

who were not necessarily from a conservative faith tradition revealed that full- 

time employed wives were rarely seen as equal financial contributors to the 

family (Weiss. 1987). hat. successful men (in terms of occupation) revealed that 

most husbands believed that their wives worked to fulfill personal needs. rather 

than to contribute financially for the fam~ly. These men ultimately believed that 

earnings were usually not as important as getting women out of the home and 

giving them the opportunity to fulfill the? desires. In this way, the wife working 

for in the paid labor force did not pose a threat to the husband's identity since 

her work was not perceived to serve the same function. However, it is important 



to note there has a progression over the past decade toward a more egalitarian 

society. 

I speculate that many women continue to be the primary caretaker of their 

homes and children even when they have expanded their role to inciude the 

paid-labor force. Thus, although a woman may work outside the home, her 

identity continues to be primarily associatad with her role as a mother and 

homemaker. In this way, the husband still holds a position of power and 

authority over the family. On the other hand, if he were to leave his job in the 

paid labor force and become a full-time homemaker, the power relations 

between the husband and wife would be altered. The wife would now hold a 

position of status and power accompanied by income and employment over her 

husband who was taking her place at home. Furthermore, his role would not be 

expanded as his wife's, for he would be losing a part of his identity (that of a 

breadwinner). 

Aside from these reasons, the fact that women and men were seen as 

inherently different by most conservative faith traditions may also explain why 

participants were more accepting of nontraditional roles for women than they 

were for nontraditional roles for men (Hall, 1995: Hunter. 1987). Specifically. I 

would argue that it is more difficult for participants to imagine a husband home 

with the children full-time than it is for them to imagine a wife as the family 

breadwinner. This may be due (in part) to the belief that men do not possess the 

nurturing qualities that wornen do (Hall, 1995; Marler, 1995). Since rearing 



children is a critical part of the Pentecostal faith tradition, it is one area where 

gender roles may not be compromised. 

Furthermore, there may be societal pressures that may have influenced 

the attitudes of men and women regarding gender roles. There are negative 

connotations associated with a father who is a homemaker within Our 

contemporary culture (Hunter, 1987: Martin. 1981). ln the past, fathers had 

been seen as lazy and inadequate if they were at home with the children while 

the wife provided financially for the family (Hunter, 1987). Although the notion 

of men remaining home full-time is generally more accepted in today's society 

than it was in the past. I presume (frorn rny own experience) that mothers are 

preferred over fathers to fulfill the homemaker role. 

Taking on a traditionai female role may bring great reproach upon men 

since they are no longer associated with characteristics which define society's 

perception of manhood (characteristics associated with power. machismo. 

independence). In summary, 1 suspect the fact that men are not easily accepted 

into non-traditional roles strengthens the argument that. although the church 

may have allowed some compromise (in the way of expanding women's roles). 

the conservative ideology which upholds an ordained hierarchical family 

structure still remains an important facet of faith for Pentecostal families. 

The third factor that depicted the imporfance of conseivative ideology on 

family life was the finding that women and men were similar in their attitudes in 

that they generally accepted nontraditional roles for women while they 



disapproved of nontraditional roles for men. Analysis of variance with responses 

to the items exploring the gender and work case scenario as the dependent 

variable and gender of the respondent the independent variable revealed no 

significant results on these items.'"his finding suggests that men and women 

were no different in their attitudes concerning gender roles. Although it may be 

easily presumed that men may be more prone to hoid ont0 traditional attitudes 

concerning gender roles because they have more to lose (in terms of power) in 

accepting a more liberalized ideology of women. the cuvent findings do not 

support this theory. Although women were generally more in favor of 

nontraditional roles for women and men, the difference was not significant. 

Hence. although conservative ideology concerning women's roles may be seen 

as restrictive, women were equally as accepting of these roles as were men. 

An important question arises from this finding: Can we assume that 

because Pentecostal women have attitudes that reflect conservative ideology 

concerning the role of women. they practice those beliefs in their everyday lives? 

The decisions regarding women and work as experienced by a small selection of 

Pentecostal women will be explored at a later point in Chapter Four. 

The research findings from the case scenario also revealed that neither 

the husband nor the wife was more identified with church responsibilities. I 

would argue that this finding is further evidence to suggest that the traditional 

role of women remains important within the faith community, as well as within the 

1 E Analyçis of variance was performed with the thirteen items presented in Table 4.1 as the dependent 
variables and gender of the resporident as the independent variable. These results revealed that none of 
these items had differentiated rneans by gender of the respondent. 



home. As indicated in Table 4.1. when respondents were asked to rate on a 

scale of one to ten (where "1" was strongly disagree and "1 0" was strongly 

agree") whether both the wife and the husband should reduce church related 

responsibilities in order to spend more time with their children. the difference 

between the two responses was not great: and 38.2% of the participants strongly 

agreed that the mother should reduce her church related responsibilities. while 

35.3% strongly agreed that the father should minimize his church-related 

activities. 

Although it was clearly indicated that home was the priority of the women. 

while the workplace was associated with men. it appeared that the roles within 

the church were a little more undefined." It was telling then that there was not a 

larger percentage who agreed that the mother should be the one to leave her 

church responsibilities in order that she remain home more often with their 

children. Findings suggested that the mother was not expected to make th& 

sacrifice anymore than her husband. 

Within the context of this particular church. it was the women who were 

carrying out the brunt of the church responsibilities and holding elected offices. 

Sunday school teachers. children's church teachers. vacation Bible school 

leaders. soloists, worship team leaders. youth group helpers, kitchen workers, 

event organizers, and women's ministries leaders were usually positions that 

were filled by women. Furtherrnore. there were nearly equal numbers of women 

17 
Roles in the church appear to be less defined because there seams to be no preference as to what 

gender should be associated more with the church and responsibilities associated with it. 



and men in traditionally male-only offices such as board members and ushers 

Ultimately, if wornen were to leave their responsibilities and remain at home, who 

would take their place? Men may not want the responsibility that church offices 

enta11 and women may not be willing to relinquish these positions within their 

faith community. 

More importantly, the church responsibilities that women hold oftentimes 

involve their children. Not only may wornen be teaching and caring for their own 

children through their church involvement, but they may also be extending their 

nurturing foie to other children or other women within the church (Ammerman & 

Roof. 1999: Nason-Clark. 1997) . '~  Ultimately. the mothering role is also an 

important facet of church life. as well as family life at home, and the findings 

reflect the continued importance of the role of a woman as a nurturer. 

How has the process of modernizat~on influenced Pentecostal families 

regarding their attitudes about women and work? Past literature has revealed 

that the traditional family ideal he!d so dear by the religious community has been 

shaken by the impact of the changes in the modern era (D'Antonio and Aldous. 

1983: Marler. 1995). Among these changes has been the modified perception of 

the role and allocated status of women within our modern society (Ammerman 

and Roof. 1995; Marier. 1995). 

The Pentecostal faith tradition. in particular. has sought to attatn 

separateness cind distinctiveness in their practice of Christian family living from 

16 Over the six-month period that I engaged in participation observation it became very obvious to me 
(through my visitations to both formal and informal women-only networks) that the nurturing role was an 
important part of women's religious experience. 



the 'changing world' of which they are a part (Vagacs, 1998). Undoubtedly. 

despite the church's efforts of resistance. contemporary Pentecostal families 

have been impacted by societal changes. The following section will examine 

how families of faith (whose faith tradition focuses on separation from the 'world') 

contend with changes within Our contemporary culture, particularly as it relates 

to the participation of women within the paid labor force. 

The Impact of Life Experiences on Pentecostal Family Life 

Undeniably, al1 religious groups have felt the pressures of living within a 

culture that is becoming increasingly at odds with the central tenets of religious 

ideology. Even the Amish tradition. at one glance so far removed from the 

influences of contemporary society, carry a mark of modernity as they have 

negotiated their religious boundaries to include modern conveniences such as 

the telephone (Kraybill, 1989). Pentecostals are no different than the Amish in 

that they have engaged in some form of "boundary maintenance" in order to 

survive (at least comfortably) within our contemporary culture. The attitudes. as 

reflected within the responses to the survey on Pentecostal Family Life, do 

indicate the impact of the modern era. More specifically. the findings further 

revealed that certain members tend to carry a more liberalized view of women's 

roles than others: those who were younger in age; those who had higher levels 

of education. and those respondents who were not married. Moreover. the 

survey revealed that those who were involved in paid work were no different in 



their attitudes about women and work than those who were not participating in 

paid  abo or.'^ 

Findings revealed that the younger respondents were more liberalized in 

their views about women and work in the paid labor force in regards to a number 

of responses. Analysis of variance with responses to the items probing the 

gender and work case scenario as the dependent variables and age of the 

respondent the independent variable revealed significant results on three of 

20 these items. Age of respondent was found to have a significant effect on "the 

wife should leave her full-time position and stay home with the children" (F(4. 

60)=5.141: pc.05). The older respondents were more likely to agree that the 

wife should leave her full-position and remain home with the children than the 

younger participants. Similarly. the age of the respondent was found to have a 

significant effect on the item "the wife should leave her full-time position and find 

part-time work" (F(4. 60)=2.661: pc.05). Again. those respondents who were 

younger were less likely to agree that the wife should cut back her hours of paid 

employment to part-time. Finally. the age of the respondent was also found to 

have a significant effect on the item "if the wife receives higher pay, the 

husband should remain home with the children" (F(4. 59)=3.503: p<.05). 

Younger respondents were more liberal concerning the role of men than their 

older counterparts. 

' ' ~ n a l ~ s t s  of variance was performed with the13 items presented in Table 4 1 as the dependent variables 
and employrnent status as the independent variable. The results revealed that one of these i!ems had 
aiiiereritidieu ciiediis Uy e ~ i i p i u ~ ~ i i ~ ~ i  j i ë i u ~  üf iSpüfi&ll: 
20~nalysis of variance was performed with thel3 items presented in Table 4 1 as the dependent variables 
and age of the respondent as the independent variable The results revealed that three of these items had 
drfferentiated means by age of respondent These items are discussed more fully in the texl of the thesis 



There has been previous scholarly evidence suggesting that the younger 

generation's ideology is more egalitarian than that of the older generation (Maret 

& Finlay, 1984). Given that this was the case. it was not surprising that those 

respondents who were younger were more liberated in their thinking about 

women and work. It is not uncommon for young people to have grown up in a 

dual-income family. Thus. many of those young people may have expected that 

when they marry, both spouses would work. Moreover. the majority of young 

women in the study were enrotled in university. There were more college-aged 

women in the sample going to university than there were college-aged men. 

Hence. it is probabiy safe to assume that most of these women in university were 

planning to work after they obtained their education. The fact that they have 

spent a considerable arnount of time and energy on their schooling rnay have led 

them to consider positively the decision to work while raising children. 

Ano fher important finding 1s that although younger participants were more 

liberal (overall) in their ideology concerning the role of women, they were slmilar 

to older respondents in that they were traditional in fheir viewpoint concerning the 

rok of men. As previously indicated. the younger iespondents were more 

accepting of the notion of tne husband remaining home with the children if the 

wife receives higher pay. However. for the most part, the age of the respondent 

and the statements regarding the nontraditional roles for men were not found to 

be significant. '' Hence. although the younger participants w x e  more accepting 

'kxcept in one case. where age of the respondent had a significant effect on the item 'If the wife receives 
higher pay, the husband should rernain home with the children full-time" (F(4. 59)=3.503, p< 05) 



of nontraditional roles for women. they were not as accepting of nontraditional 

roles for men. Thus, although the younger participants were more liberal in their 

view about women and work, their egalitarian ideology did not extend to include 

the roles of men. 

Why was it that younger respondents were more ready to accept the idea 

of mothers participating in the paid labor force. while they opposed the notion of 

fathers remaining home with children? Simply as a speculation. I would have to 

suggest that accepting nontraditional rotes for men would be the last aspect of 

Pentecostal family life that would deviate from religious rhetoric. To suggest that 

a man's place can be as readily placed within the home as it is in the paid labor 

force would simply go against the pivotal foundation of the conservative faith 

tradition-that women and men are inherently different and they have God-given 

roles that reflect those distinctions. Thus, for younger respondents (as well as 

the older participants) to accept the not~on of nontraditional roles for men would 

mean that they would have to reject the traditional family ideal that their faith 

community upholds. At least the idea of wornen working in the paid labor force 

can be justified within the context of our contemporary society as a financial 

obligation. Even then, the wife still plays a very active role in the mothering of 

her children. In contrast, the idea of fathers remaining home with their children. 

as opposed to being full-time employed, can not be as easily justified within the 

framework. Furthermore. society (as a whole) has not progressed too far in 

accepting men into nontraditional roles (Greenstein, 1996; Thompson, 1991 ). 



Thus, it comes as little surprise that those participants who were associated with 

t he  Pentecostal tradition would not take a progressive stance towards the role of 

men which blatantly diverges from the religious rhetoric of their faith community. 

The survey also revealed that parficipants who have a lower level of 

education were more consemative in lheir attitudes regarding men in 

nontraditional roles. Analysis of variance with responses to the items probing 

the  gender and work case scenario as the dependent variable and education of 

the respondent variable revealed s~gnificant results on two of these items." 

The level of education of the respondent was found to have a significant effect 

on the item "if t h e  wife receives higher pay. the husband should rernain home 

with the chitdren" (F(5. 57)=3.055; pc.05). Although there were only 14.9% of 

respondents who strongly agreed with the notion of the husband remaining 

home if the wife received higher pay. those with high levels of education were 

more likely to agree. Similarly. the level of education of the respondent was 

found to have a significant effect on the item " ~ f  t h e  husband's work demands 

more time cornmitment on the weekends. he should leave his full-time position" 

(F(5. 58)=2.881: pc.01). Again, those responderits who had a higher level of 

education were more likely to agree with the husband leaving his full-time 

position to be home more with the children on weekends. ?J 
h - - i , . - . -  - 4  ..-..-,-- ..me ,n~+.,--.-i ..,;th +ho 9 7  itomc nrocenteri j n  T;h!e 4 1 25 fhe donandan! -*rinhl~- 
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the thesis 



As mentioned previously, there is scholarly evidence suggesting that 

those with a higher level of education have a more liberal attitude about women 

and work (Hall, 1995). Hall (1995) found that, for women, having a college 

degree increased the opportunities for employment. Among women 25 to 54 

years of age. with four or more years of college in March 1988. 81 % were in the 

labor force. On the other hand, only 51 % of those with less than four years of 

college were in the labor force. Women with more education rnay be more likely 

to be in the labor force simpl y because of increased opportunity (Hall. 1 995). 

Research findings also revealed that those women with higher levels of 

education were likely to think differently about themselves (Hall. 1995). They 

were likely to obtain different ideals due to their experience in educational 

institutions (Hall. 1995). As Hall explained "advanced formal training provides a 

broader, more universalistic set of values that are less vulnerable fo the narrow 

appeals of intergroup negativism. A more highly educated person was thought 

to be less conforming, more conscious of quality, and thus more apt to have 

egalitarian views of male-female roles" (I-iall, 1995: 143). Scanzoni's study 

revealed that among women. higher educational levels were associated with 

more modern individualistic egalitarian gender-role norms. and with more 

favorable responses to materna1 employment (Scanzoni, 1975). 

So how might an educated Pentecostal woman or man come to terms with 

the rhetoric of the conservative faith tradition and the liberating teachings offered 

by educational experience? The interview data discussed in Chapter Five will 



shed some light on how a few educated women understand and act upon the 

religious rhetoric of family life in their everyday experiences. 

Married respondents were also found to be more traditional in their 

attitudes about women and work fhan those respondents who were not currently 

married. Analysis of variance with responses to the items probing the gender 

and work case scenario as the dependent variable and marital status of the 

respondent revealed significant results on three of these items.23 The marital 

status of the respondent was found to have a significant effect on the item "the 

wife should leave her full-time positions and remain home with the children" (F(5. 

61)=4.007: pc.05). Similarly. marital status of the respondent was found to have 

a significant effect on the item "the wife should leave her full-time position and 

find part-time work" (F(5, 62)=2.744: p<.01). In both cases. those respondents 

who were married or were previously married agreed more with the idea that the 

mother was to remain home than those participants who have never been 

married. Furthermore. the marital status of the respondent was found to have a 

significant effect on the item "if the wife's work demands more time commitment 

on weekends. she should leave her full-time position" (F(5, 62)=6.464: p<.01). 

Again. those married were more in favor of the wife remaining home with the 

children. I speculate that this particular finding may also indicate the importance 

of the participant's life stage (or life experience). Perhaps, it is the experience of 

23 Analyws nf varianrp was n~rfnrrn~rl  with the17 items oresented in Table 4 1 as the denendent variables 
and marital status as the independent variable The results revealed that three of these items had 
differentiated means by marital siatus of the respondent These items are discussed more fully in the text 
of the thesis 



marriage and raising children that results in more traditional attitudes regarding 

women's roles. 

Anofher interesting finding that is worth noting is that employment status 

was no! found /O play a significant part in explaintng the attitudes of respondents 

regarding the issue of women and work. Those who were full-time employed 

were sim;/ar in their responses to part-time workers and full-time homemakers. 

Analysis of variance with responses to the items exploring the gender and work 

case scenario as the dependent variable revealed significant results on one of 

these items.24 The employment status of the respondent was found to have a 

significant effect on the item "the husband and wife should ensure that one 

parent remains home with the children until the children are in school full-time 

(F(5. 61 )=2.440: pc.05). Although part-time workers were those participants 

most in favor of one parent remaining home, homemakers were not as traditional 

in their response as part-time workers and those who were full-time employed. 

However. aside from this item, employment status of the respondent was nût 

found to have a significant effect on the items about gender and paid labor. 

Although homemakers and part-time workers were slightly more traditional in 

their responses. the majority of the respondents were typically traditiona~.'~ 

Although it was expected that those respondents who were homemakers 

and part-time workers would hold more traditional in attitudes about women and 

24 Analysis of variance was petiorrned with the 13 items presented in Table 4 1 as the dependent variables 
~ n r (  nmr$nyrnent ctatiic a+ the inriepsnri~nt variahl~ Thçi r ~ s ~ i l t c  r~vsalad that one of these items had 

differentiated means by ernployment status of the respondent This item is discussed more fully in the texI 
of the thesis 



work, the findings did not support this theory. Perhaps, this is an indication that 

although some families may be experiencing more liberal family roles. they may 

still be very traditional in their attitudes about women and work. There is 

scholarly evidence which suggests that many religious families who do not 

measure up to the rigid standards of family living associated with their faith 

tradition still continue to uphold these ideals (Hall, 19%). 

Thus far. an examination of the influence of both conservative ideology 

and lived experiences on attitudes of respondents have been presented. The 

findings suggest that conservaiive ideotogy does have a significant influence on 

the perspectives of respondents concerning family life. Most respondents 

believe that a mother is to make the home her priority. while the husband is to be 

the breadwinner. Furthermore, the results also revealed that some participants 

had attained a more liberal view of gender roles than other respondents, 

pafticularly those who were younger. more educated, and those never rnarried 

Now. the question that must be addressed 1s: Are the attitudes of respondents 

reflected in their everyday experiences? The next section will explore these life 

experiences. 

Attitudes about Women and Wark in Practice 

There were an equal number af respondents within the sample who have 

homes where both husband and wife were employed full-time as there were 

respondents with families where the mother was a full-tirne homemaker and the 



husband was a full-time breadwinner. Noteworthy, however, was that nearly al1 

familles that had preschool children had mothers who were full-time 

homemakers. If the mothers were not home full-time, they were part-time 

employed while raising preschool children. There were no dual-income families 

within my study that had preschool children. and very few where children were 

school-aged. 

There were also some families who were not practicing traditional gender 

rotes. In particutar there was one home where the husband was a full-time 

homemaker and the primary caretaker of the pre-school aged children while the 

wife was ernployed full-time. There were a couple of cases where the husband 

was unemployed while the wife worked full-time. the husband was employed 

part-time while the wife worked full-time, and where the husband was retired and 

the wife was full-time or part-tirne employed. However. in each of these 

nontraditional family situations. there were no school-aged children involved. 

ln summary. the attitudes of participants concerntng women and work did 

relate to their decisions in everyday life. Thus. the importance of revealing the 

attitude of participants was crucial in understanding their decisions about paid 

labor for women. Similarly, Huber and Spitze (1 983) argued that emphasis on 

attitudes has underlying implications. They believed that it was based on the 

assumption that women "should" have a choice about whether or not to 

contribute financially within the family. Yet. findings revealed that only 12% of 

respondents of a US survev thouqht a mother with school-aged children should 



work for pay (Huber and Spitze, 1983). Even for a married woman with no 

children, less than one-third of both women and men believed she should be 

employed. Since women were associated with the responsibilities of the home. 

and men were not, it may seem understandable. However, it tended to preserve 

the inequatities within the household. These findings revealed. Huber and 

Spitze argue, that the perceived responsibility for breadwinning affects the 

interna1 organization of the household, even when women were employed. This. 

they suggested, may be the aspect of women's employmeiit most resistant to 

change. Relatedly, attitudes of Pentecostal women and men appear to be 

related dosejy to their family life experiences. 

In continuing to address the impact of religious rhetoric on Pentecostal 

family living, the remainder of this section will examine another area of work. 

namely domestic labor. If conservative ideology declares that women's God- 

given role is within the home, tending to domestic chores and raising God- 

rearing children, how are families operationalizing these standards? As 

previously noted. some families have expanded a woman's role to include paid 

ernployrnent. Does this mean that women's role within the home has been 

altered too? The following section will address these questions. First. there will 

be a discussion of the distribution of household chores, followed by a 

presentation of the distribution of child-related tasks, and spiritual tasks within 

Pentecostal homes. In closing, I will examine the impact of paid employrnent on 



work within the home. including child-related chores, spiritual tasks and 

household labor. 

Women and Domestic Labor 

Participants within the study were presented a table within the survey that 

asked them to indicate the division of domestic tasks within their home (see 

Appendix D). Respondents were also asked to report their family's participation 

within child-related tasks such as driving children to school and disciplining 

children. Participants indicated the division of domestic labor within their homes 

by checking one of the following responses: wife only; wife more: husband only; 

husband more: husband and wife equally; or children more. '6 Table 4.2 reveals 

the data. 

Table 4.2 presents three major findings: 

1. Gender roles within Pentecostal homes were very traditional in nature. 

2. Not only were Pentecostal women performing most of the domestic labor, but 

the tasks were found to be gendered. 

3. There were a nurnber of tasks that were being shared equally between 

Pentecostal spouses, particularly those which involved the lives of their children. 

"AH but 2 of the participants who were single lefî data missing in Table 4 2 Those respondents who were 
single (one respondent who was never married and the other who was widowed) and cornpleted the items 
in Tables 4 2 and 4 3. answered the questions in relation to their past experiences (either childhood 
experience or past rnarrrage) Furmermore, rnose wno were r~ id~ i i eu  dilu UIÙ iiui i love  ~ ; i i ;û i= ï~  â ~ i ~ ~ p ; ~  
skipped those questions that related to child-related tasks while completing those questions which related 
to domestic chores Hence, the number of respondents were rnuch lower for the child-related tasks (N=18- 
25) in comparison to the domestic-related tasks (37-42) Furthermore. some of those who were single did 
nut complete the table, thus the nurnber of cases was low (37-42) for these variables 



Table 4.2 Distribution of Domestic Tasks in Participants' Homes 

ChWren 
More 

"/o (N) 
2.6 

(1) 
4.9 

( 2 )  ! 
2.4 i 

Husband 
Only 

% (N) 
2.6 
(1 ) 
2.4 
(1) 
2.4 
(1) 
4.8 

(2) 
7.1 

(3) 
7.3 
(3) 
2.4 
(1) 
4.8 
(2) 

10.0 

(4) 
7.1 
(3) 
8.0 
(2) 
2.4 
(1) 

50.0 
(1 3) 
26.2 
(1 1) 
56.4 

(22) - 

5.6 
(1 1 
- 
- 

51.4 

(1 9) 
67.6 
(25) 
4.8 
(1 ) 
5.6 
(1 ) 

percenlage does 
error. 

Wife 
More 

*/O (N) 
15.4 
( 6 )  

26.0 

(11) 
22.0 
(9) 

40.5 
(17) 
23.8 
(1 0) 
26.0 
(1 1) 
29.3 
(1 2) 
28.6 
(1 2) 
20,O 

(8) 
23.8 
(1 O) 
44.0 
(11) 
21.4 
(9) 

11.5 

(3) 
2.4 

(1) 
5.1 

(2) 
33.3 
(6) 

22.2 
(41 
50.0 
(IO] 
35.0 

(7) 
8.1 
(3) - 

14.3 

(3) 
27.8 
(5) 

Total 
rounoing 

Cleaning the stuve 

Doing the dusting 

lroning the clothes 
(1) 
2.4 1 

(1 ) 
2.4 

(1) 
2.4 ' 

( î )  
7.3 
(3) -- 

2.5 

(1 1 
9.5 
(4) 

12.0 
(3) - 
- 
9.5 

(4) 
7.7 

(3)  
--- 

- 

-- 

5.0 

(1) - 
- 
- 
- 

:O 

Wife 
Only 

% (N) 
59.0 
(23) 
56.1 

(23) 
51.2 

(21) 

l 

Husband 
More 

% (N) 
10.3 
(4) -- 

7.3 
(3) - 
7.1 

(3) 
4.9 

(2) 
7.3 
(3) 

Husband & 
Wife Equaliy 

"!O (N) 
10.3 
(4) 
9.8 

(4) 
14.6 
(6) 
7.1 
(3) 

14.3 

(6) 
19.5 

(8) 
17.1 
(7) 

Cleaning the bathroom 

Doing the laundry 

Washing the floor 

Sweeping the floars 

Preparing the meais 

Cleaning the windows 

Cleaning the dishes 

Making the children's 
lunches 
Getting groceries 

Cleaning the garage 

Taking out the trash 

Mowing the lawn 

Driving children to 
school 
Attending school 
meetings 

Taking care of sick 
children 
Putting the children to 
bed 
Shoveling the snow 

Carrying out car 
maintenance tasks 
Disciplining the 
children 

l Helping the cbildren 
with school work 

*N" refers to the number of 

1 "  
42.5 

(1 9 )  
39.0 

(16) 
36.6 
(15) 
33.3 
(14) 
30.0 
(1 2) 
28.6 
(1 2) 
24.0 
(6) 

21.4 
(9) 

15.4 

(4) 
7.1 
(3) 
7.7 
(3 ) 
5.6 
(1) 
5.6 
(1 
5.0 
(1 ) 
5.0 
(1 ) - 
-- 

- 
- 

respondents. 

4.8 1 
(2) - 
2.4 
(1 ) - 
7.1 
(3) 

19.2 
(5) 

38.1 
(1 6) 
23.1 

(9) 
16.7 
(3) 
5.6 
(1 1 
- 

10.0 
(2) 

40.5 
(I 5)  
24.3 
(9) 
9.5 
(2) 

11.1 
(2) 

not always 

28.6 
( 1  2) 
37.5 
(1 5) 
28.6 
(1 2) 
12.0 
(3) 

47.6 
(20) 
3.8 
(1 j 

16.7 
(7) - 

44.4 
(8) 

61.1 
(11) 

45.0 
(9) 

45.0 
(9) -- 

8.1 
(3) 

71.4 

(f 5) 
55.6 
(10) 

equal 100 O due 



The remainder of this section will focus on the first two findings which 

indicate that Pentecostal families are very traditional when it relates to matters of 

the home. The section "Distribution of Child-related Tasks" will focus on the 

latter findings suggesting that families are more liberal in their experiences of 

raising children. Interestingly, the involvement of children in domestic labor was 

minimal in this sample of Pentecostal families. Thus. I have chosen to exclude 

the discussion of these findings within this section (see Appendix H for further 

detail) . 

The Distribution of Househoid Tasks 

Women performed the greater part of domestic labor within Seaside 

Pentecostal Assembly familtes. The average number of tasks carried out by 

women was greater than the average number carried out by men. The average 

number of tasks carried out by "husbands only" was 2.61, with a range of 0-10 

tasks. On the other hand. women carried out an average of 4.63 with a range of 

0-13 tasks. Again. the mean number of tasks carried out by "husband more" was 

1.68, with a range of 0-6. Wives. on the other hand, performed an average of 

3.93 for "wife more1' tasks. with a range of 1-12 tasks. " Although women were 

found to carry out the majority of household tasks, the amount of time reported 

for carrying out domestic chores was not significantly higher than the amount of 

"~hese figures were calculated by tabulating the number of "husband only". "husband more", "wife more" 
"wife only", "husband and wde equally' and "children more" tasks for each individual case (respondent) and 
then taking the tutals for each case, to calculate the average (rnean) of al1 of the "husband only". husband 
more" etc ... in the sample 



time reported for men carrying out household tasks (this perhaps was due to an 

underestimation on behalf of the participants). 

Daniels (1 987) argued that most of women's work is invisible and in order 

for women to recognize the injustice of the division of wage and family work. they 

must see essential work of the home as "work. '"esearchers identified the 

following as necessary farnily work: overseeing children and child-care; 

managing emotions and tensions. sustaining conversation and creating 

relationships. keeping k m  relations and much more obvious tasks (physical 

tasks) such as cleaning dishes and washing clothes (Daniels. 1987: Haavind. 

7984: LaRossa. 1988; Luxton, 1980; Rosenthal, 1985). Furthermore. since 

family work is embedded in family relations and mingles work and love. women 

and others do not see it as necessary work (DeVault. 1987). For women (as well 

as men) to see their arrangements as unfair. they rnust recognize and value their 

work. 

Furthermore, Luxton (1980) reported that often women's work goes 

unnoticed unless there is a lapse in women's attentiveness toward tasks: then 

husbands and children complain. Hochschild (1989) found that men get a lot of 

credit for what little work they do around the home. When men do family work. it  

usually involves physical tasks (usually outdoor tasks). not the invisible work that 

is mostly the responsibility of women (Berk. 1985: LaRossa. 1988). Men's 

contributions to family work have been viewed as a sacrifice. often a sacrifice to 

?"Work is now people earn their k fep in collective life, recognition of an activity as work gives it moral 
worth, force and dignity (Daniels, 1987). 



women's wage work (Hochschild, 1989; Luxton. 1980). Family work has been 

regarded by some couples as an assault to a husband's manhood (Hochschild, 

1 989). 

Men's help around the house was often considered as a personal tribute 

to their wives, rendering family work into women's personal need and husbands' 

contributions as care or sacrifice (Hochschild, 1989). Hence, women get little 

credit for the immense amount of work they do in the home while their husbands 

receive much attention for the little that they do. Thompson argued that 

gendered interpretations of necessary work, personal tribute, credit, sacrifice 

and gratitude undermine women's sense of entittement (Thompson, 1991 ) .  

Women are unlikely ta judge domestic work as unfair if they do not believe they 

deserve more. 

The reality of gender equality is most apparent in the home. The findings 

revealed that even those women who were employed full-time worked longer 

hours than husbands on household tasks. and there was not much evidence to 

suggest that men's proportionate share has changed much in a decade or so 

(cf.. Coverman. 1985; Hochschild. 1989). 

As the attitudes and the actual behavior imply. how a person identifies 

himself or herself with marital and family roles traditionally linked to gender was 

related to the division of labor within the home (Hall. 1995). If participants hold 

traditional attitudes toward gender, there was a great possibility that they 

maintain traditional roles within their family. 



What many researchers have not considered is the outcome of the 

interactive effect between the husbands' and the wives' ideology on the division 

of domestic labor within the home (Greenstein, 1996). Greenstein (1 996) found 

that husbands do relatively little domestic labor unless both they and their wives 

are egalitarian in their beliefs about gender and marital roles. Thus. it would be 

crucial to consider the interplay between the husband's and wife's ~deology 

within conservative Protestant families. Given that the conservative rhetoric 

implies that the husband is the spiritual head of the home and is the one with the 

final word, it would be very interesting to see how partners corne to their 

decisions about matters of the home such as housework. The interview data 

introduced in Chapter Five will shed some light on how dec~sions about work 

(both paid and unpaid labor) are made within six Pentecostal homes. 

The survey data revealed that domestic labor was gendered within fhe 

majorify of Pentecostal homes. Tasks traditionally associated with the female 

were performed by Pentecostal women within the current study. The stove was 

cleaned by the "wife only" in 59.0% of the cases. Dusting was performed by the 

"wife only" in 56.1 O h  of the participants' homes. The wife carried out al1 of the 

ironing in 51.2% of the cases. The bathroom was cleaned by the "wife only" in 

45.2 % of the participants' homes. Laundry was carried out by the "wife only" in 

42.5% of the cases and the meals were prepared by "wife only" in 33.3% of the 

homes. 



Likewise. men were carrying out the majority of the traditional male tasks. 

As indicated in Table 4.2, those tasks associated with the outdoors and those 

tasks involving repairs were most commonly associated with the male. Car 

maintenance was carried out by "husband only" in 67.6% of the homes. Lawns 

were mowed by "husbands only" in 56.4% of the cases. The snow was shoveled 

in 51.4% of the participants' homes by the "husband only". The husband was 

solely responsible for cleaning the garage in 50.0% of the participants' homes. 

When traditional tasks were not carried out solely by either the husband 

or the wife, the largest proportion of the work was performed by the gender with 

whom the task was traditionally associated. Doing laundry was carried out by 

"wife only" or "wife more" in 68.0% of the participants' homes. In 85.7% of the 

cases. women were either solely responsible for cleaning the bathroom or were 

cleaning the bathroom the majority of the time. Preparing rneals (61.9%). 

dusting (82.9%), ironing clothes (73.Z0h), cleaning the stove (74.4%), and 

washing the floors (65.8%) were also traditional tasks which the women were 

either performing alone or were doing most of the time (see Table 4.2). 

Sirnilarly, traditional male tasks were either exclusively being carried out 

by men or were being perforrned by men most of the time. As Table 4.2 reveals 

in 64.3% of the cases. the trash was carried out the majority of times by men. In 

69.2% of the homes. the garage was cleaned out either the majority of the time 

or al1 the time by husbands. In 79.5% of the homes, the lawn was mowed by the 

husband either the ma!ority of the t~me or al1 of the time. The snow was 



shoveled (91.9%) and car maintenance (91.9%) was performed the majority of 

the time by men (see Table 4.2). 

These findings regarding the ailocation of household tasks mirrored past 

research findings on domestic labor (Berk, 1985; Coverman & Sheley. 1986). 

Blair and Lichter's (1 991 ) research resutts involving the US National Survey of 

Families and Household Couples exhibited highly gendered work patterns. 

including those couples in which the male partner contributes many hours to 

housework. They disclosed that men would have to reallocate over 60% of their 

farnily work time to other tasks before gender equality in the division of labor was 

achieved. 

Berk and Berk (1980) found that wives perform over 96% of the cooking, 

92% of the dish-washing. 90% of the vacuuming, 94% of the bed-making, and 

94% of diaperhg of children. Husbands, on the other hand. perform 86% of 

household repairs, 80% of tiisciplining children , 78% of mowing the lawn. and 

77% of the snow shoveling. The data in Table 4.1 reveat that Pentecostai 

homes were sirnilar to those in Berk and Berk's study in which women were 

primarily responsible for traditional-female tasks. Noteworthy. however. is that 

Pentecostal men were solely responsible for disciplining children in 4.80h of 

homes, whereas men were perforrning this task in 80% of the cases in Berk and 

Berk's study. 

So far, the research findings have revealed that women perform the 

majority of household tasks and the allocation of tasks reflected a traditional 



gender division. As previously mentioned, these findings were very similar to 

the results of other studies of domestic labor. How then did conservative 

Christian families understand their home-life? The interview data will focus on 

how Pentecostal women. in particular, interpreted their family s~tuations. 

I would suggest that maintaining a traditional family life style was a 

reflection of the participants' cornmitment to obtaining godly character. As we 

shall see in the next chapter, Pentecostals are probably more conscious in their 

efforts to maintain a certain division of domestic labor within the home. Thus. 

even though Pentecostal wornen may have perceived their arrangement as 

unfair. they were aware that there was a "higher" purpose involved in 

maintaining things the way they were. The perception of fairness in domestic 

labor will be explored among six Pentecostal wornen of Seaside congregation in 

Chapter Five. 

The Distributicon of Child-Related Tasks 

If is important to note thaf a significant proporfion of tasks were equally 

s h e d  between husband and wife. Although the majority of domestic tasks 

were carried out by "wife only". the next largest portion of tasks were carried out 

equally by husband and wife. The average nurnber of tasks that were shared 

equalty betwee~ husband and wife was 4.07 (which was just slightly lower than 

the average nurnber of tasks carried out by the 'wife only'). Yet. the average 

number of tasks carried out by "wife more" surpassed the number of tasks 

performed by "husband more" and "husband only". 



As is clearly evident wdhin Table 4.2, the majortty o f  child-related tasks 

were being shared equally between husband and wife. Nearly al1 the tasks that 

were equally shared between parents were child-related. The following child- 

related tasks were equally shared in nearly half of the participants' homes: 

Disciplining children (equally shared in 71.4% of the cases); parent-teacher 

meetings (equally shared in 61.1 O/O of the cases): helping children with school 

work (equally shared in 55.6% of the cases); and driving the children to 

schoolland other activities (equally shared in 44.4%) (see Table 4.2). 

Nonetheless, the findings presented in Table 4.2 also suggest that women 

remain responsible for the majority of child-related tasks which involve a 

nurturing role. As previously mentioned, church tasks are distributed much the 

same. and, as in the home. tasks involving a nurturing role make up a large 

portion of church work. 

Table 4.2 also reveals that tasks that involved more of a nurturing role 

such as taking care of sick children (equally shared in 45.0% of the cases) and 

putting children to bed (equally shared in 45.0% the cases) were shared equally 

by both parents less than the other child-related tasks. However. these tasks 

were carried out by the husband and wife equally in a large number of homes. 

Moreover, in homes where the child-related tasks were not evenly distributed. 

the wife was the parent who was most often responsible for performing the tasks 

(see Table 4.2). For instance. the children were put to bed exclusively or most 

of the time by the rnother in 40 0% of the cases. Mothers also took care of sick 



children either exclusively or most of the time in 55.0% (45.0% wife only and 

5.0% wife more) of the participants' homes. 

Although it was mostly child-related tasks that were split 50150 within 

homes, there were a few household chores that were often shared equally 

between husband and wife. namely gett~ng groceries (equally shared in nearly 

half (47.6% of the homes) and cleaning windows (equally shared in 37.5% of the 

cases) (see Table 4.2). Hence, if the domestic division of labor excluded child- 

related activities. there would be very few chores that were distributed equally 

between husband and wife. 

The following section will focus on the division of spiritual tasks within 

Pentecostal homes. The data from this section are derived from a table within 

the survey which consisted of a list of 11 individual tasks in relation to which 

respondents were asked to indicate their farnily members' participation. Similar 

to the table on the domestic tasks, respondents were asked to check one of the 

following responses which best reflected their current farnily situation: husband 

and wife equally; wife only: husband only; wife more; husband more; and 

children more. The results of this question are presented in Table 4.3. 

As Table 4.3 reveals, spiritual tasks are divided up within the majority of 

homes much the same as the child-related tasks; husbands and wives share the 

majority of chores. For instance. both husband and wife attended Sunday 

School in 91.7% of the homes (see Table 4.3). In 71.4% of the cases, the 

disciplininq of the children was shared equally between husband and wife. In 



63.2% of the cases, both parents spent equal time driving their children to 

church activities. Both parents spent equal tirne reading the Bible andlor Bible 

stor~es to the children in 61.9% of the participants' homes. In addition. the 

following tasks were shared in nearly half of the homes by husband and wife: 

ensuring children had learned memory versos (shared in 52.9% of the cases): 

saying grace at meals and praying with children (shared in 50.0% of the cases): 

and ensuring family devotions (shared in 47.8% of the cases). 

When the tasks were not being shared equally in the homes of the 

participants. the wife was the one who carried out the task on her own or the 

majority of the time. Praying with children (40.9% wife more & wife only). 

reading Bible stories (33.3% wife mure & wife only), watching Christian videos 

(5.9% wife more & wife only), helping children learn memory verses (47.0% wife 

only 8 wife more). and paying the tithes (46.1% wife only & wife more) were 

tasks where the wife was the one performing the majority of the work (if not 

shared by both parents) (see Table 4.3). When tasks were not equally shared. 

the tasks that were being carried out mostly by husbands involved ensuring 

farnily devotions (30.4% husbands only and husband more) and saying grace at 

meals (34.2% husband only and husband more). 

The Distribution of Spiritual Tasks 

Ultimately. farnily spiritual tasks were hardly ever the responsibility of one 

parent. Most of the chores were shared equally in at least 50% of the homes. 

Wives carried out most of the chores if they were not shared. while few tasks 



involved the husband carrying out the largest share of the work. As the findings 

of Table 4.3 reveal. women played a central role in shaping the children's 

religious experience. 

Table 4.3 Distribution of Family Spiritual Tasks in Participants' Homes 

Husband 
8 Wife 

Attending 
Sunday School 
Attending church 
with children 
Attending family 

Husband 
Only 

Driving children 
to church 
activities 
Reading the 
Bible andlor 
Bible stories to 
children 
Ensuring 
children learn 
memory verses 
Saying grace at 

Wife 
Only 

Equally 
91.7 
(22) 
76.0 
(1 9) 
75.0 

I 

Praying with 1 .  
children 

Ensuring family 
devotions 

Writing the 
titheloffering 

100 .O due to rounding error. 

Women 
More 

Husband 
More 

meals ( 1 9 1  1 ( 4 )  1 (2) ( 1 1 )  1 (2) 1 

63.2 
(1 2) 

61.9 
(1 3) 

52.9 
(9) 

50.0 

cheque 
Watching 
Christian videos 
with children 

- 

"fhe number of cases within this table are low because single respondents. as well as those participants 
wltn no cniloren. were not exciuaea irom tne anaiysis Tnus, iiiuse iaspoiiurii is sriiipiy JIU fiüi cümpkie 
this table because it was not applicable to their Iife experience The nurnber of cases for spiritual tasks 
were higher than child-related tasks because sorne respondents filled out the questions that pertained to 
their experience instead of p s t  leaving out the whole table 

4.2 
(1) 

12.0 
(3) 

12.5 

50.0 
(11) 

47.8 
(11) 

23.1 
(9) 

Children 
More 

5.3 
(1 1 

9.5 
(2) 

17.6 
(3) 

"N" refers to the number of cases Total percentage does not always equal 

77.8 
(14) 

N~ 

4.2 
(1 

12.0 
(3) - 

9.1 
(2) 

- 

25.6 
(1 0) 

10.5 
(2) 

23.8 
(5) 

29.4 
(5) 

5.6 
(1 1 

- 
- 
-- 

- 10.5 

31.8 
(7) 

21.7 
(5) 

20.5 
(8) 

5.3 
(1 1 

- 

- 

16.7 
(3) 

- 
- 
- 

5.3 

- 

- 

10.3 
(4) 

15.8 
(3) 

4.8 
(1) 

- 

- 

- 

-- 

12.5 

28.9 

9.1 
(2) 

30.4 
(7) 

17.9 
(7) 

24 

25 

8 

-- 

- 

-- 

- 

19 

2 1 

17 

5.3 

- 

- 

2.6 
(9) 

38 

22 

2 3 

3 9 

- 18 



The final section of this chapter will focus on findings that reveal the impact of 

contemporary lifestyles on matters of the home. As the following findings 

suggest, the fast Pace of today's society has influenced the private sphere of 

family life. 

'Labor of Love' and 'Labor of Pay' in Contemporary Pentecostal Families 

The survey results revealed that participants spent more time carrying out 

child-related fasks than performing househoid chores. The average amount of 

time spent carrying out household chores was 7.50 hours a week (the median 

was 4.75 hours a week), with a range from 2-105 hours. However. the amount 

of time carrying out child-related tasks was much higher than the time spent 

performing household duties. The average number of hours spent carrying out 

child-care tasks was 13.48 hours a week (the median was 1 O), with a range of 2- 

105 hours. 

This finding may reflect the fact that if both parents were working outside 

the home. there was iess time to carry out both the household tasks and child- 

related tasks that need to be performed. Perhaps, parents considered child-care 

tasks to take priority over housework. since most housework chores do not 

demand immediate attention. 

The emphasis on the family (childrer! specifically) within the Pentecostal 

tradition may explain why the amount of time invested carrying out child-related 

tasks was greater than the time spent on housework. If both parents were 

working, much of the time at home may have been spent attempting to 



compensate for the loss of time with their children. As previous findings 

revealed, both the father and the mother report investing an equal amount of 

time carrying out child-related chores. emphasizing the importance of this ~ o r k . ~ "  

As Linda Thompson (1 991 ) argued, "time is valued outc~rne'~ '  for most 

people. Yet the number of hours spent on physical tasks rnay not capture the 

value of time. She argued that it ignores al1 the time women spent being 

responsible for family work-al1 the attentive and coordinative activities. As 

Devault (1 987) found, most women have no concept of how much time they 

spend on such family work. The valued outcome that many wornen miss is 

'"downtime"'. time when they can let their attention lapse (LaRossa & LaRossa. 

1981 ). Wives usually organize their time and the household's time around 

husbands' time as wage earners (Luxton, 1980). For women. there were often 

valued opportunities that were forgone simply because there was no time to 

pursue them (Okin, 1989: Pleck. 1985). Thus. the distribution of time and tasks. 

as usually measured. do not capture freely the valued outcomes and injustice of 

housework. 

Simply as a speculation, I would expect that respondents (particularly 

female respondents) in this study may have underrated the amount of time they 

spend carrying out work within the home. Perhaps utilizing a daily time log rnay 

have indicated more efficiently the extent of these women's participation in 

household labor. 

-. - - - - - 

30~owever. it is important to note that women, in particular, may have underestimated the time that they 
s ent performing housework as well as child-related chores 4 s  noted earlier. valued outcorne refers 10 the outcornes thai people desire and value (Major (1981) 



The results of the survey also revealed that those who were employed 

full-time spent less time pen'orming household tasks than those who were part- 

time workers or homemakers. The employment status of the respondent was 

found to have a significant effect on the variable number of the hours spent 

performing household tasks (per week) (F(5, 47)=3.155; pc.05). Those who 

work full-time spent significantly less tirne carrying out household chores than 

did those who were homemakers and those working part-time. Surprisingly, 

those respondents who were unemployed spent the same amount of time 

carrying out household chores as those participants who were full-time 

employed. 32 Perhaps those who were unemployed were actively spending time 

looking for work. 

Evidently. behavior often lags far behind general norms, particularly 

within the context of family life (Spitze, 1988). There was nearly a universal 

understanding that when both spouses work full-time they should share 

housework equally (Huber and Spitze. 1983). Yet in actuality, very few couples 

did so. and oddly enough some wives prefer it that way. Often women favored 

their arrangement believing in the traditional division of labor. or they believed in 

an equity norm that provided a higher-earning husband a "break from home" 

(Spitze, 1988). Most studies reveal there was little disagreement among 

partners whether the division of labor was fair. The vast majority of both 

husbands and wives were satisfied with their arrangement (Berk, 1985: Pleck. 

1985; Yogev, 1981 ). The obvious question is: why are more wives not 

321 am referring to both women and men who were unemployed. 



dissatisfied, even when they have a higher level of resources (Yogev, 1981) and 

seemingly have the opportunity to demand more participation by the husband? 

Pieck (1 985) offered several explanations such as cultural beliefs about 

housework responsibility, wives' fear that more demands will create conflict. and 

their views of husband's cornpetency levels in housework. 

The following chapter involving interview data with Pentecostal women 

will address the domestic division of labor, exploring further women's perception 

of fairness. As the succeeding pages indicate. fairness is determined by a 

myriad of factors. For these women. being "Pentecostal" played a significant 

role in determining justice within their homes. 



Chapter Five 

Women and the World of Work: 
Rhetoric and Reality of a Woman's Life 

In the preceding chapter, there were several central issues that were 

addressed with the use of the survey data: namely. the attitudes about gender 

and work (both paid and unpaid labor) and the division of domestic labor within 

the home. As previously mentioned, the survey and the interview were 

constructed in such a way that the interview questions were derived from the 

results of the survey findings. Hence, with the use of interview data. this chapter 

will explore in greater detail the themes that arose in the survey. The first 

section of this chapter will focus on wornen and work in the paid labor force. and 

the second will focus on women and work in the home. 

In the first section, I will examine the church messages that women have 

received about their role. This will enable us to understand more fully the 

prevalence of a conservative family ideology within this particular faith 

comrnunity. Next, through a discussion of the factors that pertain to a woman's 

decision to work outside the home. the attitudes that women have toward their 

religious rhetoric will be explored. Finally. I will examine women's attitudes 

toward "the decision to work in light of their everyday experiences. This will 

allow us to compare religious teaching and the everyday lives of these religious 

women. 



The final section will explore the division of domestic labor within the 

home. As revealed by the survey data, women were completing the majority of 

household tasks, regardless of their employment status. This section will 

explore more fully how women corne to understand and accept their domestic 

 arrangement^.^^ More particularly, I will consider the "perceptions of fairness'' of 

these religious women concerning the division of domestic labor. Hopefully. this 

will shed light on how conservative ideology and life experiences interplay within 

their lives. The chapter will conclude by exploring the unconventional voices3%f 

the highly committed Pentecostal women in this study. 

Women and the Paid Labor Force 

What is a Woman's Role? : An Examinafion of Church Messages 

When asked to discuss the important messages given to women in the 

church about their role in the family or broader society, most women felt there 

were few. if any, messages. Sandra states: "Personally I don't think there is a 

whole lot spoken about that. / know that from time to time there is within the 

Women's Ministries group hum, but as the church as a whole, I really don't think 

that is touched on" (Interview 2) .  They felt that the messages they received were 

a result of their Christian up-bringing, the Bible, Christian authors like Dr. James 

Dobson, and special groups, such as Women's Ministries. of which they were a 

13 Those women who were interviewed were married mothers. 
qr The voices were unconventional (non-traditional) in terms of their attitudes about gender 



part.35 The messages given by these sources emphasized what could be 

appropriately labeled traditional roles for women. 

As revealed by the interview data, the messages that al1 six women 

received were similar: their role was prirnarily centered around being a godly 

mother and wife. As a godly mother. a woman was to nurture. discipline. and 

raise her children to know God's love. Susan states "1 think the women's role rs 

more of a nurturer, [an] encouraging, loving role" (Interview 5).  Most of the 

women felt that mothers were atso expected to be homemakers in order that 

their role as mother may be cornpletely fulfilled. Domestic tasks, as well as other 

matters of the home, were primarily seen as a woman's affair. 

The majority of wornen mentioned the importance of being submissive. as 

well as being encouraging of, and supportive to. their husbands. Most of these 

wives. when asked to describe the messages for women about their role. talked 

about the role of men (being head of the household. leading in both church and 

family and providing for the family in terms of finances and guidance). Alttiough 

Dawna's husband was the "priest of their home", she described how she would 

feel if her husband did not âssume that role: "...but we are very blessed to have 

Car1 in that capacity that he ts the pries! of out- house, and 1 really appreciate 

that. Or 1 would be mush, / mean, things fly a part unless there is leadership, 

and 1 think it is important." 

%ben I speak of church messages, I a m  referring to any of the sources which are associated with thelr 
iaiin cornrriuriiiy àrio' irddiiiori Fui enaiiipit, Chi i i i iën  âut?iûi~ ;'~ûme;i'~ :di;ii;:;i2; Y:cü; ü : ~  Z:.û 
means whereby these women receive church messages Therefore. although these women did not believe 
the ministerial staff provided messages about their roles, other messages associated with their faith 
community do provide such instruction 



Dawna and Sandra both suggested that the church sbould play a more 

active part in relaying the Christian roles of men. They believed that men. in 

order to be leaders as God intended, needed the support and training from their 

church leadership. It was in this area they thought their church was lacking: 

"But I don? think that there is anything specifically directed at women, but 1 wish 

that there was more specifically direcfed ai men. Because if men had more 

leadership roles in the church, then they would take that home in the famdy, and 

be more of a leader in the farniiy and fhen more of the family would be saved 

instead of bits and pieces here and there ..." (Interview 4) .  

Although none of the women felt that the church provided messages 

concerning women's roles. most felt that the church leadership did believe in 

distinct. yet equally important. roles for men and women. Oebbie stated. " I  do 

believe that.. .the church does look at mofhering.. . being a homemaker, in a much 

betterlight than the secuiar world. The church does look on it more favorably 

and with maybe nofing the importance of that role." 

Nearly al1 of the women mentioned that although it was unacceptable in 

the past. they were now allowed to assume leadership roles within the church 

(such as board members and ushers). Susan observed "But in the church, a lot 

of women have leadership roles as well. And it is not discouraged (Interview 5 ) .  

In this way, the women believed that the role of women in the church was 

changing. Yet. they did not feel that the church leadership as a whole 

undermined the distinct roles for men and women. 



I speculate that one of the reasons that the roles of women and men were 

discussed so infrequently in this Pentecostal church may be due to the present 

leadership. The minister who now leads Seaside Pentecostal Assembly, a 

former Roman Catholic, converted to Pentecostalism in his mid-thirties. He 1s 

married and has five children. al1 but two of whom are still attending school. His 

wife is full-time employed and she often works on Sundays (which is often 

looked down upon in the Pentecostal tradition). Since his family is not 

"traditional", it would be very unlikely that he would bring forth a direct message 

of traditionalism involving the roles of men and women. 

Furthermore. the majority of Seaside's church programming is carried out 

by women and a significant portion of women in the congregation attend church 

alone (their husbands are ~nbel ievers) .~~ Therefore, wornen are the primary 

church workers in this faith cornrnunity and to undermine or challenge their 

involvement in the church. or their role in the family, would presumably have 

negative implications for the church as a whole. Despite the lack of direct 

pastoral teaching on gender roles in this specific Pentecostal Assembly. most of 

the literature available to church members involves a discussion of family life in 

this regard.3' Furthermore. some groups within the church spend some time on 

issues of family life. particularly relating to gender roles. For instance. Sandra 

shared the role that Women's Ministries played in delivering church messages 

36 This conclusion was drawn after attending Seaside Pentecostal Assembly over a six-month period 
Many of the women were Sitting alone during Sunday services After a few rnformal conversatrons with 
vaiiuus wuii iaii III i i ia L~IUIL;I, i d ; X Û v ~ i &  :haî f?iaS.: Ir'ûi;iBïi ;;~G;:;E: :Y Y;?:. ï:C:C R:! 

~;ofessing to be Christians and who did not attend church. 
This conclusion was drawn after reading a seiection of the Pentecostal Testimony, the Pentecostal 

Assemblies of Canada 's popular monthly magazine through the course of my research project. 



about gender roles: "We spent one evening on jus! being a Morn and on loving 

your family because fhat is what you do.. . . when you are a Mom.. . I am a wife and 

they taught me that that is rnyjob. " 

Brasher's (1998) study involving two fundamentalist churches illustrated 

how two faith communities associated with the same basic religious belief 

system rnay be very different. She argued that although Christian 

fundamentalism is often portrayed as a "seamless" movement, particular 

historical periods and enfolding regional factors can notably influence the way a 

congregation adopts fundamentalist ideas and practices (Brasher. 1998). More 

specifically, the differences between women's roles and women's power 

between the two congregations in her study hint that in highly conservative 

movements. diverse responses to gender occur (Brasher. 1998). This concurs 

with my own experience with various Pentecostal congregations: Although the 

present leadership ai Seaside may have not addressed issues pertaining to 

gender roles from the pulpit . in previous years (under different leadership) these 

tapics have been prominent in church teachhgs. 

In summary, although the pastor may not speak specifically about gender 

roles from the pulpit. it is clear that the messages that women have received are 

congruent with the conservative ideology associated with this particular faith 

tradition. Although these notions about women's roles rnay be received from 

means other than the Sunday sermon (including their family values and belief 

systems, women-only groups, the Bible, or other literature), the truth rings loud 



and clear: the traditional family ideal still remains an important part of the 

conservative faith tradition (Nason-Clark, 1999; Kaufman, 1 985).38 

How these "messages" are played out in the everyday lives of these 

women will be the next issue addressed. First however, I will explore the 

attitudes of women regarding "a woman's decision to work." Then I will explore 

women's experiences in light of their attitudes concerning paid labor. 

The Decision to Work: Theoretically Speaking 

When asked to discuss the factors that women should consider when 

making a decision whether or not to work outside the home. al1 six of the 

Pentecostal women I interviewed stressed the seriousness of such a decision. 

Realizing that working essentially meant making sacrifices. each woman 

emphasized the importance of 'counting the costs'. Following, will be an 

overview of the main concerns that women had about women of faith becoming 

full-time workers within the paid labor force. 

Letfing Someone €/se Raise Your Children 

These Christian mothers essentially believed the biggest factor to 

consider when going to work was the welfare of the family. or their children more 

specifically. How was working outside the home going to affect the children? 

Given that each woman believed that it was her responsibility to raise and 

nurture her own children. this was not a decision to be made lightly. Working 

3 a ~ s  lt will be revealed later in this chapter. the traditional family form was important to al1 six women, 
regardless if their life experiences mirrored this ideal 



outside the home ta these women had many possible ramifications which might 

negatively impact their children. 

The most common concern that arose from the interviews was whether 

the second income wâs really worth it, if it meant tetting someone else raise your 

children. Working outside the home ult~mately meant sharing their God-given 

role with another person. Tricia mentioned a number of the things a mother 

would have tu entrust another person to teach her children: "Morals, you know. 

how to /ive, what to touch, what to eat . . .  eating habits, exercise habits, how much 

TV do they watch" (Interview 6) .  

The Spiritual Well-Being of Children 

Although these women acknowledged the difficulty they would experience 

in allowing another person physically to take their place (by mothering 

temporarily the~r children). they were even more concerned with the spiritual 

well-being of their children should they decide to work. Each woman expressed 

a concern that her children may not receive a Christian upbringing (which they 

felt they were compelled to provide) if someone else were to take care for their 

children. As Tricia explained. the priority of a Christian mother is to ensure that 

her children are raised with Christian principles: 

/ think that from a Christian point of view, that the priority 
would be what are these people going to be teaching my 
kids when / am af wo. and when fhey are with them al/ day 
That would be the priorify. Are they teaching fhem about 
God, are they giving them the right attitudes about life and 
about God? Are fhey telhg them that God loves them and 
teaching them about love and that God is love? And that is 
whaf kids need to know-the standards that God has for our 
lives. 1 guess that would be the priority (Interview 6). 



Essentially these mothers believed that although others may be able to 

provide spiritual guidance to their children, they (as mothers) were the most 

suitable for this job. Janice stated: ln my opinion, God wants me to stay home 

because he has given me fhese kids to raise.. . 1 believe fhat it is my responsibility 

to take care of them, to make sure thaI they are brought up according to God's 

word, and to show Jesus' love fo them." All of these women believed the best 

way for a mother to ensure that her children's needs are meant is by being 

physically present to provide those needs. 

The Impact of the Mofher's 'Double S M '  on Children 

Aside from the inability to raise their children with Christian morals. these 

women discussed other factors that they felt may impact children in the event 

that the mother worked full-time outside of the home. These concerns involved 

issues of the children's safety. and the impact of stress on the mother which 

would undoubtedly impact her children. Dawna suggested that stress may be 

experienced by some working mothers because of their inability to "balance the 

balls in the air al1 at the same time" (Interview 4).  She believed that some 

women could handle the affairs of both home and work effectively while others 

could not. 

Susan mentioned the importance of considering the impact of work- 

related stress when deciding whether or not to become full-time employed: 

1 mean you have to look at the quality of their [your 
children] lives. For theif mental well-being, as well 
as their physicai health. What hours are you gorng to 
be at work? You have to look at your hours are you 



going fo be home? And whaf are you going to be 
doing wifh the time that you have? 1 you are so fired 
and sfressed at work that you can'f spend the quality 
time with them, fhen is if worfh if? 

Maferial Wealth Becoming More Important fhan the Children's Welfare 

For the most part, the only way that these women could come to terms 

with Christian mothers working outside the home is in the event that the family 

needed the second income to survive. Although al1 of the women realized that 

some women had to work to provide financially for their families. they did not feel 

that a lot of dual-income families needed the second income. Tricia explained: 1 

think a lot of fimes these days, we think that finances are a priority, but it 

shouldn't be. And 1 know you have to eaf, and you have to have a home, have a 

car or whafever, but finances shouldn't be the priority (Interview 6) .  Janice 

argued finances should never take priority over children because the family 

could always lower their standard of living. Janice explained: 

. . .children obviously would be the biggest one [priority] in my 
opinion. Because even financial is nof as big as children. 
Slmply because, there 1s always a way around that. You just 
lower your standard of living. Well people think we can't do 
that because you will only make so much, but you can. 1 
know people who have done that. And it is possible, you 
can always lower your standard of living (Interview 1 ). 

All of the women were aware of the desire that humans have to want more 

than what is really needed. They too felt the pressures to accumulate material 

possessions. Susan argued that Christians need to be more concerned with the 

things that are being given up when both parents are working. She stated: 

" You gof a look at if, and in our sociefy especially, we wanf 
so much, we want a nice house, a nice car, we wanf, and 
want and want. And we want the best for our children. And 
we figure if we work, and we get the money to buy tbis stuf 
+han fhiit ic nninn t n  ha +ho hact i~/ai/ In rin if. RI /+  fhat ir no? L I I C I I I  &#+UI  1- YUI I IY  b V  W C i  $ 1 4 -  - C I .  ..Y, .- -- <. -CI. . a i - .  

always the case, you have to consider what you are giving 
up Co get the money to buy the things. You are ggiving up 



time, a lot of quality time with the children, the teaching time, 
nurfuring, and that close bond that you would have with 
them" (Interview 5) .  

Sandra explained how Christians often unnecessarily go beyond 

providing for the family when both parents worked full-time outside the home 

She stated: 

If they have absolutely not enough money.. .and 1 think there 
1s a fine line, by what is not enough money. What. that you 
have to /ive in a smaller home? That you have to have one 
vehicle instead of two? Or that you drive two used vehicles 
instead of two brand new ones? 1 guess you kind of fhink 
where do you want to shop for them ... at the most expensive 
place? Or do you want to fun into Biway and pick up your 
kids clothes? It really doesn't matter as long as your kids 
have clothes on their backs. They are going to grow out of 
them. they are going to rip and they are going to tear. 
Those things are so immaterial, so worldly. And they don? 
matter. 1 mean you have to look at what you really want out 
of life, think about how fast your kids grow (Interview 2).  

Are Children's Needs taking Precedence over Persona1 Desires? 

All of the women believed that the personal goals and ambitions of 

mothers should be set aside while the children are at home. Furthermore. these 

women believed that even if mothers were working. they were to ensure that the 

children were not negatively impacted by the change in the family. Thus, they 

believed that although women may work outside the home. they must continue to 

be there for their children to the same degree as before they entered the paid 

labor force. 
Research findings have revealed that many women continue to treat the~r 

role outside the home as less important than their respons~bilities within the 

home. For instance, Ackerman's research (1 %O), involving women in 

professional careers who had changed jobs, found that they sought to put their 



family first in the priorities of activities and behaviors. These data, he 

suggested, reveal that women experience high levels of stress, putting the 

housewife-mother role as a priority over work roles. Ackerman concluded that 

the "supermom role is extremely stressful and has a myriad of implications for 

working women" (Ackerman. 1990:528). Similarly. those Pentecostal women 

who worked for pay outside of the home expressed the stress they often 

experienced while juggling both home and work. Janice, for instance. decided to 

remain home in part because the demands of work were negatively irnpacting 

her relationship with her children. 

Ironically. al1 of the mothers whom 1 interviewed felt obligated to work 

before their children were born. Before they had children they felt that society 

pressured them to believe that there was no justifiable reason for remaining 

home. Janice expressed this view when stating: / guess that 1 just felt well, you 

have no reason to stay home, so you just go out there and work ... 1 think before 

you have children, society tells you that you have fo work, because you have to 

make a living too, right?" 

Betty thought that in today's society it was both parent's responsibility to 

get established financially in preparation for their children. Betty stated " 1 think 

it is better when you get married and you goijobs to work and then when you 

decide to have your family, at least you know that when you have your child or 

children, you can stay home, you can be establkhed and stay home for a little 

while" (Interview 3) .  However. after the first child was born, Betty believed that it 

was time for tne motner io assume ner roie as iuii-iiriie iiriiiieii-~akai. 



Consideration of a Mother's Education 

Most of the women mentioned education as a factor to consider when a 

Christian is deciding whether or not to work outside the home. If a mother is 

uneducated, many wondered whether it would be worthwhile for her to work. 

Janice stated: "1 mean if you are uneducated. 1 Say this with al1 due respect, 

what do you want to do if you don't have a degree or a trade? Really what do 

you do? Usually, those mothers do stay home" (Interview 1 ) .  Personally. Janice 

stated that if she was not a teacher, she wouldn't even explore the avenue of 

working outside of the home in the future. 

Betty stated that a mother who was a doctor or a teacher would have to 

give special consideration before staying home with her children given that she 

had a career at stake. Betty stated: "Well 1 think it would be very hard if a 

woman decided to take five or four years off from their job. 1 think it would be 

very, very hard on that mother doctor. 1 think that person would probably feel 

that they should work. So it is kind of hard, isn't if?" (Interview 3) .  

Ultimately, these women did realize that in today's society some Christian 

mothers have to work to help support their families and for them. it is not a 

choice. They believed that for those mothers who do have a choice, it is 

important that they realize that there is a lot at stake when working outside the 

home with children and al1 the factors need to be taken into account when 

making that choice. Ultimately. Christian mothers were to put their children 

above themselves. Susan stated: 



1 mean you got to look at the quality of their life. And if you 
have fo work fo have a decent quality of life fhen 1 mean, no, 
it really isn't a choice. 1 mean if you have to /ive with nothing 
as opposed to being able to provide at least a little bit more 
than just the basics. For their mental well-being, as well as 
their physical health, 1 think that if is an option. But you got 
to look at your hours, what hours are you going to be there? 
What hours are you going to be home? And wha: are you 
going to do with the time that you have? If you are so tired 
that you can't spend the quality time with them, then is it 
worth if? So, to me your children are a priority. They have 
to be over yourjob. And if it comes to a choice, then 1 think 
that women should pick their children over their career. 
Personally speaking, if they had to make a choice (Interview 
2). 

The Decision to Work: Experientially Speaking 

Although each mother stated that it was her desire to stay at home with 

her children. not al1 of them did. There were three wives who worked full-time 

while they had young children at home. Discovering how these women made 

their choices about paid employment will shed light on how practical it was in 

their everyday lives to live up to the ideal that church messages placed upon 

them Here is the work history of each of the women whom I interviewed: 39 

Susan Patterson 
Susan was a mother of two school-aged boys who had been participating 

in the paid labor force ever since she was old enough to work. When she had 

her first child. she felt as though the family was not in the financial position 

where she could stay at home. After accumulating so many bills and a certain 

lifestyle, both she and her husband needed to work to live comfortably. Yet. 

after thinking about the factors that she considered when deciding to work, she 

39 Each of the women who were interviewed were assigned fictitious names 



realized that she had not seriously considered remaining home with the children. 

After reflecting upon it for a moment, she suggested that she had not really 

considered staying at home because working had become the norm. She had 

worked in the paid labor force every since she could remember and her mother 

also worked outside the home while she was growing up. Looking back. she 

wished she had considered the choice to remain home more seriously while her 

boys were still young. But now that her youngest boy was in elementary school 

she will probably not consider staying at home in the future. 

Betty Cameron 

Betty. with al1 of her four children grown with their own families, 

remembered the days when she began to work as a widowed mother with young 

children. During that time she had no choice but to work to provide for her 

children since she really never considered welfare as an option. When she 

remarried. she never considered remaining home with her younger children. 

She felt obligated to provide for her children. since her husband was not their 

real father and she had worked to provide for them al1 of her life. Over the 

years, working had simply became a part of her life. Even though she was 

currently retired she still worked part-time and volunteered two days a week. 

She wished she could have been home with her children when they were young 

but providing their basic needs by working outside the home was the only reality 

she had ever known. 



Tricia Brown 

Tricia was a mother of one child whom she bore out of wedlock when she 

was just a young teenager. Ever since she was old enough. Tricia had worked 

to provide for herself and her daughter. She admitted that it had been rough 

being a single mom back then. but she quickly dismissed her struggle by 

expressing the challenges other mothers with several children faced. It was 

when her daughter was at the age of seven that Tricia married. Although her 

husband was employed, she felt that the second income was needed in order for 

her family to live comfortably. Hence. Tricia continued to work. Although she 

admitted that she thought about remaining home with her child, working had long 

become a part of who she was. By the time her husband had obtained a well 

paying job. she never really considered remaining home with her daughter who 

by that time. had already reached middle school. 

Dawna Furlong 

Dawna had been a stay-at-home mom since the birth of her son. Coming 

from a non-Christian family where her mother always worked outside the home. 

she had always been a career-driven person who never truIy considered being a 

full-time homemaker. It was not until her pregnancy that Dawna felt the desire to 

remain home full-time with her child. Even then. she had made plans for a 

woman in the church to care for her newborn after she returned to work. Unsure 

if her decision to stay home was more a result of her inability to be away from 



her newborn or her unhappy work environment, Dawna ultimately believed that 

God used both of these factors in enabling her to become a full-time 

homemaker. Downsizing her house was only one of the many sacrifices that her 

family had to make in order to survive on one income. Believing that being at 

home was the "will of God". she had faith that God would provide. For Dawna. 

being at home was a liberating experience. Realizing that "she didn't have to do 

it ail' made life much more enjoyable for her (Interview 4). 

Janice Smith 

Janice had been a full-time homemaker since the birth of her first son. Up 

until she had her first child. Janice had been working full-time as a teacher. 

Feeling a personal conviction to remain at home with her two boys. Janice quit 

her job and became a full-time homemaker. She now spent her days caring for a 

young girl and raising her children the way she believed that God desired. She 

never really considered staying at work while her children were young. although 

she expressed that she was happy that her job awaited her if she ever decidecl 

to return. She valued the fact that her mother was always at home with her as a 

child. Returning to work full-time is not really something she is seriously 

considering for the near future. 

Sandra Henderson 

Both Sandra and her husband worked full-time within the retail industry 

until her mother became ill. Both Sandra and her husband decided that she 

would remain home with her sick mother. Her mother died soon after and 



Sandra became pregnant. At this time they agreed she should remain home to 

raise their child since both of their mothers were home for them. While at home. 

Sandra took care of three other children to earn extra money. She enjoyed her 

job. but she was especially grateful that she could be at home with her son while 

he was young. She had cons~dered returning to work in the future. but she said 

the decision would solely depend upon her son. 

Rhetoric faces Reality 

Although al1 of the mothers wanted the best for their children and 

ultimateiy thought that it was their responsibility to provide that for them, it is 

easily detected through their life experiences that one's ideal is not always 

obtainable. Although, on one hand, these women clearly rejected becoming "like 

the world". they did realize the impact that living in society had on their lives. 

Even Susan who was participating full-time in the paid labor force upheld the 

traditional family ideal: "But in a farnily unit, I think it works better, personally, if 

the man has the leadership role and ts the breadwinner of the farnily." Yet al1 of 

these women believed that a lot of Christian women work for pay because they 

feel pressured. Dawna stated: "And 1 lhink if women were honest with 

themselves, you would find that a loi of wornen don? want to go back to work, 

but they feel like they have to." 

Aside from the economic position of the current society, the women I 

interviewed felt additional pressure to work outside the home. Janice, 

especially, felt pressured to work before having children because she felt she 



lacked a legitimate reason to remain at home full-tirne. She explained: "1 guess 

fhat I jusf felt fhaf well, you have no reason to stay home, so you just have to get 

out there and work. I don'f know. 1 fhink before you have children, society tells 

you, you have to work, you know, because you have to make a living foo, nght? 

(Interview 1 ). 

Sandra felt that some Christian mothers may be led to believe within oui 

society that staying home is not really a choice anymore. She explained: 

"And I feel that thk world has made it seem that there are no other choices and 

that it seems for some people that there are no other choices and fha: both of 

them have to work outside the home" (Interview 2 ) .  A couple of the women who 

worked full-time expressed that remaining home did not seem like an enviable 

choice for them. Hence. as Dawna explained. ".,.maybe they (women) assume a 

role fhat they think thaf sociefy has  allotted out to them. Wornen today say "ya, 

ukay, l'Il work" and you just assume fhat you wouidn't want fo stay home 

anyways" (Interview 4). 

Susan also acknowledged the pressure that society places on women to 

work. She stated: "But / think it is society, you know, women are suppose to 

work, women are suppose to not give up their careers for their husbands, or 

whatever, women power.. . And 1 don'f think that it is, being a mother is a very 

importan! foie, and being a wjfe is a very importani role (Interview 5). 

Dawna believed that a lat of women worked simply because they felt 

pressured. She explajned: "And 1 think that if women were more honest wrth 



themselves, there would be a lot more like that. And 1 think that a lot of women 

don? want to go back to work but they do because they feel they have to. 

Because, how would we pay the bills and how about vacation and so and so's 

education?" (Interview 4).  Dawna believed that it is so common place for women 

to work outside of the home in today's society that staying at home. rather than 

becoming full-time employed would be the factor that most Christian mothers 

would have to consider. She explained: 

Right now you are going to university, you are assuming you 
are going to get a job.. .you are not Iooking at being a 
housewife. You never went to university to be a housewife. 
Everyone assumes that you are going to work. 1 think that 
the question should be turned around. What factors do you 
think women need to take into account when they are 
deciding whether or not to be a homemaker. Because most 
women are working. 1 mean from the time they go to school 
when they are 5 or 6 years old or whatever, and they keep 
going right through and they keep going right fhrough and 
they starf working, and they get married, and they usually 
keep working. 1 don? think there is a decision, 1 think that is 
a natural now (Interview 4).  

Dawna. as well as the other five women. believed that women felt they 

have to take too much on themselves. They felt they had to be a 'supermom 

and do it all. Tricia, a full-time employed mother, stated: And 1 think that a lol of 

women would agree that it is very hard to live up to because you have to be a 

supermom ... And 1 feel that women are filled with a lot of guilt because they can't 

spend time with their kids like they want to" (Interview 4). Although Dawna 

acknowledged the pressure that prevailed for women to "do it all", she found that 



her new religious commitment was liberating in that she realized that she could 

'just' stay home and care for her child. 

Ultimately, although alt of the women would have liked to remain home 

with their children. ln actuality, three of the six women were full-time employed 

with young children. Although each of the women believed that a traditional 

family situation was what God intended for families. they realized that they were 

impacted by the world in which they lived. They too, experienced societal 

pressures in their everyday lives. 

Essentially, how did these women justify the apparent influence suciety 

had upun their lives? Furthermore, how did they manage to uphold an ideal that 

they often did not or could not live by? When the messages of the church and 

the persona! convictions of the women were applied to their everyday lives. it 

could easily be detected how things in theory may not always be easy to apply in 

practice. In the following section. I will reveal how these women attempted to 

make sense of the discrepancy between the~r rhetoric about women and work 

and their own personal life experiences. 

Coming fo terms with the Discrepancies between Religious Rhetoric and 

Life Experiences 

The interview data revealed that there were two pivotal ways in which 

these Pentecostal women came to terms with the fact that their life experiences 

did not coincide with their ideology about gender roles: first, the betief that God 

had a 'customized' plan for contemporary families which fit their life 



e~periences;~' and second, the belief that these women could go to God directly 

to seek His will for their lives. This section will address these two concepts. as 

well as explore how "a matter of choice" plays an important part in allowing 

women (whose experiences do not measure up to the conservative family 

ideology) to participate within this faith tradition which holds such standards in 

the highest regard.4' 

Although al1 mothers believed that there were definite costs 

involved when work~ng full-time in the paid labor force while raising 

young children. each were quick to po~nt out that staying home was 

not necessarily the best decision for every family. As Sandra 

explained: 

You have to look at the other side of it too, in that if you and 
your husband are going to be constantly so uptight about 
money, and not have enough money to turn around and you 
know, you are always uptig ht and frustra ted and you really 
don 't think you have the things you need, fhen it would 
probably would be the best thing for your child, for you to go 
out and work. Because the frustration is so much harder on 
a child, you know (Interview 2).  

Although Dawna felt that God wanted her home with her family. she did not 

believe that being home was the best decision for everyone. She explained: 

"Not only that, but some women are not cut ouf to stay at home. 1 have talked to 

d o  Even when their life experiences involved full-time paid ernployment. 
Al Although it may appear that this faith community does not hold conservative faith ideology in the highest 
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these wornen and men have received messages about their roles through other sources associated with 
their faith community (namely, church groups, literature (focus on the Family). and women's and men's 
retreats). 



women, and I tell them that I don? work anymore and they say "how cari you do 

that, thaf would drive me crazy staying home with my kids al1 day long': 1 think 

maybe some people are not meant to do that" (Interview 4) .  

Recognizing the unique pains of being a full-time mom, the 

financial burdens of some families, and the career paths of some 

wornen. these women did not assume that the church messages 

were attainable or appropriate for al1 Christian families. As Sandra. 

one of the full-time homemakers suggested: 

But you know, 1 guess that 1 don't think that it is God's will 
that every mother be at home. That would be the ultimate 
thing, but we live in a world that just, you can't dictate things 
like that. And there are some moms who do have to work. 
But 1 think our role is to do what 1s best for your family. Don't 
do what is best for you. Do what is best for the family as a 
whole (Interview 2) .  

These women believed the traditional family situation would be the ideal 

situation, but it was impossible to dictate that in the current society. As Dawna 

suggested. oftentimes "society makes you feel that you have no choices" 

(Interview 4). Although they did realize the importance that their faith community 

attached to being set apart from the rest of society, they believed that God 

understood their particular circumstances and thus 'customized' a perfect plan 

which was suitable for their lives and more importantly. for their family 

How then could women gain access to this customized plan that God had for 

their families? Nearly al1 of the women mentioned that they believed that they 

could go directly to God for this personalized plan for their lives. God would 



then reveal his "perfect will' to women who asked concerning what their role 

should be within the family. 

Determining God's Will 

Brasher's (1998) ethnography ~nvolving Fundamentalist women revealed 

that the highest religious value acknowledged by people who attend Bay Chapel 

and Mount Olive was the individual's relationship with Christ. Believers 

described this by stating what they were involved in was "not religion but a 

relationship". Furthermore. although Bay Chapel and Mount Olive women were 

found to be active church goers, they did not consider church attendance 

necessary for salvation. The essential ingredients of salvation for Brasher's 

participants was an experiential relationship with Christ. cultivated by Bible 

study 

Moreover, Brasher's study revealed that Fundamentalist women felt 

ambivalent toward religion and its trappings. To these women. salvation was not 

mediated by religion (which included religious institutions and the rituals they 

offer) but by and through a personal relationship with Christ. She argued that 

this belief "establishes a norm that limifs the importance and power women 

should concede to any other aspect of their religious life, including the pastor, 

who, this key theological precept indica tes, 1s not a necessary mediator" 

(Brasher! 1998: 81). 

Sirnilar to the Fundamental churches in Brasher's study, the Pentecostal 

faith tradition also adheres to the belief that a person's salvation is received as a 



result of personal relationship with God. Although Pentecostalism does 

emphasize the importance of fellowship with like-rninded believers through 

church gatherings, religious teachings stress the idea that salvation cannot be 

obtained through church attendance alone. I would argue that the ability of 

Pentecostal women to turn directly to God for specific guidance (not mediated by 

church leaders or reljgious doctrine) has allowed Pentecostal women to 

experience and come to a new understanding of their involvement in the paid 

labor force. 

Although the religious teachings associated with their faith community 

may have come in conflict with their life experiences. they have turned to God for 

the final Say about their lives. If God revealed to these women that it was His 

'will' (regardless of whether it reflected a traditional lifestyle), they would 

continue to live according to what they believed was His desire. These women 

gained access to the will of God through reading the His Word and praying. 

Ultrmately, church teachings did not take precedence over the personal salvation 

lcommunication that these women had with God alone. Individual experience of 

God. then. was primary. 

As previously mentioned. these women did not assume that it was God's 

will for every mother to be home full-time with their children. They suggested 

that in order for God's will to be determined. each woman had to personally 

seek God. God, then, would direct each woman in order that she could be the 

"best mother she could be." Sandra stated: "1 guess you really, as a Christian 



you have to seek the Lord and Say "look 1 nave chosen to be home, and 1 want 

you to give me the assurance that 1 am doing the right thing, and 1 know that you 

will provide". And He will, and He does daily (Interview 2) .  

Betty. in her mid-sixties, believed that God provided her jobs when He 

knew that she desired to work after her children had grown. She stated: ''And 1 

prayed to the Lord and 1 asked Him if 1 am suppose to work a little bit, not al1 of 

the fime, but just a little bit, then show me where 1 might go to find a job. 1 

already worked for the Company that 1 worked for now, and they already heard 

thal 1 retired, so they phoned me" (Interview 3) .  Dawna asked God to reveal His 

will by selling her house after a short time on the market. She never assumed 

that it was the 'right' choice to remain home without consulting God about it: 

We knew if 1 quit then we won't be able to keep the house. 
We could afford the mortgage, but it was to the point that the 
roof needed to be done because it was the age. So we said 
Lord, we are going to put the house up for sale and if it sells 
within a reasonable amount of time then we will know that 
this is where you want us, and you want me home . . .  And we 
told the Realtor.. . we know that you are going to try your 
hardes! to sel1 the house, but if God wants the house sold, 
He'll sel/ it.. . . The house sold in five days.. . We were kind of 
really sure that this is where God wanted us (Interview 4). 

Dawna later revealed her feelings about their decision for her to remain home: 

"So if was nice to get out of that. No, this is where God wants me and 1 know 

that we are in His will. So that makes everything so much easier because you 

know tha t when you are in his hands, tha t when you are in His will, he is going to 

look after you (Interview 4). 



In summary, although the church messages concerning the role of 

women may have been upheld by the Pentecostal wives I interviewed. they were 

not assumed to be applicable for every Christian woman given the present state 

of society. Furthermore, the women were more interested in custom-made plans 

that God had for them and their families than they were concerned with 

prevailing church messages. 

Mafter of Choice 

Yet. if messages associated with the Pentecostal faith were in 

contradiction with the life experiences of these women and the perceived will of 

God for their lives. why did these women continue to participâte wtthin this faith 

community? Recent research findings revealed that Evangelical women have 

chosen to adopt and participate in a meaning system that emphasizes 

submission of women to men in a time when the mainstream culture defines 

such blatant male domination as oppressive and archaic (Rose. 1987). Many 

Evangelicals continue to define men as the natural leaders of the family. church 

and nation. They justify this hierarchical structuring of social relations as a part 

of God's natural order. and point to the traditions of historical institutions for 

proof (Rose, 1987). 

Rose (1 987) argued that although the most obvious reason for this 

occurrence is due to the fact that male leadership within the church has been 

consistent with the other institutions of society, she believes it may extend 

beyond that to include the motivation of church women. She explained 



". . . women may have found it beneficial to appropriate their feminine religiosity in 

order to keep them in line; it became a way of protecting them and providing for 

themselves within the bounds of a patriarchal society" (Rose, 1987: 246). 

Rose (1 987) was not suggesting that wornen did not believe in these 

Christian principles. Yet. she argued that many have not broken free from the 

restraints that are placed on them by the church power structure to completely 

express their religious feelings, beliefs and power. She pointed out two central 

factors to expiain this phenomenon: "they believe they initially may gain rnore- 

intimate relationships with reasonably responsible men and a sense of 

belongingness to a community that reinforces fbe value of family coherence-by 

involving their men in the church; the religious ideology legitimates male 

dominance" (Rose, 1987:246). 

Although the faith tradition may legitimate male dominance. it also puts a 

certain level of responsibility on the husband as well as the wife. He is to 

provide for his family and is responsible for the family's well-being. If the family 

situation is not great, then it is a reflection upon him and he is responsible to 

make things better. As Rose (1 987) argued "women believe that it is necessary 

to sensitize and strengthen their men as husbands and men of God before they 

can liberate themselves; they hold back and accept their role as "transitional" 

women while they make of their husbands and sons "modern men- men who will 

be strong and sensitive, and intimately involved in family and religion. These 



women opt for intimacy and security over independence and for community over 

individuality" (Rose, 1 987:246). 

I would argue that this is much the same for Pentecostal women who 

were homemakers in my study. At first glance, it may seem that these women 

live restrictive lives as full-time homemakers (who are responsible for 

maintaining the home and caring for the children while fully dependent upon 

their husbands), but in reality these women have chosen this lifestyle. These 

women believed that the benefits of remaining home outweighed the financial 

costs. While choosing to remain home rnay have added extra responsibilities. it 

alleviated the pressures associated with working in the paid labor force. 

For the women i interviewed, the stress of the double shift was more 

unbearable than the extra responsibilities (for example. being responsible for al1 

housework and child-care tasks) that remaining at home brought. Furthermore. 

four of these women mentioned that men needed to be encouraged in their God- 

given roles as spiritual heads of the family and the church. It was oftentimes 

when their husbands were not taking the leadership role in the family. that these 

women were most unhappy. These same women did not want to take that role 

and enjoyed the level of security and comfort they experienced when their 

husbands were providing for them and assuming leadership. 42 Sandra 

expressed how she wished her husband would take more of a leadership role in 

their home-life: 

And 1 think that as a women, sometimes you think.. .look if 
you are not going to take that step ... why do 1 have to be the 

42 lncluding leadership in both spiritual and financial aspects of home-life 



one who says "Doug [her husband], "let's pray".. . l  wish if 
didn't have to be that way. But it does seem like an overall 
thing, that Christian families, where the men are not taking 
their place, the place that they could, 1 know that within our 
famiiy, Doug is not taking the place that he could.. . .But he is 
serving the Lord, and he is teaching Sam, but not taking the 
place that he could take. And 1 wish that there was a lot 
more support for thaf (Interview 2) .  

As previously mentioned, the full-time homemakers in this study 

expressed that being home full-time was their personal preference. "Keeping the 

house" and caring for the children were more enjoyable and less stressful than 

being full-time employed. As Dawna explained: "1 love being home and cooking 

and cleaning and being barefoot in the kitchen ...! '( Interview 4).  Although she 

later stated that she was often frustrated with her husband's limited help with 

housework, remaining home was still a liberating experience to Dawna in 

comparison to her experience with full-time employment 

The next part of this chapter will focus more fully on the domestic division 

of labor and in particular on perceptions of fairness. Were women satisfied with 

the current division of labor within their homes? If so. what determined their 

notion of fairness? These will be the primary questions addressed in this next 

section. 



Women and Domestic Division of Labor 

Work Experiences and Perceptions of Fairness 

In congruence with the families represented within the congregational 

survey, five of the six women carried out the majority of the domestic tasks in 

their homes. For the most part, if husbands participated in household chores. 

they performed traditional male tasks such as mowing the lawn. making small 

repairs. and shoveling snow. When the husbands did more than the traditional 

male tasks, it nearly always involved chores such as vacuuming that the wives 

were incapable of doing as a result of their physical condition. It was also 

common for wives. especially those who were home full-time. to carry out non- 

traditional female tasks (such as repairs. painting, and mowing the lawn). 

If women (including those who were full-tirne employed) were doing the 

majority of household work. how did they perceive their situations? Furthermore. 

on what grounds did they perceive their situations as fair or unfair? These will be 

the central questions addressed in the remainder of this section. 

Many scholars have conceptualized fairness according to procedural 

'ntles". allocation of tasks. and judgments based on equity rulesJ' I wish to 

conceptualize fairness in a broad fashion as Thompson (1 991 ) had: "as a 

judgment that one is unjustly treated" (Thompson. 1991 :183). As Thompson 

53 The outcome distributions that researchers are more interested in when they study domestic work are 
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judged on basis of relative contribution or merit) or equality (fairness is a 50150 split) Yet as Pleck (1985) 
and others (Ferree, 1988,Thompson 1991) have found. ihere is not much support for theories involving 
outcome distributions time and tasks 



argues "Equity is not the only rule of justice, and justice is more than rules" 

(Thompson, 1991 : 183). 

According to Major (1 987) and Thompson (1 991 ), people have a sense of 

unfairness if they lack some outcome they desire, have a high standard for 

comparison, and beiieve there is no acceptable justification for being deprived of 

their desired outcome. I will utilize Major's three components of fairness-valued 

outcome; comparison referents. and justifications in order to examine the 

perceptions of fairness among Pentecostal women in terms of the division of 

domestic labor with~n their homes. 

Outcome Values and the Perception of Fairness 

In accordance with Major (1987), the first factor to consider in deciphering 

the perception of fairness of women regarding the division of domestic labor is 

valued outcomes: Ultimately, what outcomes do Pentecostal women desire? For 

the most part, the women whom I interviewed admitted that their arrangement 

was unfair. if they were to determine fairness in terms of a 50150 spl~t of 

household chores. Yet, these women considered other factors to determine 

justice within their homes: the choice to remain home; the happiness of the 

whole family; the willingness of the husband to do domestic tasks if asked; and 

the fact that the husband was responsive in other ways to their needs. Once 

these factors were brought into the equation. the wornen I interviewed 

considered their arrangements to be "fair." 



The Choice- "1f 1 don'f like if then 1 can go to work. But 1 have that choice" 

(Interview 1). 

All of the women wha were home with the~r children fult-ttme believed that 

because they were home. the housework and the children were their sole 

responsibility. Hence, although they often experienced frustration with the 

division of domestic tasks within their home, for the most part, they d ~ d  not 

believe that it was an unfair situation. Two of the full-time homemakers. Dawna 

and Sandra, reported greater satisfaction with the division of domest~c labor now 

that they were no longer working full-time. When they were employed in the 

paid labor force. they did the sarne amount of housework as they were presently 

performing. It was during the times when they were attempting to maintain the 

home and hold a full-time job, that these women experienced the most 

frustration. Dawna spoke about her current arrangement: No, if is not fari. But I 

am happy with it. No, but before 1 stopped working, / wouldn't have said if was 

fair. I do ail the same things now as 1 did back then (Interview 4). 

Although Janice admitted that the division of domestic labor was divided 

up more evenly before they had children, she realized that staying home was 

'her choice'. And as a result. child-care and housework were now her 

responsibility. Janice explained: But as far, as the laundry and stuff  like that, if it 

doesn'f get done, 1 don? expect him to do that. Because I have taken on that 

role and 1 am happy to do that (Interview:l). As the previous quotes revealed. it 

was the choice to remain home that these women valued over the 50150 split of 

domestic tasks within the home. If they wanted their husbands to do more 

housework. they could decide to work outside :he home. Ironically, the 

husbands did not perform a 50150 split when they were in the labor market. 



Janice responded in this way when asked whether she saw her present 

arrangement as fair: 

1 would have to Say yes, simply because fhis is the foie that 1 
have decided, and this is my job, 1 mean basically. Now, if 1 
wanted to go and work full-time outside the house, then we 
would have to change things because / couldn't do both 
jobs. Because I think trying to maintain a house is a full 
time job. And 1 wouidn't have time to do anyfhing else. And 1 
don? expect him to do anything around the house. You 
know what 1 mean? 1 do everything. From looking afier the 
kids, to looking after the finances, to looking after the car. 1 
mean if the car is to have a M VI, I'm the one who has to do 
it. So, 1 just figure that is my role as a stay at home mom. 
And if 1 don? like it, then 1 can go to work. But 1 have that 
choice (Interview 1 ). 

Again. although Janice suggested that she could decrease her housework load 

(if she wished) by working outside the home, she later reflected back to a tirne 

when she was participating in the full-time labor force and stated that she was 

doing the same amount of housework as she was presently performing 

Happiness of the Whole family- The Peacemaker Role 

Although many of the women admitted that they were often frustrated with 

their husbands because they did not do more around the house. the happiness 

of the whole family tended to override their feelings of frustration. "Keeping the 

peace" in the home was more important to most wives than having a 50150 split 

of domestic tasks. Janice stated: 

Well sometimes you just have arguments because you just 
Say "look I'm tired, well 1 worked al1 day tooJ', "what do you 
think that 1 just sit home here al1 day? You know 1 work too." 
But with us, 1 think 1 have come to the point where, and I 
donJt know if it is because 1 have come to the point where 1 



want to please God.. but I have corne to the point where it is 
not worth fighting ovef'. .And / guess / want to be a 
peacemaker, and I want to get dong with my husband, so. .it 
is not worth fighfing over if I guess (Interview 1 ). 

Hochschild (1 989) also found that keeping the peace at home was more 

important to most women than getting their husbands to do their share of tasks 

(Hochschild. 1989). Furîhermore. Rose (1 986) reported that some women do 

their domestic work when their husbands are not around. These wives spare 

their husbands from guilt by carefully hiding how much work has to be done. 

Many of the women admitted that their perception of fairness was 

determined by the "happiness of the whole family". If the family life was running 

smoothly, they were content with the way things were. even if it meant that they 

had to carry out the brunt of housework on their own. Sandra explained: 

It may have been a little bit mure stressful (she is referring to 
a time when she carried out nearly al1 of the tasks on own 
while working for pay full-time), but it always seemed to work 
for "us." Maybe 1 had a few more responsibilities on top ... bu! 
l just had to work it differently. 1 guess it wasn'f anything that 
bofhered me much (Interview 2). 

Thompson (1 991 ) suggested the importance of valued outcornes, 

particularly care in understanding the perception of fairness among women. As 

she explained, valued interpersonal outcomes can be for others or for oneself. 

She suggests that the outcornes of relationships may often be more important to 

mothers than outcomes of household tasks. Research findings revealed that the 

majority of women experience family tasks as essential work carried out for 



people they love; they take pleasure from ministering to the needs of their loved 

ones (primarily immediate family mernbers) and keeping the family going even if 

they do not enjoy the tasks themselves (Devault, 1987; Feree, 1987). 

Imporfance of the Willingness of Husbands to Help 

Oftentimes, women mentioned that although they felt that their husbands should 

probably do more around the home, there were other ways that their husbands 

compensated for their lack of involvement in domestic labor. For instance. for 

some women, it was the "willingness of their husbands" that was most important 

to them. Although some of the women mentioned that their husbands rarely 

initiated help. it was "okay" because these women believed that their husbands 

were willing to help if asked. 

Tricia, who worked full-time and did the majority of the housework. 

perceived her current arrangement to be unfair. She believed that although she 

always did the bulk of the housework. she was happier with the division at the 

onset of the marriage. At least then. she believed that he would have been 

willing to do more housework. She explahed: " I  am not too sure that he did do 

more, but he would have done more if I would have asked him. ... but to my 

regret, 1 didn't and that is the problem (Interview 6) .  

Susan who currentiy had a 50150 split of domestic labor within her home 

admitted that it was not always that way. She remembered back to a time (after 

she had her first child while she remained home from work for a short while) 

when the domestic chores became her respons~bil~ty. She explained: 



So 1 basically did al1 of the work, because 1 was there. And 1 
think that in a lot of cases that is what it was ... When 1 starfed 
going back to work with the kids, I did the cleaning, as well 
the cooking as wet/ as the.. . l just got to the point that 1 said 
to him "this is crazy, you \ive here too, / can't do it a//. And if 
you expect me to do it al/, then I'm going on strike". And 1 
did. And that 1s basically what happened. Then we just sat 
down and talked and / said "look 1 just can't do it all': to the 
point 1 could hardly keep my eyes open at 8:00 at night, and 
still had al1 the chores to do. And I said "this is not a life, it is 
an existence': So we sat down, and not split up the work but 
he basically gravitated foward certain tasks and 1 did other 
ones (Interview 5) .  

It was not until she had approached her husband about the arrangement that 

things changed. Atthough she admits that chores are not always divjded up 

equally al1 the time. her husband is more sensitive to her needs and is more 

attentive to how the chores are distributed. It is for this reason that she was now 

satisfied with her home-life. 

Some scholars have suggested that it is the "symbolic meaning" of 

husband's willingness to share family work that is important to their wives (Ross. 

Mirowsky & Huber. 1983). The actions of the husband are not as significant as 

what they express to their wives. The husband's desire to protect and promote 

the wife's well-being and to respond to her needs is more important to the wife 

than what the husband actually does around the home (Nodding, 1984) 

Supporting this notion, Hochschild (1 989:188) reported that to most spouses the 

tasks of family work mean " 1  am taken care of" or "1 am taking care of someone." 

Hochschild's (1 989) research, involving the accaunts of dual-earner couples, 

revealed that conflict over family work was not concerning who does what. The 



issue is often not the tasks that the wives performed or the physical condition 

that resulted from housework, but rather women's worth compared to their 

husbands' worth. Essentially what Hochschild (1989) is arguing is if women feel 

appreciated they are more satisfied with thei: domestic arrangement. regardless 

of whether it is a 50150 split. 

There is some evidence to support this notion within the interview data. 

For instance. Betty stated she was satisfied with her division, in part. because 

her husband did not take her for granted. Relatedly, Janice admitted being 

frustrated with her husband at times when he seerned to devalue her work at 

home. Yet. for Susan. who was full-time employed. satkfaction with home-life 

was not obtained until she received tangible help from her husband. For the 

other full-time employed wornen, Tricia. it is unknown whether her feelings of 

discontentment was based on her husband's lack of appreciation or limited help 

with housework. 

Husbands as Responsive in Other Ways 

Furthermore, if husbands were ,'responsive in other ways", it was a 

common occurrence on the part of wives to overlook the fact that they were not 

receiving help with housework. If husbands valued women's work in the home. 

and provided them with a listening ear on occasion. al1 else was forgotten--or at 

least forgiven. Betty for instance. mentioned numerous times how her husband 

was so attentive to her needs. Unlike her former husband who was abusive, 



Betty's husband provided her with warmth. kindness and respect. She valued 

these qualities over a 50150 split of domestic tasks. 

Three of six women when asked whether they perceived their 

arrangements as fair or unfair, focused on the tasks that their husbands 

performed instead of the chores that they. themselves performed. They were 

simply happy that their husbands were helping (even if their involvement was 

minimal). Comparison referents played a significant role in these women's 

perceptions and will be discussed further in the following section. 

For instance, although Betty admitted that she did most of the housework. 

she was thrilled to have a husband who appreciated her work. She stated: " . . .he  

doesn't expect it from me. If 1 am working, he doesn't expect me to rush home 

and cook a meal. And if 1 am working too, he has done the dishes and stuK 

And heJll do things if 1 am working that he won't normally do when I am home. 

We don't take each other for granted and that is a big fhing too" (Interview 3 ) .  

Similarly. Hochschild reported from her findings that although men were 

unrespons~ve in family work. they were being responsive in other ways that were 

important to wives (Hochshild, 1989). Some men would simply express their 

appreciation of the work their j~ ives do or they would support their wives! wage 

work. In this way, the husbands were providing attention in the place of 

assistance. yet they were still considered responsive by their wives (Hochschild. 

1989). Scanzoni (1978) found that wives tend to overlook injustice and see their 



situation as fair if they believe their husband understands their problems and 

feelings. 

Backett found that if husbands listen to their wives talk about the children 

and give their wives a break from the children once in awhile, then husbands 

believe that they are involved fathers, despite the fact that they do little child- 

care (Backett, 1987). Crosby (1982) found that women were hurt and hostile 

about household labor if they perceive an unpleasant disparity between what 

they want and what they have. According to Thompson (1991). the amount of 

time spent performing tasks and the actual number of tasks performed have not 

been found to be a priority to most women. What has been found to be of 

importance is avoiding tasks they dislike, having "down-time" and feeling that 

their husbands are responsive and grateful (Thompson, 1991). 

Cornparison Referents and the Perception of Fairness 

The next element Major offered to examine the perception of fairness was 

"comparison referents." To translate for this study. to whom did these 

Pentecostal wives compare themselves when judging fairness? The interview 

data revealed that Pentecostal women compared themselves to two central 

sources: their Christian woman friends. and their parents and spouses' parents 

Furthermore. it was the fact that women did not compare themselves to their 

husbands that allowed them to remain contented with their arrangements. 



Comparison to Christian Women Friends 

Many of the women stated they felt pressure from their friends to be a 

supermom who could handle efficiently both the affairs of the home and 

workplace, to be a "Juggler for Jesus" (Nason-Clark & Bélanger, 1993). Most 

often when women compared themselves to other women. they downplayed the 

amount of work they personally performed. Some of the women suggested that 

within the congregation there was a tendency for women to try to outdo what the 

next woman was doing in her family. In this way, there was a sort of unstated 

cornpetition between some women to see who could "balance the rnost balls in 

the air" at one time. Tricia. a full-time employed mother of two. believed that 

other women shared her feeling that they have to "do it all" in order to be a 

'good' Christian mother. Susan explained this phenornenon: 

. . . Maybe the wife doesn't want to let go.. .And 1 fhink for a lot 
of women, fhey don't want to let go of if.. .A lot of women Say 
"well 1 do this and 1 do that, and 1 do this and 1 do that and 1 
do this.. . " And 1 don'f know if if is a bragging or a pify thing 
and 1 have done if, (so 1 know) ... with friends in the 
church.. . . Whereas I now say well my husband does fhis and 
this and this. But 1 have been at both ends so 1 know that if 
is hard fo let go of being the one fo do al/ of that. lt is almost 
like you feel a part of your role is gone, that you have been 
brought up to think that this is what you are suppose to do 
so to let go of if, is really letting go of a way of thinking, as 
well 1 think. To allow him fo take on some of the 
responsibilify. So part of if is "us'', so we can't blame men al1 
fhe time. Because a lot of times if is ourselves (Interview 5). 

Major (1 987) found that one of the reasons women do not have a greater sense 

of entitlement about wage and work! despite the fact that they are paid much 



less than men, is because they compare themselves to other women rather than 

men. 

Cornparisons to Parents 

These wives often compared their current arrangement with their parents' 

division of domestic tasks. In doing so, they often did not feel entitled to have a 

more balanced division of labor within their homes. Most women came from 

families where the mother managed al1 of the affairs of the home while the father 

was the primary breadwinner in the family. ln this sense, the fact that their 

husbands were doing more housework than their fathers was seen as an 

accomplishment in and of itself. How could they ask for more? As expected. 

almost al1 of these women when comparing themselves to their parents, 

considered themselves fortunate that their husbands were not as 'bad' as their 

fathers. 

Janice and Tricia both recalled that their husbands' mothers had tended 

to their spouses as if they were children. Janice explôined how things were in 

her husband's home: *'But she would cut his foenails and everyfhing. "Can 1 gef 

you a tea, can 1 get you a ka?" So my husband ktnd of grew up that way" 

(Interview 6). Both Janice and Tricia stated how they appreciated the fact that 

their arrangements were better than their parents. There was also the fact that 

most of these women admired their mothers' hard work and devotion to the 

family. In doing so, their mothers became role models or a comparison group for 

these women. 



LaRossa (1 988) reported that sone men compare themselves to their 

fathers and grandfathers, which often tends to a favorable comparison group for 

them. Wives who have husbands who provide some help around the house 

consider their men as gems who are few and far between when they compare 

them to other men (Hochschild. 1989). It is these comparison referents that 

determine what women perceive to be the outcomes that are feasible for them to 

achieve. Thus, to raise the level of entitlement that women have, men need to 

be compared to other men who carry out a considerable share of the housework 

(Feree, 1988). 

Although some of the women mentioned that they enjoyed doing what had 

always been done in their own home growing up. not al1 had traditional home 

situations as their parents. As a result. sorne of these women experienced 

pressure frorn their parents to uphold the traditional standards of family living. ln 

this sense. many of the women were led to believe that although they worked in 

the labor force. they still had to maintain their traditional roles as mother and 

wife. Furthermore. the wives credited their husband's lack of participation in 

household tasks to the men's upbringing. 

One woman. instead of making a comparison to her parents or her 

spouses' parents, compared hrr  former husband to her present husband. Betty 

was especially satisfied with her present arrangement when she remembered 

the way it was with her first husband. She stated "That was in my day, but in 

today's society, it is not the same, because 1 fi~d a lot of men do a lot of things 



that my first husband would never dream of doing, never dream of doing. Now 

Greg, he's different, he'll do anything. The two men that ! married were so 

different 1 guess. Maybe not so different in some ways, but 1 would ask Greg to 

do anyfhing and he would do it" (Interview 3) .  

Hochschild (1 989) found that some wives make within-gender 

comparisons when they judge the fairness of family work. It is these within- 

gender comparisons that can also undermine their sense of entitlement. 

Women who compare their husbands to other men who do less around the 

house also judge their own situation as not so bad (Hochschild. 1989: Hood. 

1983). It is husbands who often initiate these within gender comparisons 

(Hochschild, 1989). 

Women's Lack of Comparison to Husbands 

Finally, I would argue that it was often the fact that women did not 

compare themselves to their husbands that enabled them to perceive their 

division of domestic labor as fair. All of the wives believed that men and women 

were inherently different. Furthermore, these differences were interpreted by 

these Pentecostal women 1 interviewed to be divinely inspired. Thus. it is the 

belief in these God-ordained roles that in part sustained their commitment and 

contentment with their home-life. Noteworthy, is that this was not the case for al1 

of the women. Aithough al1 of the women did believe in inherent differences, not 

al1 of these women were contented with arrangements. For instance. Susan, 

and Tricia expressed their unhappiness they experienced due to their "unfair" 



arrangement. Susan. in particular, demanded more help from her husband after 

she spent a couple of years being employed full-time while performing al1 of the 

household and child-related tasks. Interestingly, it was those women who were 

working outside the home who seemed to be most dissatisfied with the~r cuvent 

arrangements. 

As Dawna explajned. it is during the times when she attempted to 

maintain the home and hold a full-time job, she experienced the most frustration: 

"No, if is not fair. But / am happy with it. No, but before 1 sfopped working, i 

wouldn't have said it was fair. 1 do the same things now as / did back then" 

(lnterv~ew 4).  

Many studies revealed that although most families have both women and 

men working for paid-labor, men are still held responsible and recognized as the 

family's provider (Haas. 1987; Hood, 1986) Feree (1 988) argues that tt is how 

women perceive their financial contribution to the family (rather than simply the 

fact that she is employed) that impacts her feelings of entitlement of help ai 

home. She found that those women who considered themselves the 

breadwinner of the home were more likely to perceive their situation as unfair 

and demand far more help from their spouse (Feree, 1988). 

Hood (1 983) reported that those women who were working full-tirne, but 

considered themselves secondary providers. expected their husbands only to 

"help out" more around the house if husbands were no longer working. 

Furthermore. Hood (1 983) argued that men do not want to cunsider their wives 



CO-providers because they would, then be responsible for more household work. 

Various research studies revealed that both women and men resist seeing wives 

as CO-providers (Hood, 1983; Rosen: 1987; Zavella, 1987). 

Luxton argued that the breadwinning role earns men the right to do what 

they want when they get home (not to be responsible for house chores) and 

expect family plans and schedules to be worked around them (Luxton. 1980) 

Wives. on the other hand. are responsible for creating a peaceiul and restorative 

house to come home to. Women rarely expect or receive the same treatment 

when they come home from a long day at work (Luxton, 1980). 

Major (1 987) argued that a part of the comparison process involves the 

consideration of what one has to contribute to deserve something ln return. She 

argued that even when women are participating in the paid labor force they 

appear to put greater value on their husbands' wage and family work than on 

their own. and. as a result. undermine their own sense of entitlement 

(Thompson, 1991). The devaluation of women's work is held by our 

contemporary culture at large. 

As Hochschild contended. partners often have the idea that women and 

men cannot be compared. resulting in a "double standard of virtue" (Hochschild. 

1989:55). A within-gender referent that many women use is the ideal of 

"supenuoman." As Ferree (1 988) explained, superwomen receive little help from 

their spouses. Supermoms believe that working outside the home is okay as 

long as nothing changes or suffers at home. in Hochschild's (1989) study, one 



out of three women are superwomen who continue to maintain the home while 

working to the same degree as when they were home full-time. Supewcmen 

compare themselves to other women. and congratulate themselves on the 

heavier the load that they manage to carry (Hochschild, 1989). These women 

usually deny their own personal needs and desires to maintain their status as a 

supermom. 

Justifications and the Perception of Fairness 

The final factor that Major offered to explain the perception of fairness is 

justification (Major, 1987). Essentially, did Pentecostal wives believe there were 

reasons or circumstances that adequately accounted for why their husbands did 

not contribute more to family work? These Pentecostal wives revealed many 

reasons why they lived with or accepted their current division of labor: tradition: 

inherent differences; personal characteristics: and societal influences. 

The Role of Tradition 

When attempting to make sense of their own experiences. as well as the 

domestic division of labor in other homes, al1 of the women mentioned the impact 

that tradition had on their current lives-- it is simply the "way it has always been" 

Janice stated " 1 think if is a matter of it has always been thaf way, that women 

just take on that role. And daughters just take on that role from their mother as 

Seing you know, housewife, you know, house worker. But / think il is a learned 

behavioi'(lnterview 1 ). Sandra stated her opinion : " 1  fhink a big part of it is 

because women are women. It has always been the way. The women looked 



afier the house and the men worked in the fields. If she chooses to work. the 

work at home is waiting for her when she cornes back. lt has always been that 

way, it has been passed down" (Interview 2) .  Dawna also saw how the influence 

of tradition continued to impact today's gender roles: 

1 think that it is because it is a role that women are brought 
up to, the little girl learns how to bake cookies and the little 
boy learns how to saw ... 1 think that the role that society is 
put on women. I think that it is probably changing as lime 
goes by, but things are still in ihere that women have to 
scrub their toilet (Interview 4). 

These women believed that most people generally loved things the way 

they were. As Tricia stated, " Well, one thing of course is that we love things the 

way that they used to be. And people in general, and habits are everything and 

that is where we stand' (Interview 6 ) .  Women had always managed the home 

while the husband provided financially outside of the home. Hence, although 

women did work outside the home more now than they did in the past. they still 

continue to do housework because that is what their mothers did. Sandra 

explained: "The men work in the field and the women work in the house. you 

know. And no matter what..if the women are choosing to go out to work, sorry, 

but still you are the homemaker. I think that is the way that the world looks af 

women (Interview 2) .  The women used this justification in terms of explaining 

the family experiences of others as well as their own. 

Sandra believed the decision that she and her husband made for her to 

remain home full-time with their son. and the decision for her to care for children 



in their home was largely due to their upbringing. She also explained that she 

even did the majority of housework while she was full-time employed outside the 

home for this same reason. She stated: " I was stil/ ironing my blouse and his 

shirt. You know, he just.. . you know Mat was just how i f  was. It didn't bother me 

either. Because that is how / was brought up, mom looked after dad. That is just 

how it went" (Interview 2). 

These women believed that although women are increasingly becomjng a 

part of the paid labor-force. in a sense, women had always worked. However. 

men remaining home full-time was seen as a rather modern event. It is for this 

reason in part they believed that people were not as tolerant about men 

remaining home as they were about women working outside the home. In time. 

Sandra argued. men who are full-time homemakers will be just as cornmonplace 

as women who are full-time employees: "And l think that it is not so much like 

that for women right now because they have forty years under their belt. I f  in 

forty years if we are siil1 around! it won? be looked on very differently if the man 

chooses to stay home. Women have been fighting that battle a lot longer than 

the men have. So it is whatever you get cornfortable with" (Interview 2). 

Ultimately, it is (in part) men's reluctance to change that ensured that 

women continue maintaining the home while participating full-time in the labor 

force. Also, because the idea of 'men remaining at home' implied a more drastic 

change, it was believed that this would not be as easily accepted as the idea of 



'women being full-tirne employed'. As Dawna declared "Women might be 

phased out of that, but men are cerfainiy nof being phased in" (Interview 4) .  

The Role of lnherent Differences 

Tradition is also linked to another justification that these women 

employed--the justification that God had made women and men differently. 

Thus, although these women explained the division of labor as a result of 

"tradition"; this tradition was believed to be ordained by God. 

Although women did not necessarily associate their belief directly with 

church messages, many believed that the division of labor bath inside and 

outside the home was a result of the way God created humanity. Women. were 

noted to be nurturers by nature. and husbands were breadwinnersd4 ~ h e  

women I interviewed believed that men and women were essentially different in 

their physique and in their emotional make-up. Janice explained: "Well, 1 guess 

that as a Christian, 1 believe that we are not equal, as society seems to think we 

are because our physique is different, we are different emotionally, mothers have 

the mother instinct that fathers just don? have" (Interview 1 ). Even the task 

distribution within these women's homes was based on this reasoning. Since 

men were physically stronger, they did most of the outside tasks such as mowing 

the lawn and shoveling the snow? 

"lt IS important to note that bath nature (inherent differences between men and women) as well as nurture 
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life. Although these women believed that therr home situations were a result of inherent differences 
inspired by God, they also were molded by thei: Christian upbringing to believe that this is true. 
45 Noteworthy 1s that many of the indoor tasks also require physical strength. 



Women are regarded as primarily nurturers and that is why they were 

associated with the matters of the home. Thus. a woman's desire to care for her 

children and take care of the home was believed to be an innate characteristic 

irrespective of her current employment status. Sandra stated: But 1 do feel that 

women, because that is how we were created, that the home is our responsibility 

(Interview 2). Sandra described the special bond that a mother and a child had 

through her birthing experience (Interview 2). Similarly, it was viewed as 

instinctual for a man to want to provide financially for his family. Janice 

explained how both men and women are so unique: 

1 mean 1 think it is instinctive within us, 1 rnean that God 
has made us that way, because I mean 1 think that God has 
created for man to be the breadwinner and woman to be the 
caregiver. Because we are different, that seems to be our 
role. Because we are more gentle, we are mors loving in 
that capacity. Like we are, what we are, we are women. We 
are different, we are not equal tu men in that regard. We are 
different in that way. There is no way that we are the same 
in the child-rearing. But when it cornes to a family and you 
have the family dimension, 1 really see how God has made 
mothers to be mothers and fathers to be fathers. And it 
seems to fit in that fathers be the breadwinner outside the 
home and mothers be the caregiver inside the home. Which 
is why, 1 can see why other people would Say thaf it is easier 
for women to go to the work force than for men to go in 
home. Because 1 think women could cope in the work force 
better than men could cope in the home (Interview 1 ). 
Participating in the full-time work-force did not necessarily mean that 

wornen gave up their roles as nurturers. because they could continue to be 

mothers to their children. However. a man who becarne a full-time homemaker 

would no longer be doing what he "intrinsically" felt he should do. It is for this 

reason (in part), I believe that men and wornen were more tolerant of women 



working outside the home, than they were of men becoming full-time 

h o m e m a k e r ~ . ~ ~  This, of course, is aside from the fact that women working 

outside the home may be more easily justified than men remaining at home 

since the family may need the second income to survive. For these women. 

there was no justifiable reason why the husband would remain home if the family 

could survive on one income. 

The Role of Personal Characteristics 

Also connected to the justification of tradition and inherent differences 

within genders is the justification that women have personal characteristics that 

make them more suitable to perform tasks of the home. Although it is unclear 

whether these women believed it was an instinctual phenomenon, the women I 

interviewed explained their own experiences as well as the division of labor 

within other homes in terms of gender. They believed that they (as well as 

others) continued to do the majority of housework even though they were 

working outside of the home because they had a particular interest in their 

homes. As Dawna contended "Like the strain of womanhood that is within us, 

that we just have to do these things, you know" (Interview 4). This "strain" was 

generally not perceived to be shared with men. 

46 Noteworthy, is that there were 15 0% of the survey sarnple who strongly agreed that if she receives 
higher pay, she should remain employed full-time while the husband remains nome Furthermore. 16 4% 
û f ; k  sa;;;$; s:;ûnyly â y i e c i  :kô: :::ki;a~,ar, ha: :k up;c$!!xtg !:: cr:=?: r.'v?xom??!, !ho hiich=nr! ..---- 
should remain home full-time while the wife works These findings suggest that there is a portion of the 
population who are accepting of the notion of men in non-traditional roles Nevertheless. the percentages 
as indicated in Table 4 1, reveal that wamen are more easily accepted into non-traditional roles than men 



Tricia gave her explanation of why men did not participate equally in 

housework. She suggested that it is a combination of how men were raised, 

their inability to see the need, and a matter of priority: 

So 1 think a lot of it had to do with how they are raised. And 
1 think that some men just don? see it, sornetimes it is 
laziness. But a lot of times they just don't see it. 1 mean 
they could walk over something on the floor, they don't even 
see if. So if just is a different priority to them. So what if the 
floor is dirfy. You know, if 1 wanted to sweep the floor 
because someone is coming over, Trevor would Say "do you 
think they are going to look at the floor and notice al1 the 
dirf, jusf leave it." So 1 think it is just priorities, it just totally 
lays at the bottom of their priority list (Interview 6).  

The women felt that they wanted their home to meet a certain standard. 

and they were often frustrated that their husbands did not share the same 

outlook. The cleanliness of the home was a priority to these women, and they 

believed that it was not for their husbands. If husbands did not see the need to 

do certain house chores, then these women did it themselves. Dawna explained 

why she does not wait for her husband to do the chores: 

/ mean also there is that other thing where Carl would clean 
the toilets, once a year. Because that would be when it 
bothered him enough to do it. Carl would vacuum, Carl 
would dust, Carl would do al1 of those things and if wouldn't 
bother him a bit because he lived on his own for years and 
years and years out west and he always did these things 
himself. But his tolerance in dirf, his threshold is a lot higher 
than mine (Interview 4). 

Hochschild (1  989) found that when husbands resist doing their fair share 

ot tamily work, mOSt wives interpret tneir nusbanas' resisiance as a i a ç ~  of 



consideration (Hochschild, 1989). Many husbands wait to be asked before ihey 

do housework in hopes that they can avoid having to do it (Hochschild.1989: 

Komter, 1989). They also desire detailed instructions about how and when their 

help is required. and the majority of women despise the idea of asking their 

husbands for help (Berk. 1985: Hochschild. 1989). Mainardi argued that this 

"outwaiting" is a tactic of husbands to make their help with housework more of a 

hassle than it is worth (Mainardi, 1991). Similarly, five out of six women 

mentioned that their husbands usually wait to be asked before performinç any 

housework. Dawna. in particular, mentioned how her husband waited so long 

before taking out the garbage that she performed the task. 

Research findings have also revealed that there are gender-specific 

excuses for both women's and men's contribution to family work. For instance. 

LaRossa (1 981 ) found that it was acceptable for fathers only to Say that their 

jobs keep them away from their children or that they are incompetent and 

impatient in child-care. Inexperience. tiredness. clumsiness. and squeamishness 

are other excuses which fathers use (McKee, 1982, Thompson, 1991 ). 

Hochschild (1 989) found that men justified their minimal contribution to 

housework by the fact that they were not raised to do housework or that their 

jobs are too demanding. Many wives have been found to justify and commend 

the minimal amount of work that their husbands do (Hochschild. 1989: LaRossa 

& LaRossa. 1988). 



Although it may be true that many men resist their share of work around 

the home, some women often accept the justifications of their partners and thus 

reinforce the situation (Komter. 1989). 60th husband and wife usually agree 

that: "She has more time available for family work, more talent for it, and more 

pleasure doing it than he does" (Thompson, 1991 : 192). 

Research findings also suggest there is ofientimes a disparity between 

the justifications and the actual lived experiences of partners4ï (Shaw, 1988: 

Komter, 1989). By accepting these justifications. the injustice of family work is 

perpetuated (Komter, 1989; LaRossa, 1988). Hochschild (1 989) reported that 

another popular justification provided by men and accepted by many women was 

that wives have a greater need than men to have the house neat and tidy. and to 

perform elaborate meal preparation. This justification suggests that. as men do 

not have these needs. they should not have to share the workload. This again 

turns family work into a personal need of women, rather than a necessity for the 

family. This is yet another way that women are robbed of their entitlernent to 

housework help. 

Hochschild found when women asked for help. necessary family work was 

often defined by their husbands as their personal need (Hochschild, 1989). 

Even those women who had husbands who did some household chores stated 

that they were often not pleased with the way that their husbands carried them 
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housework, however it may simply be that the husband has Iittle interest in performing household chores 
Even though her husband may be skilled in this area, since the woman believes that her husband 1s 
incompetent she will be unlikely to seek his help 



out As Susan explained "He does the laundry, he does fhe ironing, vacuumlng 

1 do more fthngs like the fioors. Not ihat he wouldn't do them, but 1 like them 

done a cerfain way" (Interview 5). Hence, it was hard for wives to gjve over 

some of the household responsibilities to their husbands. for fear that their 

performance would not meet the wives' standards, 

As Susan declared ''Maybe the wife doesn't want to let go. It is hard for a 

women to Say you can do this and I will trust you fo il" (Interview 5). Dawna 

explained why she would rather do housework than let her husband do it: 

You know, can you fake out the garbage? Yes. And I 
would expect him to get up and do it, but then / would wait 
fifteen minufes and I would Say fine, and then I would do it. 
And he said that he was going fo do it but 1 would say bite 
me! 1 am like standing here with a whole load of garbage 
and / cari? gel if under the sink, and I ask him "can you take 
the garbage out?", and he'll say "I'll get to if." So I knew  it 
wasn't fair, but l preferred to do it myself. And sometirnes I 
would cjef upset because 1 was ttred and I was still trying to 
clean the house once a week (Interview 4). 

Hochschild (1 989) reported that men often do chores in distracted ways. They 

forget to do various tasks and usually do not notice that a particular task needs 

to be performed. While these oversights may be easily seen as "calculated 

incornpetence" (Thompson. 1989), men do not possess the attentiveness that 

the majority of women deem part of necessary family work (Haavind, 1984). At 

this point, the husband's resistance becomes carelessness (Haavind. 1984). 

Betty mentioned how strange it would be for a man to make housework a 

priority: "1 don't know if it is a wornari's instinct or not to get up and make your 



bed and do your dishes. If that is what our mothers have taught us to do o r . .  

But can you imagine your husband getting up and you getting up and him going 

back into the bedroom and making the bed before he goes to work" (Interview 3). 

Ultimately, these women took pride in their specialization in mothering and 

homemaking. Most of the women personally did not believe their husbands 

should take their place at home. As Susan contended it is "because we like it 

done a certain way. And women don? think the husbands can do it themselves" 

(Interview 5) .  

Janice stated how she felt uncomfortable with the idea of her husband 

caring for their children on a full-time basis: "Because 1 don? think that men have 

that motherly thing going on. 1 am sure that there are a lot of great fathers out 

there, my husband is a great father. But 1 don't know if 1 want him raising my 

kids twenty-four hours around the clock. 1 don? know, men are just rougher, and 

they are" (Interview 1 ) .  Sandra also shuddered at the thought of husbands 

remaining home with their children full-tirne. She states "lt's just not traditional, 

it's just not cornfortable, it is not normal" (Interview 2).  

Dawna also believed that she would find it difficult to accept the idea of a 

husband as a homemaker: " 1 would find it very dificult to accept my husband 

staying home full-time and me working. 1 don? know why. lt just seems too 

different. Because that is more of a loving, training, nurturing role, and 1 feel that 

it is probably more suited tu a woman" (Interview 5). Consequently. it would be 



difficult to determine whether these women would ever be able to recreate their 

identities solely around their work-force participation. 

The Role of Societal Influences 

The final justification for housework inequity that arme from the interview 

data involved the societal pressures that women experience. Although these 

Pentecostal women believed that humans generally love to hold on to the ways 

of the past, they also believed that families experienced pressures from both 

society as well as the church which may impact attitudes and life experiences 

concerning work. 

Some felt that the media, specifically the television. influenced how 

people understood gender roles. For instance, commercials of cleaning 

products always included women. while commercials with tools nearly always 

involved men. Janice stated: 

But I also think that society does play a big role. 1 mean you 
look at televiston or advertisements or things like that ... The 
people who are always advertising foilet bowl cieaners, floor 
cleaners, they are always women, you never see men dot'ng 
that. And when you see commercials where a kid is getting 
potty trained, it is always the mother. If you see commercials 
for toilet paper, it is always the mother. Anything related to 
the house, when you see tools advertised on television af 
Christmas time, it is always men, never women. So even 
society puts fhat gender difference between us but 1 just 
think that is a thing that you just have to work out between 
husband and wife (Interview 1 ). 

The fact that the mother is selected to sign the child's birth certificate and 

social insurance card was also a way that Janice believed that society 

encouraged specific gender roles. Overall, the interviewed wornen felt that they 

experienced societal pressures to continue managing the house while working 

fu!!-time the psifi !&~r-fnrr-. A,r B&y  p pi si ne ri, "Wp 3- /ed In hdieve that 

even though we work, ouf main role is to keep the house in ordei' (Interview 3) .  



These societal pressures are believed by Dawna to be greater than the 

pressures brought about by the church. She stated: 1 think that there is a lot 

more outside pressure on women to conform to society than for Christian women 

to conform to the Christian stories in the Bible, Mary or Martha" (Interview 5 )  

This illustrates the critical impact that society has had upon Pentecostal family 

life. 

All of the wives mentioned that men may not remain home full-time. in 

part. because society would look upon them as being lazy or unable to work. 

Sandra explained: " 1 guess it just seems, / guess that it makes a man seem 

lazy.. . that he has been the breadwinner, so if he ts not going to be the 

breadwinner, then he must be lazy, if he is not going to work" (Interview 2) .  

Men's pride was also an element that many of the women thought played a 

significant part in why men do not consider becoming full-time homemakers 

Dawna explained how society impacts both non-Christian and Christian men: 

"First thing, I belteve that men don't because they feel they will be laughed out of 

town. 1 mean by their peers.. . . And 1 don't think it is any different between nun- 

Christians and Christians (Interview 4) .  

In a large sense. society helped to encourage the idea that work is the 

main element of a man's identity. As Tricia contended. work is the ultimate 

determiner of a man's self-esteem: 

"But 1 just don? think, although there are exceptions to the 
rule, that men could really be happy at home because every 
thing that I have read, men, their self-confidence comes from 
their job.. . Some men, that is why they are workaholics, 
everything is in their job, their ego, who they are, is their job. 
It is where they get their self confidence from, their self- 
esteem from, and / don? think that they would be happy at 
home. I think that they would feel like a failure (Interview 6) .  



Unconventional Voices among Pentecostal Women 
As previously revealed by the findings from the last two sections 

regarding 'women and work', despite the fact that al1 of the women either upheld 

or attempted to live according to the traditional family ideal, there were voices 

that evidently marked the influence of modernity upon their l i v e ~ . ~ ~  The women's 

unconventional voices are revealed through the following quotations: 

/ think that mothers have now decided "like you made this 
baby too, so you can change diapers, you can. .. You know.. . 
My husbands' father says that my husband does too much 
and 1 mean 1 think that he doesn't do enough. So 1 think it is 
the old school and the new school, 1 think (Interview 1 ). 
Oh yes, 1 think it should be shared. 1 think that if you have 
children, 1 think that should be shared too, getting up and 
feeding them and al1 that. lf you are both working, you 
should share (Interview 3) .  

You would be surprised what 1 have done around here, 
molding, crack-filling, painting, stuff like that for sure. But 
then again, 1 do it because 1 can't stand to see it not done, 
and I can't stand to have to tell him to do it and how to do it. 
So 1 end up having to do it myself. But when it comes to 
mowing, shoveling snow, 1 don't do because it is too heavy 
for me and 1 am not going to hurt my back. So 1 just 
automatically let him do if. But at one time I did mow the 
grass but / decided that 1 would not do it anymore. That 1 
didn't care if if was two feet high, 1 wasn't going to mow the 
grass because as far as 1 am concerned he doesn't keep up 
with the end of chores inside, so 1 am not going to help him 
do his outside work. So cal1 it a bad attitude, 1 don't care 
(she laughs). (Interview 6) 

As revealed by the Interview data, Pentecostal women were becoming 

involved in the paid labor force. and they did not believe that paid employment 

d8 It 1s important to note that although some of these women failed to Iive up to the traditional farnrly ideal. 
this did not mean that they did not believe that it was important or God-inspired 



for mothers was necessarily outside of God's will for ail women. As Sandra. one 

of the full-tirne homernakers stated: " 1  guess that 1 don'f think fhaf if is God's will 

that every mofher be at home. That would be the ultimate fhing, but we live in a 

world that just, you can '  dictate things like that" (Interview 2).  Hence. as Sandra 

later pointed out. it was a mother's obligation to "do what is best for the family" 

regardless of life circumstances. 

Furthermore, although these women often believed their domestic 

arrangement was fa~r in terms of the "family's well-being", these same women 

(especially those working outside the home) expressed both weariness and 

impatience with their husbands' lack of involvement in household tasks. Those 

who were full-time employed were especially frustrated with their current 

arrangement. 

Noteworthy is that although the full-time homemakers accepted their 

division of domestic tasks. they expressed discontent with their husbands' lack 

of appreciation for their work in the home. In this way. they believed their work 

was more valuable than their husbands often conceived it to be. As voiced by 

Janice. a hornemaker and rnother of two children: "Sometimes you just have 

arguments because you say "look 1 am tired, well I worked al1 day too", what do 

you think that / just sit home here al1 day" (Interview i ). 

Furthermore. those women who were home full-tirne believed that it was 

their choice to remah home. For them, remaining home had benefits that 

outweighed the financial rewards of a second income ln the family. Staying 



home meant they were primarily responsible for matters of the home, and if they 

no longer wished to bear these responsibilities then they believed they had the 

choice to become a part of the paid labor force. Again. the fact that the 

homemakers suggested that working for pay was a choice which they could 

consider suggested they had control over their ~ i v e s . ~ ~  As Janice stated. "1 just 

figure that that is my role as a stay-at-home mom. And if 1 don? like it, then 1 can 

go to work. But 1 have that choiceJ'(lnterview 1). 

Again, the fact that many of the women mentioned they were not willing to 

give up the control over household duties and child-care also portrayed these 

women as more active than passive agents in their family life. As Susan 

declared "lt is hard for a women to Say you can do this and 1 will trust you to do 

it" (Interview 5) .  Although Susan's husband did help out with some chores 

around the house. such as laundry, there were a lot of chores that Susan would 

not allow her husband to perform since she wanted it "done a certain way" 

(Interview 5 ) .  

I would argue that although these women recognized to a 

considerable extent the tradit~onal family ideal, in reality. the impact of 

contemporary culture upon their lives was evident. Yes. these women 

attempted !O uphold what they believed to be their God-ordained 

responsibilities. They also believed there were rights which accompanied 

those roles and responsibilities as a rnother and wife. 

49 Although these women believed they had a choice to rernain home or not. they did experience pressure 
frorn society to work outside the home. 



If these women had to work outside the home full-time, they did not 

believe they should be expected to maintain their child-care and household 

duties to the same capacity as they had when they were home. Hence. 

feelings of frustration were experienced by these women when their husbands 

refused to do a larger portion of household tasks. Susan expressed the 

following words to her husband after spending sometime working a 'double 

shift': "this is crazy, you /ive here too, 1 can't do it al/. And if you expect me to 

do it al/, then l'm going on strike" (Interview 5 ) .  Ultimately. they believed if it 

were God's will for them to participate in the paid labor force, God must also 

have altered His plan for home life. In this way, these women could justify 

their negative feelings about their arrangement. 

As Susan Rose (1987) argued. women rarely have completely or 

unconditionally accepted the patriarchal ideology of femininity that dictates total 

submission of the wife to the husband. While women may be successfully 

socialized into behaving in "appropriate" ways that support the husband through 

sacrificing themselves, often the behaviors and att~tudes of the majority of 

women imply neither total acceptance nor rejection. but rather accommodation 

and resistance to the traditional ideology of femininity (Rose. 1987). 

While the women in Rose's study assumed the traditional female roles 

for themselves. they rejected the traditional male roles for their husbands. 

Men could no longer be just the primary breadwinner and protector of the 

family; they must also be actively and intimately involved in child-care and 



family life. Although these Pentecostal women at first glance may seern very 

accepting of the religious rhetoric regarding their roles, a closer examination 

of these women's remarks reveal that these women do exercise a certain 

degree of agency and power over their lives. Although they agreed that their 

role was to be centered around the home. they also believed that they had a 

"choice" whether to work outside the home or not. Although three of the six 

women whom I interviewed were home full-time, they claimed that it was a 

result of their own preferences. Thus, I would argue that these women were 

more ln control of their lives than they first appeared. Furthermore. 1 would 

argue going to God directly. in search of His direction. has enabled these 

women to come to terms with their own choices and preferences about paid 

employment. 

Brasher reported, as a result of her study involving fundamentalist 

women. that the Bible simultaneously advances and undermines women's 

empowerment (Brasher, 1998). Women are empowered because they embrace 

the Bible as something accessible to them and not as a text understood by an 

erudite few and intelligible only if the pastor explains it. She contended: "Thus 

women's hermeneutical approach to biblical texts empowered them by giving 

them an accessible absolute from which to negotiate with others in their families 

and congregations" (Brasher, 1998:67). Brasher argued that given their idea 

that the biblical text is supreme. the guiding idea (if not always the concrete 

reality) is that the text is authoritative, not the interpreter; therefore, women 



contend they as well as men can read. understand, and draw on its precepts to 

guide behavior or give advice to others. As the most prominent Bible teacher. 

the congregation's senior pastor possesses an edge in the interpretive scheme. 

but only an edge. 

Similar to the women in Brasher's (1998) study. these Pentecostal women 

were "wi//ing neither to walk away from religious goods nestled within a 

patriarchal schema nor overthrow its patriarchal leadership.. .(yet they) bargained 

with patriarchy to get what fhey want" (Brasher, 1998:68). In this way, these 

women were experiencing empowerment in an environment of disempowerrnent 

through their personal relationship with God (whose authority and priority 

preceded any messages associated with the Pentecostal faith tradition). 

Thus far. both Chapter Four and Chapter Five have focused on the issue 

of women and work within the context of Pentecostal family life. The next 

chapter will address another aspect of family life. namely, the issue of family 

conflict within Pentecostal homes. The main questions addressed in this chapter 

will be: How do Pentecostal women come to terms with the reality that some 

Christian homes are abusive? What sources do these women believe are 

appropriate for Christian families to seek in the event that abuse was to occur? 

With the use of both survey and interview data, this chapter will focus on both 

the influence of conservative ideology and life experience on women's attitudes 

about family conflict. 



Chapter 6 

Explanation and Response to Family Conflict 
within the Pentecostal Faith Community 

This chapter will be divided into two parts: the first will discuss the 

participants' explanation of family conflict in the context of their own faith 

community; and the second will discuss the response of participants to family 

conflict within Christian homes.50 The findings from this chapter will include both 

interview and survey data. This chapter will be presented in such a way that the 

interview data of six Pentecostal women will be used to explore in greater detail 

the findings of the congregational survey. 

Understanding Abuse within the Context of the 
Pentecostal Faith Community 

Past studies which have explored the relationship between religion and 

violence have revealed that understanding abuse within the context of the 

conservative faith is difficult for most believers. For instance, Nancy Nason- 

Clark's (1 997) study, involving evangelical churches in Atlantic Canada. sought 

to uncover how evangelical women and clergy come to terms with the notion that 

some Christians farnilies are violent. She found that both evangelical women 

and clergy estirnated the rate of violence in the general population to be much 

higher than in their own faith communities (Nason-Clark. 1997). 

'"aith community refers to the cangregation or church, whereas Chnstian homes refer to the dwelling 
place of each individual member 



Although the present study did not include the congregations' estimation 

of the prevalence of family violence within the church and in the general society, 

it did address the participants' understanding of violence within Christian homes. 

Using a case scenario which involved a situation of fam~ly conflict within a 

Pentecostal home, participants were asked to respond to numerous statements 

(using a ten point scale) which helped to impart their understanding of abusive 

Christian homes (see Appendix O). Table 6.1 displays the findings of this case 

scenario. As revealed in Table 6.1, the questions in relation to the fam~ly conflict 

case scenario addressed a rnyriad of aspects of abuse, including participants' 

explanation and response. For the remainder of this section, the focus will 

prirnarily be on findings which relate to participants' explanation of family conflict 

within the context of their own faith community 

Family Canflict Case Scenario 

Lon and Jason are a married couple who have two children. They were married at a 
young age and had their frrst chiid during their teen years. Their rnamage from the 
onse t was diffcult- neither had the opportunity to achieve their career goals since 
mising their firstborn consumed rnuch of theif time and money. As the years have 
passed, both Jason and Lon have become more restless and frustrated with their dead- 
endjobs. The anxiety and disil/usionment experienced by Jason and Lon have become 
al/ too evident by the many aguments that frequent their mamage. Lon' always knew 
that Jason was short-tempered. but lately she feels that his anger has escalated and 
become more directed fowards her, During one argument, Jason got so angry with Lon 
that he pinned her against the wall while screaming at her about the bill that she had 
forgotten fo pay. After realking the extent of his anger. Jason apologized to Lon and 
promised that it would never happen again. Now. Lon'is afraid of Jason. fearing what 
will happen the next time she makes him angry. She wants to find help and has 
contempiated visiting her pastor. Yel the fear of making her family life look like a failure 
has kept her from getting help. Compiaining about her husband's behavior would seem 
less than loyal. 
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Table 6.1 Distribution of Responses to Family Conflict Case Scenario 

Items concerning Family Conflict Range Mean Strongly 
Disagree 

(1 -3) 

1 

If you were in the wife's situation, 1 3-10 1 8.47 1 1.5 
would you seek help? (1) 
How serious would you consider 3-10 7.96 2.9 
the husband's behavior to be? 1 (2) 
The wife should go to see the [ 1-10 1 7 . 8 7  1 11.8 1 
pastor for help eien if her 1 1 1 (8) 1 
husband has forbidden her Io go 
If you were in the wife's situation, 1-10 7.65 5.9 
would you be frightened of the 1 1 1 (4) 1 
husband's anger? 
If the husband's behavior 1-10 7.63 7.5 
continues, should the wife leave (5) 
her home temporarily to find a 
safe place? 
The wife should go see a trusted 1-10 6.37 22.4 
women friend in the church for (15) 
help even if her husband has 
forbidden her to go 
The wife should go to see her 1 1-10 / 5.94 1 23.5 
mother or anothir family member 
even if her husband has / 1 1 (16) 1 
forbidden her to go 
The wife should go to see a 1-10 5.76 34.8 
secular counselor for help even if 
her husband has forbidden her to 
90 
The problems that the husband 
and wife are experiencing are 

To what degree is the wife 
responsible for the problems that 
they are experiencing? 
If husband and wife are strong 1-10 6.00 52.9 
Pentecostals and living for the 
Lord they would not be 
experiencing these types of 

(4-7) 
"0 (N) 

problems 1 
"N" refers to the number af cases Total Percentage does not always equai 1C 

Agree FI 

1 O due to 

rounding errcr 



Can Christians Abuse? 

Trying to make sense of how Christian homes were abusive was an 

ob vious challenge for most congregation members. Yet, a ljffle over one half of 

respondents strongly agreed that they, as Christians, were not exempt from such 

occurrences. As indicaied in Table 6.1. although a portion of respondents5' 

found it difficult to reconcile how Christians could abuse their partner. a little 

over half (52.9%) strongly disagreed that those "living for the Lord" were exempt 

from experiencing family conflict. 

The interview data revealed more vividly the battle that some Pentecostal 

women endure while trying to come to terms with the idea of violent Christian 

homes. As the fortticoming paragraphs reveal, it was hard for these women to 

understand how people who were close to God could be so unchrist-like in therr 

actions. 

Coming to grips with the fact that abuse does happen within the Christian 

community was difficult for the Pentecostal women whom I interviewed. There 

was only one out of the six women who actually heard of an abusive situation 

involving a Christian famjly. And ln this case. she too was bewildered that a 

Christian man could abuse his wife. She stated: 

l actually know of a case and / was fioored when / founcl out, 
the nicest man 1 thought, lovely Christian man, and / 
believed that he loved God, l realiy did. And l found out that 
he had been beating his wife for years and years. He retired 
five years ago, so you can get an idea of how old he 1s. And 
l absolutely couldn't believe it, that such a man.. .and you find 

51 19.2% of respondents strongly agreed that strong Pentecostals who were living for the Lord would not 
experience these types of problems (as presented in Table 6 1) 



out it is actually true.. . being a new Christian, 1 was fioored 
(Interview 3).  

As each woman attempted to come to terms with the notion that 

Christians do abuse, they spent severai moments thinking about how such a 

drastic occurrence could be taking place so near to their home. 

Although most women stated that they were apprehensive to judge others. 

their initial response was to question whether the perpetrator was a 'true' 

Christian. As Betty suggested ''1 wouid have to question his sincerity to the Lord" 

(Interview 5) .  Furthermore, Sandra concluded a Christian who abused must be 

"Christian in name on/yU (Interview 2 ) .  All of the women interviewed believed that 

if a Christian was abusing a family member. the behavior was a direct reflection 

of one's personal relationship with God. Janice explahed, "But, / think, see 1 

can't pinpoint and 1 can't judge, but 1 would certainly like to believe that ~f they 

were violent and that they were walking with the Lord daily and praying and that 

they were reading the word everyday that 1 can't see how, because that certainly 

1s not of God (Interview 1 ) .  Ultimately. if a Christian was abusing a family 

member it must be because he was not in the 'place' where he should be with 

God. 

All of the Pentecostal women stated that if abuse was taking place in a 

Christian home it must be because there was some area that the abuser had not 

given over to Gad. Tricia stated..l guess the oniy thing I could possibly Say 

would be the reason is, is that the area that they have not given over to 

God ... and if rt were physical abuse ~t would be anger that wouiù possibiy be ine 



reason that they were doing that" (Interview 6). Janice also saw anger as a 

possible personality trait that had not been surrendered to God in the event that 

abuse occurred: "But you can have anger in you that 1 believe that cornes from 

the Devil and he works on that..he works in that to provoke you to release that 

anger on loved ones ... But 1 would like to think you could give it over to God 

(Interview 1 ). 

Janice continued to explain that the only possible way violence will be 

eliminated is if we give things over to God: And 1 think that the only way that you 

can eiiminate violence in your home is by giving it over to God and let him ta ke 

so much control of your life so much that you don't have that in your life. 

Because when the Bible talks about the fruits of the spirit, 1 mean one of the 

things, you don't take fits of rage, that's not a fruit (Interview 1 ). 

Not only did these women believe that there might be something that had 

not been given over to God, they also thought abuse was an indication of 

something lacking in one's relationship with God. As Sandra contended "And 

obviously if there is something like that then there is something missing in your 

relationship with the Lord. That you can Say on the outside that I am a Christian. 

but if you are not showing it on the inside, you are not" (Interview 2) .  Oftentimes. 

the women stated that abuse could be a result of not spending enough time 

reading the Bible or a product of not spending time in prayer. As Tricia 

explained "we slack off on ouf reading, or praying, and we are not as close to 



God and things look differently to us, our attitudes change and so forth" 

(Interview 6). 

A couple of the women noted that it can not be assumed that al1 

churchgoers were 'truly' Christian. Therefore, these women were not surprised 

that abuse happened within church families. Janice explained: "...l don't want to 

judge people.. . but when you say Christian families, now days anyone can be 

considered a Christian if they attend church every Sunday. But attending church 

every Sunday doesn't make you a Christian." From this view, attending church 

alone was not going to provide the closeness with God that was needed to avoid 

situations that were abusive. Susan explained how spending time with God 

(which extends beyond attending church) was needed in order to obtain a Godly 

character: 

Because if you don? have a relationship with God and you 
are only going to church, going to church doesn't give you a 
relationship with God, but spending time with Him does. So 
if you spend time with God, 1 truly believe that you would 
become more like Him, in your attributes and your actions, 
then you are not going to be as likely to do the things to 
abuse or to hurt, to have the problems you would othenuise 
have (Interview 5 ) .  

As previously mentioned, it was difficult for al1 of the women to 

understand how a Christian could be abusive. It was hard for these women to 

conceive how a person who was close to God, who was spending time with Him 

through prayer and reading His Word, could be so unchrist-like in actions 

Janice explained that Christians who abuse were striving to commit the 



impossible task of serving two Gods as abusive action toward others was not a 

Christ-like behavior: 

1 can't see how you can serve two gods, because that is 
what that would be. That would be the devil, basically, and 
God.. . and you can not serve both. So you are either going 
to /ive completely for God and be totally sold ouf for Him or 
you are going to be sitting on the fence, and if you are sitting 
on the fence, I think that 1s when you experience things like 
that (Interview 1). 

In her understanding, Janice believed that it was impossible to serve both God 

and the Devil. Therefore it was hard for her to comprehend how one who truly 

claimed to love God could abuse others. 

Family Conflict: An indication of a Spiritual Problem? 

Family conflict was, for the most part, regarded as a spiritual issue. As 

indicated by Table 6.1. 32.8% strongly agreed that the problems that the 

Christian married couple (presented in the case scenar~o) were having were 

primarily spiritual in nature. 

The women interviewed explained more fully the concept of family conflict 

as a spiritual problem. Furthermore. these women also described how everyday 

issues (that believers and unbelievers experience alike) take on a spiritual 

nature for Christians. Althaugh the majority of respondents strongly agreed that 

Christians were not exempt from family conflict. abuse within the context of their 

faith community was defined very differently from abuse that takes place in the 

general s o c ~ e t ~ . ~ ~  

Furthermore, the interviews revealed that although each woman 

questioned the relationship that a so-called Christ~an abuser had with God. they 

did acknowledge the sinful nature of humanity to corne to terms with the fact that 

52 Abuse wrthin Christian homes was discussed more in terms of 'sin* and "one's relationship with God", 
whereas abuse within nonChristian homes was seen more often as a result of physical and mental 
problerns. 



there were abusive Christian homess3 Hence, the women realized that 

Christians had the ability to sin. As Tricia explained "we ail are sinners and we 

al1 have that capacity to sin" (Interview 6 ) .  Thus, although they believed 'true' 

Christians should be set apart in their attitude and behavior. they realized 

Christians were imperfect due to their sinful nature. Ultimately. these women 

believed that it is how Christians cvercame these temptations or struggles that 

set them apart from non-Christians. As Susan suggested. al1 people had 

problems but it was a Christian's relationship with God that could bring 

deliverance from struggles 

1 mean they are stdl people. They are nof any different than 
anyone else, they are going fo have problems, they are 
going fo have sexual problems, they are going io have 
abuse problems, they are going to have whatever.. .alcohol 
problerns, our childien are going to have problems.. . But I 
believe that if we pray for help and we ask God fo guide us 
and give us help and you really seek for help and realiy want 
to improve our /ives or whatever, then we can overcome 
that. If we don?, it is not going to go away because you go 
to church (Interview 5) .  

Even Janice. who believed that it was impossible ta serve two Gods. 

suggested that wir are imperfect in our human nature. She stated: " ..so we are 

al1 human, and we are not perfect, so it doesntt surprise me. And 1 wouldn 't be 

surprised to hear lhaf fhere is violence in the churches (Interview 1). Given their 

belief that Christians had the ability to overcome family violence if they were in a 

close relationship with the Lord. it was not expected that ongoing abuse would 

occur. Sandra shared her thoughts on Christian families who have ongoing 

relationships: 

f .l 

-'These women shifted from the first view ('real' Christians could not abuse) to the second ( tha i  al1 
n ~ i . i ~ . i i i  -:- -_il - L . . - -  .- - -.- i:Lr -+Ci-- \  ~ l -  b h r ) ~ ~  + C l - o i n h b  m - r o  3hniit tha icci ie  I =ter t+ir bitiisiiaiia aiii. a i iu a u u a ~  $ 3  o aiii iinr o n i ~  UL'~..B J U- * L A C ,  L I * - -  J , , .  l b . l a -  .*.- .--  - -  --.-. , 
attempted to reconcile these Iwo ideas by stating that although Christians could abuse. they could n0t 
continue to abuse and still consider thernselves to be Christians. This concept will be explained more fully 
in  the text. 



1 don't believe that a man who is, and a woman who is 
serving the Lord could actually have an ongoing 
argumentative relationship. 1 am not saying that Christians 
would never argue because we are not perfect, we are not in 
heaven yet. But I think that if it is an ongoing thing, il simply 
reflects your relationship with the Lord (Interview 2) .  

As humans, being sinful and imperfect in nature, the women interviewed 

believed they were (as Christians) susceptible to problems that other families 

experienced. Therefore, problems such as family abuse could be understood in 

the same way for Christians as it was for those who did not profess to be 

believers. Tricia found that some forms of abuse were occurring in the church 

would be easier to comprehend than others. Although she easily understood 

how someone (like herself) could slap their child or husband in an moment of 

anger. the thought of a Christian man sexually abusing his daughter was 

inconceivable (Interview 6). Dawna contended that irrespective of one's 

religious faith. violence was "bondage." The only difference. in her view. was 

that Christians understand it as sin. She explained: 

1 think it is al1 bondage. But you can't tell the difference 
between purple or green if you are color blind. Until you 
have your eyes opened, 1 suppose you probably wouldn't 
see it as sin. Like everybody knows the rights and wrongs, 
but they don't see it as sin or the (dis)obedience to God. 1 
mean we are brought up with the Judeo-Christian principles, 
the ten comrnandments stuf, it is a given, so if "so and sou 
down the street might not believe in God, but he knows it is 
wrong to beat his wife (Interview 4) .  

Although much emphasis was directed toward the spiritual nature of 

abuse, some of these women spoke of aspects such as the mental and physical 

conditions of believers that may be related to their violent tendencies. Betty, 

having experienced abuse in her first marriage (when Betty and her husband 

were not self-proclaiming Christians) and presently married to a recovering 



alcoholic, knew al1 tao well the physical and mental nature of abuse. Ultimately. 

although the women spoke in ways that set them apart from non-believers. in 

reality, they battled the same issues. It was how they dealt with these struggles 

that separated them from the world. 

Nason-Clark found that abuse that occurs with~n the context of the 

Christian family is perceived as evidence of a spiritual problem, noting that. 

while feminists understand violence between men and women as a result of 

power imbalances between men and women, conservative Protestant ministers 

often determine violence between married men and women to be related to 

"misconceptions about God's design for marital bliss" (Nason-Clark. 1995: 

1 1 5 )  Domestic violence is placed in the context of the rhetoric on family 

values. Clergy believe the term wife abuse is rooted in the feminist community 

and thus. are uncornfortable with such terminology. Family violence among 

church families is regarded as a family problem and wife abuse is seen as pari 

of a spiritual struggle with human nature. rather than a result of structural 

inequalities between men and women (Nason-Clark, 1995). 

Who is Responsible when Christian Families are Abusive? 

ldentifying who was responsible when Christian homes were abusive was 

difficult for parlicipants. When asked to respond to a family conflict s~tuation 

involving a Christian husband being abusive to his wife. the majority of 

participants were reluctant to place the blame on either spouse. Table 6.1 

 ason on-~lark is basically found that conservative Protestant ministers focus on particular problems within 
the family (such as lack of communication) rather than the larger structural issues (such as power 
imbalance within marnages) when counseiing couple in crisis 



reveals that 35.3% of participants strongly disagreed that the wife was 

responsible. Yet 60.3% of participants neither strongly agreed or disagreed that 

the wife was responsible for the problems that the married couple were 

experiencing. 

As Nason-Clark (1997) found how Christians define the prùblem of family 

abuse ultimately determines the steps toward resolution. She reported that as 

conservative Christians ministers strive for reconciliation. they often engage in 

counseling where both the abused and the perpetrator are present. 

Consequently, revictimization often occurs as the abused person is in some 

ways held accountable for the family conflict in her home. 

Although nearly al1 respondents stated they would be likely to seek help if 

they were presented with a situation of abuse (like the family conflict case 

scenario), just a litfie over half felt that the woman should find a safe place 

outside the home. In response to the family conflict case scenario, the majority 

of the respondents (63.2%) strongly agreed that they would be frightened of the 

husband's behavior. As revealed in Table 6.1, nearly al1 (86.8%) of the 

respondents reported that they would seek help if they were in the wife's 

situation, while 59.7% strongly agreed that the wife should find a temporary 

place to stay if the husband's behavior continued. Hence. although the majority 

of respondents were frightened of the abuse and most respondents reported that 

they were likely to seek help, over 40% did not strongly agree that they would 

leave an abusive situation to seek temporary refuge. 



Leaving home temporarily may be feared by those women who are 

abused because essentially it is bringing a "private problem" into the scrutiny of 

the "public eye," particularly in terms of the faith community. Many victims rnay 

fear that leaving home temporarily may eventually lead to marital dissolution. 

sornething they may not desire. 

Again, how Christians define the problem of family abuse ultimately 

determines the steps toward resolution (Nason-Clark, 1997; 1999). The fact that 

women abuse is defined as a "family" problem by most believers and ministers. 

suggests that a family solution is needed; thus the idea of a woman leaving the 

family for relief is not seen as a viable option by many with~n the conservative 

faith context. So how do Pentecostal families contend with violence within their 

homes? Since family conflict was considered a spiritual problem by most of the 

respondents. how would they deal with a problem of this nature? The response 

of participants to family conflict will be the topic addressed in the next section. 

Another interesting finding revealed by fhe survey data was tha t younger 

respondents were more supporfive in their response to farnily conflict. Analysis 

of variance with responses to the items probing the family conflict case scenario 

as the dependent variables and age of the respondent as the independent 

variable reveated significant results on one of these items.55 Age of the 

respondent was found to have a significant effect on the item "if the husband's 

behavior continues. should the wife leave her home ternporarily to find a safe 

' 5 ~ n a l y s ~ s  of variance was performed on 1 'I items presented in Table 6.1 as the dependent variables and 
age of the respondent as the independent variable. The results revealed that one of these items had 
differentiated means by age of the respondent This item is dtscussed more fully in lhe iext 



place?" (F(4.60)= 3.706; pc.05). The younger respondents were more likely 

than the older participants to agree that the wife should find a temporary ptace of 

refuge in the event that abuse was o c c ~ r r i n g . ~ ~  

What does this age difference mean for the church of tomorrow? lt is 

hopeful that the church will become more progressive in its stance aga~nst family 

violence in the future. It is difficult to determine if this attitude was an expresston 

of the new (younger) generation or whether it was a result of the life stage and 

experiences of participants. As participants age will they be less likely to seek 

help from sources? Perhaps there is more pressure to hide family flaws as 

participants grow older and experience greater pressure to measure up to other 

families within their faith community. Furtherrnore, the experience of being 

rnarried, and being in an abusive relationship may change the attitude and 

behavior of participants. 

The sunley results also revealed that men and women (for the most part) 

were similar in their response to the family confkt case scenario. Analysis of 

variance with responses to the items prabing the family conflict case scenario as 

the dependent variable and gender of the respondent as the independent 

variable revealed significant results on one of these ~terns.~' The gender of the 

respondent was found to have a significant effect on the item ';if you were in the 

wife's situation, would you seek help?" Women were more likely to seek help 

c.- 
'"Since single respondents were included within the analysis, it 15 unknawn whether younger respondents 
who were rnarried were similar in their attitudes about family conflict ta younger respondents who were 
s l n n l ~  g7 a - 

Analysis of variance was performed on 11 items presented in Table 6 1 as the dependent variables and 
gender as the independent variable The results revealed that one of these items had differentiated rneans 
by gender of the respondent. This item is discussed more fully in the text 



tnan men in relation to the situation presented within the case scenario. The fact 

that the responses of women and men were similar in 10 of the items within the 

Table 6.1 is telling. 

Another finding that was revealed through the suntey data was thai those 

participants who were full-time employed were less likely fo define family conflicl 

(presented in the case scenario) as spiritual in nature. Analysis of variance with 

responses to the items exploring the family conflict case scenario as the 

dependent variables and age of respondent the independent variable revealed 

significant results on one of these items.'* Employment status was found to 

have a significant effect on the item "To what degree is the wife responsible for 

the problems that they are experiencing" (F(3. 64)=3.078; p<.05)? Those 

respondents who were employed part-time as well as those who were full-time 

homemakers were more likely to define family conflict as evidence of a spiritual 

probtem than those who were full-time employed. 

Response to Family Conflict 

Now that a general understanding of the diverse ways in which family 

conflict is perceived by participants within their own faith community has been 

disclosed, the attitudes and experiences concerning the 'response' to family 

conflict within Christian homes will be addressed. In the first part of this section. 
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employment status as the independent variable. The results revealed that one of these items had 
differentiated means by employrnent status of the respondent. This item 1s discussed more fully tn the text. 



the previous experiences of respondents in seeking help for family-related 

problems will be discussed. The remainder of this section will focus on the 

sources which respondents anticipate calling on in the future should they 

experience a family-related problem. 

Sources Sought for a Family-Related Problem 

Respondents were presented a table within the congregational survey. 

asking them to state the sources from which they have sought help for a family - 

related problem and how often these sources have been approached (See 

Appendix D). As illustrated in Table 6.2. respondents were given the opportunity 

to name both their experiences with secular and sacred sources such as: friend 

in the church; pastor; Christian counselor: family member: lawyer: police: and 

family doctor. There were two major findings to emerge from the data: the 

majority of respondents had sought help from sacred sources: and few 

respondents had sought help from secular sources for a family related problem 

and even then such help was sought rarely." 

Spiritual problern in need of a spiritual solution? 

The congregational data revealed that the sources most often sought by 

these Pentecostal respondents were those connected with thelr own faith 

community. As indicated in Table 6.2. when respondents were asked what 

5s,! ,~y!y-,:z cf y 3 : : ~ ~ : :  ::'Y= ;:f::m-d *:;:!h !hc!2 i!-mr fi 2 =+ !ho fienondent - - r  v y i g h l ~  and nenrlpr 

of the respondent as the independent varrable. The results revealed that none of these items had 
diferentiated means by gender of the respondent. Hence, women and men had similar experiences in 
terms of the sources they sought for help 



sources of help they have sought for farnily related problems, the rnost common 

responses were a friend in the church, parent, family member, and pastor: 

41.8% of the participants sought help from a friend in the church two or more 

times a year (17.9% often, 23.9% some) ; family members were sought by 32.8% 

of participants at least two times a year (20.9% often, 11.9% some): 60 37.3% of 

respondents sought help from the pastor at least two times a year (1 1.9% often. 

16.4% some); and 28.3% from a parent at least this often (20.9% often. 16.4% 

some) . Overall. participants were more likely to look for help from church 

friends than to friends outside of their church. 

Since nearly half of respondents (45.6%) strongly agreed that farnily 

violence was a spiritual problem, it cornes as no surprise that participants turn to 

the "sacred help" when experiencing family conflict. Supporting this finding, 

Nancy Nason-Clark's focus group research on evangelical women revealed that 

two in every three evangelical wornen reported they have sought the advice of 

another woman in their own church for a family-related problem. Likewise, she 

found that two in three claimed to have sought assistance of Christian women in 

a church other than the one they now attend. A further 59.0% of women have 

sought help from their pastor for a family-related problem (Nason-Clark. 1997). 

Secular sources were thought to be used significantly less than church-related 

sources. These findings suggested that women within conservative Protestant 

rn A .Al. 
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Pentecostals are known for passing down their faith through the generations It 1s therefore assumed even 
though al1 of the family members may not be cornrnitted members, they do identify with the Pentecostal 
faith tradition. 



churches seek help for family-related problems within their own faith community. 

foremost from other women of faith but also from clergy. 

Table 6.2 Distribution of Sources Sought for Help 

Have you ever sought 
help frorn one of the 
following sources for a 
farnily related problern? 
Farnily Member 

Parent 

Friend in  the Church 

(8) (1 1) (20) (28) 
Friend not in  the church 9.0 11.9 35.8 43.3 6 7 

Often 
(5+ times a 

~ e a r )  
% (N) 
20.9 
(14) 
20.9 

(12) 

(6) (8) (24) (29) 
Counselor frorn your 6.0 - - 94.0 6 7 
church (41 (63) 
Counselor frorn other 3.0 1.5 7.5 88.1 67 

(14) 
17.9 

church (2) (1 1 (5) (59) 
Psychologist 1.5 3.0 6.0 89.6 6 7 

(1 I (2) (4) (60) 
Farnily Doctor --- 6.0 17.9 76.1 6 7 

Sorne 
(2-4 times a 

year) 
Oh (N) 
11.9 
(8) 

16.4 

(1 6) 

(5) (62) 
Social Worker -- - 7.5 92.5 6 7 

(11) 
23.9 

(5) (62) 1 
N" refers to the number of cases. 'Total Percentage does not always equal 100.0% due to 

rounding errors. 

Rarely 
(1 or less 

tirnes a yr.) 
% (N) 
25.4 
(17) 
19.4 

(24) 
Pastor 

1s Seaside Pentecostal Assembly a Closed Community in terms of Sources 
Sought for Family Conflict? 

(1 3) 
35.8 

(15) 
29.9 11.9 1 16.4 

Participants turned to secular sources to a significant lesser extent than 

Never 
(O tirnes) 

Oh (N) 
41.8 
(28) 
43.3 

41 -8 1 67 

chufch-related sources of help. As Table 6.2 indicates. police and social 

N 

67 

67 
(29) 
22.4 

workers were called by 7.5% of participants respectively one or less times a 

6 7 



less) and 17.9% consulted the family physician during this time period. 

Furthermore, the sources Iawyer and friend not in the church were sought once 

a year or less in 9.0% and 35.8% of the cases, respectively. 

Nason-Clark's (1 997) findings also revealed that evangelical wornen 

sought help from secular sources to a lesser extent tnan church-related sources. 

For instance 36% had sought help from a physician. 15% from a lawyer. and 8% 

from the police. These percentages were much lower than those Iooking for 

assistance frorn church sources or women's groups within the broader church 

(Beaman-Hall and Nason-Clark. 1997). 

The Notion of the "Sacred FamilyJJ Still Lingering On?" 

The majority of respondenfs had not soughl help five or more times a year 

from any of the previously menfioned sources. Furthermore. nearly half of the 

respondents reported that they had never sought help from a parent. Similarly. 

many had never looked to the pastor or a family member for assistance. 

These findings indicate that although those who are associated with the 

Pentecostal tradition were more likely to seek sacred help rather than secular 

help, the proportion who sought help from church-related sources was limited. 

These findings suggest that some families that experience family conflict may be 

hesitant in seeking even spiritual sources of assistance. Again. perhaps this 1s 

- 

6: Atthough the frequency of sources sought is known, the siirvey did not address how frequently 
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sought help may by largely due to the fact that they were not experiencing family conflicts. The distribution 
of anticipated sources, as presented in the text. may be a more accurate refiection of how participants 
viewed seeking help from various sources. 



an indication that there may be a tendency for some families to hide their 

problems, in fear that they will seem "less than Christian" in the sight of o t h e r ~ . ~ ~  

Sources Likely to be Sought for a Family-Related Problem in the Future 

The congregational survey also included a table which askrd 

respondents to indicate the sources whom they rnight anticipate calling in the 

event that family conflict should arise in their homes. Respondents were asked 

to indicate the ljkelihood of seeking help from a list of various sources by 

choosing one of the following responses: very likeiy, likely, somewhat likely, and 

not at al1 likely. Findings are presented in the Table 6.3. 

Practices of Today Anticipated to be Much the Same Tomorrow 

Similar to past experiences, secular sources were thought by Pentecostal 

respondents to be the least likely place to which fhey would turn in the event that 

they needed help wifh family conflict. As indicated in table 6.3. 88.1 % of 

respondents reported they would not be at al1 likely to seek help from lawyers for 

a family related problem. Nearly al1 of the participants (86.6%) reported they 

were not at al1 likely to seek help from the police if fam~ly conflict should arise. 

A further 77.6% of respondents reported they were not at al1 likely to seek 

help from a social worker. Although the famiiy doctor and psychologist were the 

two secular sources most likely to be considered, 74.6% and 75.0% of the 

6 2 ~ s  will be discussed later, these findings were also supported by the tnterview data 



participants reported that they were not at al1 likely to seek help from these 

sources, respectively, either 

Table 6.3 Distribution of Anticipated Sources for Family Conflict 

If you were to 
experience a family 
related problem, 
where would you seek 
help? 
Pastor 

Somewhat 
Likely 
*/O (N) 

Friend in the Church 

Very 
Likely 
'/O (N) 

35.3 

sisterlbrother) 

Likely 

% (N) 

Not at All 
Likely 
% (N) 

(24) 
33.8 

Parent 1 30.8 1 18.5 

N 

32.4 

1 (20) 

church 
Counselor from 

(22) 
16.2 

23.1 
(12) 
13.8 
(9) 

13.4 

Counselor from your 
church 
Friend not in the 

another church 
Social Worker 

14.7 

27.7 1 65 

12.3 
(8) 

10.4 
(7) 
6.1 

Family Doctor 

(10) 
27.9 

(15) 
27.7 
(1 8) 

(4) 
4.5 

Psychologist 

(3) (6) (58) 1 1 
V "  refers to the number of cases. Total percentage does not always equal 100.0 

17.6 

tg) 
4.5 

(3) 
4.5 

Lawyer 

Police 

due to rounding error 

6 8 
(1 2) 
22.1 

(18) 
46.2 
(30) 

(3) 
6.0 

(3) 
2.9 

Similarly, the interview data revealed that women were more likely to seek 

68 

6 5 

28.4 47.8 
(1 9) 
24.2 

(4) 
6.0 

(2) 
- 

-- 

sacred sources for assistance than help available outside of their faith 

67 

(16) 
Il .9 

(4) 
7.4 

community. Yet, it is important to note that although al1 of the wornen stressed 

(32) 
65.2 
(43) 
77.6 1 67 

($1 
14.0 

(5) - 
4.5 

the importance of spiritual guidance if abuse were to occur in their home, none 

66 

(1 0) 
14.7 

(52) 
74.6 
(50) 
75.0 1 68 

Il01 
11.9 
(8) 
9.0 

6 7 

(51 1 
88.1 
(59) 
86.6 

67 

67 



Although some wornen thought there may not be any reason to seek help 

outside of their faith community, they did bel~eve that secular counselors could 

provide them with useful information and help. Most of the women suggested 

seeking help from both inside and outside the church to obtain both spiritual 

(within the church) and practical guidance (outside the church). It was also 

mentioned that perhaps in some cases a secular source may be more 

appropriate. Janice explained why she thinks a secular counselor may be the 

better choice: "And somet/mes 1 wori-y about confidentiality too. I guess I put 

more faith, I hate to use that term, but in someone who is a professional 

counselor, knowing they wi// keep this confidential" ( 1  n terview 1 ). 

Ultimately. because violence within the home was seen as a spiritual 

problem by those women interviewed. finding a spiritual source would also be 

important. Sandra. in particular. explained why a spiritual source was most 

appropriate for the abuser: 

. . . even though a secular counselor can help you wifh anger 
management and things like that. for someone who knows 
the truth and has been exposed to the [ruth, then ult/mately 
they really need to rectify their relationship with the Lord. 
And a secular counselor is no[ going to he/p you to do that, 
as well trained as they might be in looking afier the problem. 
I believe that the root of the problem is a spiritual thing and 
can only be dealf with between you and God (Interview 2) .  

Tricia explained that although she believed that she would be likely to turn to a 

transition house if she were being abused. she would be cautious: '7 think that a 

lot of the things that they would tell me would be very helpful, and true and good 



and right. But somefimes, they can't counsel me completely because they have 

beliefs that are totally opposite than mine in some areas. You know, they can'l 

counsel me right in Godly counsel (Interview 6) .  

Another interesting finding that arose from the congregational survey data 

was that a portion of participants who were not at al1 likely to seek help from 

sources wifhin the church. As Table 6.3 discloses, 17.6% of respondents 

indicated they would be not at al1 likely to seek help from a pastor for a famity- 

related problem in the future and 22.1% of participants reported they would not 

be at al1 likely to seek help from a friend in the church. 

The survey dafa also revealed that women were more likely to seek help 

than men for a family-relatedproblem. Analysis of variance with responses to 

the items probing the family conflict case scenario as the dependent variables 

and gender of the respondent the independent variable revealed significant 

results on one of these Gender of respondent was found to have a 

significant effect on the item "if you were in the wife's situation would you seek 

help?" (F(1. 65)=4.986: pe.05). Women stated they were more likely to seek 

help than men in the event that they experienced a situation as presented in the 

family conflict case scenario. 

Furthermore. analysis of variance with responses to the items exploring 

the anticipated sources of respondents as the independent variable and the 

A 1  
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and gender of the respondent as the independent variable The results revealed that one of these items 
had differentiated means by gender of respondent This item is discussed more fully in the text of the 
thesis 



gender of the respondent the independent variable revealed significant results 

on three of these Gender of respondent was found to have a significant 

effect on the item "if you were to experience a family-related problem. would you 

seek help from a friend in the church?" (F(3. 63)=3.602; pc.05). Women were 

more likely to seek help from a friend in the church in the event that they 

experienced a family-reiated problem. Gender of respondent was also found to 

have a significant effects on the following items: "if you were to experience a 

family-related problem. would you seek help from a counselor in your church?" 

(F(3.60)=4.171: pc.01): and "if you were to experience a family-related problem. 

would you seek help from a social worker?" (F(3, 62)=4.047; pc.05). The results 

suggest that women were more likely than men to seek help from a social worker 

and a church counselor if they were to experience conflict within the home. 

Research findings have revealed that conservative Christian women are 

aware and are providing support for those who are abused within their own faith 

tradition (Horton et al., 7988; Nason-Clark, 1996). Women-only networks of 

informal support have been the most obvious ways the church comrnunity has 

been sensitive tu the needs of abused women (Nason-Clark. 1997). However. 

men generally do not have access to a support group as women do within the 

context of their faith cornmunity. (Nason-Clark. 1 9 9 7 ) . ~ ~  

04 Analysis of variance was performed with the 12 items presented in Table 6.3  as the dependerit variable 
and gender of the respondent as the independent variable The results revealed that three of these items 
had drfferentiated means by gender of respondent. These items are discussed more fully in the text of the 
thesis. 
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only groups. The minister mentioned from the pulpit a number of times that this was the main area that 
the church was lackrng and he stated he would work on this area in the near future. Sandra, as noted in 
the last chapter, also voiced her concsrn about the lack of support for men in the church. 



Christian movements such as the Promise Keepers have made great 

efforts in an attempt to provide a network bstween Christian men in order that 

support and encouragement rnay be available to them. Still, little support is 

made available to men within their awn faith communities. Needless to Say 

however. when men do turn for help for a family-related problem it will most 

likely be a source within their own faith community. 

As it has been revealed thus far (through both the interview and survey 

data) that sacred sources were (and would be) sought most often by women and 

men of faith than any other source of help, 1 will focus the remainder of this 

chapter on help within the sacred realrn. The future role of the pastor. Christian 

counselors, and the congregation in the lives of participants will be examined in 

the following paragraphs. 

The Role of the Pastor 

The pastor was the source indicated to be the most likely to be sought by 

participants in the future for a family-related problem. ln the family conflict case 

scenario. the majority of respondents (69.1 %) strongly agreed that the wife 

should go to see the pastor (even if her husband has forbidden her to go see 

anyone) above al1 other sources (see Table 6.1 ). Furthermore. when 

respondents were asked to indicate the sources from which they were most 

likely to seek help. the pastor was the source most likely to be sought. Nearly 

three out of four of the respondents (67.7%) reported that they would be at least 



iikely to seek help from a pastor should they need assistance for a farnily-related 

matter. 

The interview data revealed similar findings. Given that each of the six 

women interviewed understood abuse within a Christian homes as a sign of a 

spiritual problem, it cornes as no surprise that al1 of the women deemed it 

appropriate to seek help from a spiritual source. The majortty of the women said 

that they would turn to their pastor, a Christian counselor and ofîentimes a 

Christian friend in the event that they were experiencing abuse in their home. 

However, the pastor was the first source that five out of the six women 

thought they would go to in time of need. The pastor was a person who could 

offer spiritual guidance and special prayer. Some of the women even believed 

that the pastor was an all-sufficient source for any need that arose from a family 

crisis. 

On the other hand, two of the women were skeptical of the help that a 

pastor could provide. Although Sandra believed that a pastor should be ari 

adequate source. her past counseling experience had raised some doubt about 

the pastor's counseling abilities: 

I also know thaf Doug and I had trouble a couple of  years 
ago and we went to our pastor and afier speaking with him 
for about an hour and a haif, he basically told us lhat it really 
didn't seem like we had much o f  a problem at al/, and thank 
you for coming. And you know what, if / appear on my 
pastor's door, I want some real help, because I don't go 
there often. You know? / am not a person that needs my 
pasfor's constant approval on every fhing I do. But when I go 
to him I expect some resolving, you know? (Interview 2). 



Janice did not believe that pastors, in general, were equipped to deal with 

these issues. She stated that she would never go to her pastor because: ".../ 

don? know how qualified they are to do that. It is almost like that they have been 

given fhis role as pastor and counselor, you know if you have a problem go lo 

see your pastor.. . But what qualificarions do they have to counsel you properly? 

And some times 1 worry about confidentiality too (Interview 1 ). 

Although most of the women believed the pastor was an appropriate 

source. not al1 of them assumed that he could provide al1 the help that was 

needed. However. the women did expect that the pastor would be able to refer 

them to other reliable sources if needed. Susan explained: "But not al/ pastors 

are counselors and can help you in those situations. And if they are discerning 

and they know their limitations then they are going to tell you this is not my 

avenue of expertise, 1 would recornmend you do this or something else or go to 

someone else" (Interview 5 ) .  

Nason-Clark (1 997) has reported findings report similar findings. as 

59.0% of evangelical wornen have sought help from their pastor for a family- 

related problem. However. church friends were the most common source used 

by the women in her study. It is highly conceivable that men would prefer to 

seek help from the pastor than from church friends since rnany have not 

developed informal network with other men within the church.== 

86 This speculation was based upon findings derived from the interview data as well as participant 
observation. 



Research findings have revealed there are many factors to consider in 

understanding the role of the pastor in counseling Christians that have been 

abused. First, pastors have limited training in dealing with issues of family 

violence. Nason-Clark's research involving over 300 evangelical pastors in the 

Atlantic Region of Canada revealed that only a minority of evangelical clergy 

have substantial experience counseling victims of abuse, while the majority 

report Iim~ted, but ongoing, pastoral experience in this area (Nason-Clark. 1996). 

Of those evangelical clergy, only 8% reported that they felt that they were well- 

equipped to respond to situations involving family violence. while 39% perceived 

that they were poorly equipped (Nason-Clark. 1996). 

Secondly. most ministers are reluctant to refer those experiencing abuse 

to secular sources of help. In particular, those ministers with less counseling 

experience and training are those who are Ieast likely to refer victims of abuse to 

secular sources (Nason-Clark. 1996). Thus, if abused wornen turn to their 

minister for help. it is unlikeiy they will receive the help they need. The fact that 

few participants have sought secular sources may be a result of the minister's 

reluctance to refer those who corne to him to other agencies or personnel. 

Fudhermore, evangelical clergy understand abuse within Christian families as a 

spiritual issue, needing a spiritual resolution. whereas, abuse that takes place 

outside of the faith community is more typically understood in terms of social 

scientific explanations of abuse (Nason-Clark, 1999). 



Third. findings suggest that some pastors hold patriarchal attitudes 

toward women. The clergy's beliefs concerning certain religious doctrine may 

make it detrimental to the abused women's healing journey. AlsduFf and Alsdurf 

(1988) found that pastors felt tom between their concern for battered women and 

their theological perspective on conflict. Particularly, they found that pastors 

upheld the belief that it was the wife's lack of submission to the husband that 

caused her to be abused. 

Furthermore, some clergy were more likely to accept marriage with some 

violence than to advise separation that rnight end in divorce. In Alsdurf and 

Alsdurf 's (1 988a) study, 71 % of the clergy would not advise a battered women 

to leave immediately and 92% would never tell her to divorce her husband. 

Some pastors experience a moral dilemma while they attempt to balance 

sanctity of personhood and cornmitment to marriage. It is difficult for ministers to 

understand abuse within their theology of family life (Alsdurf & Alsdurf. 1988a; 

Martin 1989. Bowker, 1982). Clergy's refusal to accept the reality of violent 

Christian families, and their failure to provide adequate guidance and referrals 

may continue and magnify the pain experienced by abused women. 

The Role of Christian Counselors 

A church counselor was another source to which parficipants were likely 

to go for heip if family conflict were to occur. As Table 6.3 indicates. 26.7% of 

respondents reported that they would be at least likely to seek help from a 

church counselor. Although the percentage of those that were 'likely' to seek 



help from a church counselor was lower than the percentage 'likely' to seek a 

friend in the church or a parent, family member, pastor, or church counselors 

can play a significant role in the healing process of the abused. I speculate that 

fewer people stated they were likely to seek help from church counselors 

because participants have had little experience (as 88.1 % of respondents had 

never received help from a counselor from another church and 94.0% had never 

received help from a counselor from their own church) and had little knowledge 

about church counselors (as there were no church counselors within the 

congregation). 

Furthermore. the interview data revealed that Christian counselors were 

one of the several sources that five of the six Pentecostal women would go to in 

the event that family conflict were to arise in their home. Most of the wornen 

believed the pastor would be able to refer them to a good Christian counselor if 

needed. Some of the interviewees believed that Christian counselors would be 

trained more efficiently to deal with certsin abusive situations than a pastor: "But 

1 think that a Christian counselor would be in order, more so than a pastor. 

Because 1 don't think that a pastor have had experience in al1 of these different 

areas, like perhaps child abuse, to help you. They don? know everything just 

because they are a Pastor, so / would go fo a Christian counselor who had 

experience in that particular area" (Interview 6). 

Janice was not only doubtful of the appropriateness of the pastor's 

counsel but also raised some concerns about Christian counselors: "if you go to 



a Christian counselor, then they might try, you don? kno w if they would try to 

impose their ideas on you ... But I would hate to think that a Christian would stand 

in judgment or to Say that the Bible says this or the Bible says that" (Interview 1 ). 

The Role of the Congregation 

Friends in the church can play a critical role for violent Christian families 

As indicated in Table 6.1 (in response to the family conflict case scenario), 

43.3% of the participants strongly agreed that the wife should seek help from a 

trusted women friend in one church. Moreover, when asked to indicate the 

sources that they were likely to seek for help if they experienced family conflict in 

the future. 50.0% of the respondents stated that they were at least likely to seek 

help from a friend in the church and 23.8% a friend not in the church (Table 6.3). 

Research findings revealed that although Christian women were found to 

underestimate the prevalence of violence within the context of their own faith 

community. they were aware of and providing support for those who are abused 

within their faith community (Nason-Clark, 1996). Nason-Clark and Beaman-Hall 

(1 997) found that the extent of contact between transition houses and faith 

communities was mediated by church wornen. Conservative women defined 

themselves to be partners with transition workers, and often expressed their 

support through monetary gifts, food, clothing and by helping to furnish transition 

houses. These women conceptualized their support to abused women and to 

transition house work as a "ministry" (Nason-Clark, 1997). To individual abused 



women, church women defined their support to be of both a physical and 

spiritual nature. 

Ultimately, women-only networks of informal support are the most obvious 

way that the church community has been sensitive to the needs of abused 

women (Nason-Clark. 1995). The informal support that Christian women were 

offering to other women involved praying and lending a listening ear. but it also 

consisted of physical support such as a place to lodge for a couple of days, 

drives, child-care and food (Nason-Clark, 1999). 

In the Pentecostal interview data, al1 of the women believed that the 

congregation should be able to play a role in helping a person who is being 

abused, but a number of the interviewees were very doubtful of the outcome of 

such support in their own congregation. Still, the majority of the women felt that 

it was appropriate to go to a couple of friends in the church for help with a 

problem such as abuse. Two of the women actually suggested specific people 

(including men and women) who would be a good support if needed. 

Dawna believed that people in the church should go see " ... Chr~stian 

friends, or people that they look up to, like a ...( names people) in out- church 

because they think the same way, with the love of Christ". Dawna did not see 

how she could seek help frorn anyone outside the church with such a personal 

problem such as abuse. She explained: "1 think if 1 was put in the situation, I 

don't know how 1 could talk to someone outsick of the church about something 

so personalr# (Interview 4). 



Although most of the women would go to a friend in the church. they were 

al1 very skeptical of the congregation (as a whole) responding effectively to an 

abusive situation. Betty explained: "there are people in our church who are 

good listeners and good counselors. But if you want to talk to someone about 

your problerns, you should pick someone, because you wouldn't want to go to 

everybody" (Interview 3 ) .  

Moreover, some of the women were unsure of the help that friends in 

the congregation could provide. Sandra believed that friends were simply not 

equipped to deal with issues of abuse: "1 believe that they should be able to go 

to their friends as well, but their friends are simply not equipped to deal with 

th~ngs like that" (Interview 2) .  Susan saw the danger in resorting to too many 

people who may provide advice that could be harmful: " I  think as Christians we 

tend to think that we have the answers, and we don't. And we want to give an 

answer anyway because we want to help. And fhat is not always the best 

answer. It is betfer to admit that we don't have the answers and direct theni to 

the pastor, to scripture" (Interview 5 ) .  

Moreover, Janice believed that the church would be the 

last resort that she would turn to if she were to experience abuse. 

The potential that people would have to gossip would prevent her 

from ever going to congregation members: 

1 think that is how Jesus intended it to bel for us to help each 
other. But in today's society 1 would Say a h g  "no", because 
people gossip too much, and people love hearing about 
people's problems and they love to hear that this happenecl 
to 30 and so." It's like, oh really, oh wow! lt just becornes 



this whole big gossip thing and if 1 was ever having a 
probiem, the last people 1 would ever want to know about it 
is, I know this is arvful, but the last people 1 would want to 
know about it is the church. 1 mean there is a few people in 
the church that 1 could talk to, that 1 could trust, but as far as 
telling the whole congregation and getting help from 
everyone in the congregation. Never, never in a million 
years (Interview 1). 

When the women were asked about the role of the congregation in the 

healing journey of church members who had been abused, many of them feared 

that congregation members would not go to each other because of the pressure 

they may feel to 'look good'. Not only did the women feel the pressure to look 

good in front of other Christians, but they also believed that they had to 

represent both their church and Christianity to the community. Sandra 

explained: "we don't want to make the church look bad, to make Christianity look 

bad, or ourselves look bad " (Interview 2 ) .  

Embarrassment, shame and judgment were feared by the interviewees in 

the event that they. or someone else. should disclose abuse to unbelievers. As 

Susan stated: "1  think that you might be less likely to tell somebody, because you 

would be afraid that people would judge you, that you weren't living the way you 

should be or this wouldn't have happened to you. Which is wrong" (Interview 5 ) .  

Some of the women thought there might be a tendency to conceal abuse 

because they feared that they would be "branded unspiritual" by congregation 

members. Tricia explained further the difficulty women in her congregation would 

experience in seeking help with problems such as abuse: 



1 think pad of the problem in the Christian church, is 
that we don't feel that we can go to each other. / think we 
should be able to, but l think that in the church we are so 
afraid of being branded unspiritual maybe, that we would 
really hesitate to go to one another with something that has 
happened in our l i e s  that we were really ashamed of. Sad 
to Say, but 1 think that there is more peer pressure in the 
church, than outside ... / think we need to feel we have to 
cover up things and l think that is why we are so superficial. 
Because we don't dare be open to people (Interview 6).  

All of the women interviewed felt it was wrong for hurting people to feel as 

though they could not turn to others and they were hopeful that change would 

occur in the church so that people could feel free to discuss their problems. As 

Sandra explained: ''But 1 think in general, the church is a /Me embarrassed to 

expose some things. We al1 want to look like we are in control of things. We al1 

do. But 1 do think the church couid play a more active role in the persona1 lives 

of the people that attend" (Interview 2) .  Susan saw the change already 

occurring in the church: "lt is changing, but even not that people would think that 

way. but the person going through it may think that way" (Interview 5) .  Although 

Susan did not necessarily see a big change in her congregation as of yet. she 

did recognize the problem others had in sharing and was hopeful things would 

change in the future. She stated: 

But that is something that only we can judge, we can't judge 
someone else's relationship with Christ. We fend to feel less 
adequate or that you have failed and youjust don't want 
anyone to know that you have problems, because they may 
think that we are not spiritual enough. Which is a shame, 
because we al1 have problems and we al1 should be able to 
Say we have a problem, pray for me and help me. And 1 
thrnk that more people would ger more suppori iiian we gei 
if that was the case. And 1 think that it is just a matter of 



time. 1 don't know why we think like this, I guess if is al1 in 
our minds (Interview 5) .  

Although most of the women whom 1 interviewed stated they were hesitant 

to turn to the congregation, many mentioned that they would turn to a friend 

whom they could trust. Brasher's study (1998) involving Fundamental women 

revealed the importance of the female enclaves, as have others (Beaman-Hall 

and Nason-Clark, in press). 

Does Age Determine One's Response to Family Violence? 

Younger Pentecostal respondenfs differed from older Pentecostals in their 

response to family violence in several ways. Younger respondents seek help 

from family members and church-related sources more frequently than older 

respondents. Analysis of variance with responses to the items exploring the 

sources sought for help (Table 6.2) as the dependent variable the age of the 

respondent the independent variable revealed significant results on five of these 

items.6' Age of the respondent was found to have a significant effect on the item 

" friend in the church" (F(3.61)=3.077: <.05). Younger participants sought help 

from friends in the church more frequently than older respondents. The age of 

the respondent was also found to have a significant effect on the item "friend 

not in the church" (F(3, 60)=4.281: pc.05). As well. younger respondents had 

sought help from a friend who was not in the church more often than older 

participants. 

-57 Analysis of variance was perforrned on 12 items presented in Table 6.2 as the dependent variables and 
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Sirnilarly, age of the respondent was found to have a significant effect on 

the items "family members" (F(3. 61)=5.305: p<.05) and parents (F(3, 61)=9.717: 

pc.01). Age of the respondent was also found to have a significant effect on the 

item "pastor" (F(3, 61)=2.865; p..05). ln al1 of these cases, younger participants 

had sought help more often than older respondents. 

Analysis of variance with responses to the ~tems exploring the anticipated 

sources of help (Table 6.3) as the dependent variables and age of the 

respondent the independent variable revealed significant results on four of these 

items.68 Age of the respondent was found to have a signifkant effect on the 

following items: friend in the chu r~h  (F(3. 61)=3.216; pc.05); family member (F(3. 

60)=6.019; ~4.05) ;  and parent (F(3, 59)=7.246; pc.01). In terms of al1 three of 

these items. respondents who were younger were found to be more likely to 

seek help from their family and friends in the church than the older respondents. 

Moreover. the age of the respondent was also found to have a significant effect 

on the item "friend not in the church" (F(3. 61)=3.024: pc.05). Similarly. 

younger respondents were more likely than older participants to seek help from 

friends outsjde the church. 

Younger respondents were more accepting of the idea of seeking help 

from secular sources than older respondents. Analysis of variance with 

respanses to the items probing the family conflict case scenario as the 

4%. . . 
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dependent variables and age of the respondent the independent variable 

revealed significant results on one of these items." The age of the respondent 

was found to have a significant effect on the item "the wife should go to see a 

secular counselor for help even if her husband has forbidden her to go" 

(F(4,58)= 5.489; pc.05). Younger respondents were more likely to report that 

the wife should seek help from a secular counselor than were those respondents 

who were older in age. 

Those respondents with professional positions were the respondents least 

likely to seek help in the event that they were to experience family conflict (as 

presented in the case scenario) and were less likely to seek help from the pastor 

for a family related problem than were those who had positions as technicians or 

those with sales and service positions. Analysis of variance with responses to 

the items exploring the family conflict case scenario as the dependent variables 

and occupation of the respondent the independent variable revealed significant 

results on two of these items.i0 

Occupation of the respondent was found to have a significant effect on the 

item "if you were ir; the wife's situation. would you seek help?" (F(2, 26)=3.3539: 

pc.05). Those respondents who had professional positions were less likely of al1 
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groups to seek help if they were experiencing family conflict as described in the 

family confiict case scenario. 

Furthermore, the occupation of the respondent was found to have a 

significant effect on the item "the wife should go to see the pastor for help even if 

her husband her forbidden her to go" (F(2, 26)=4.705: pc.05). Those 

respondents with professional positions were less likely to agree with seeking 

help from the pastor if the husband had forbidden it than other respondents. 

Conclusion 

Coming to terms with how abuse could take place in Christian homes was 

difficult for most wcimen associated with Seaside Pentecostal Assembly. As 

indicated by the interview data, these women's first reaction to the notion that 

Christian homes were abusive was to question whether those who abcised were 

actually Christians at all. Distinguishing between mere churchgoers and true 

believers was an important part of the explanation as to why abuse happens 

within the walls of the church. Obvious to them was the idea that if you were a 

'true' Christian you would have a Christ-like character as a result of time spent in 

God's word and prayer. Abuse was not in any way seen as a Christ-like quality, 

and therefore, if a self-proclaiming Christian was abusing a family member, he 

must be a Christian in "name only". as such ungodly behavior surely was a 

reflection of his distance from God. 

Although the women were quick to assume that anyone who abused 

could not be a Christian, as time progressed into the interview each of the 



interviewees were less reluctant to conceive that some Christian homes were 

abusive. As they talked about the sinful nature of al1 of humanity, it became 

easier for them to see that they, as Christians, battled with the same problems 

as many non-Christians. 

Some forms of abuse were easier for them to understand. These women 

believed that it was "al1 sin in God's eyes"." It was understandable that 

Christians could be abusive since al1 humans struggled and had the ability to 

sin. Now Christians were set apart from unbelievers by their abitity to overcome 

the sin with which they were struggling in their lives. Hence, if Christians were 

Vue' believers. they would not continue to struggle with the same sin because 

they had God to help them conquer it. 

Since involvement in an abusive relationship was considered a reflection 

of one's relationship with God. the women I interviewed believed that people in 

the congregation would be hesitant to be open about their problems. in fear that 

others would judge them, and that they would not be able to bear the shame and 

embarrassment that such an admittance would bring, the interviewees believed 

that many members suffer in silence. They were. however. hopeful that change 

would occur in the future. 

For the most part, the women interviewed defined abuse as a spiritual 

problem and majority cf them believed that Christian sources were most 

appropriate for this problem. Although the majority of the women considered 

7 :  Sin was seen as anything that was contrary to the character of Christ (as stated within the Bible). For 
example, cheating, gossiping. lying. lusting as well as various forms of abuse were defined as sinful 
behavior. 



their pastor to be a reliable source, they did believe Christian counselors may be 

more trained to deal with issues of abuse. In any event, they trusted their pastor 

would refer them to other reliable sources. Although the women felt that a 

Christian who experienced abuse would need spiritual guidance, they were not 

against seeking help from secular sources for a more practical intervention. 



Chapter Seven 

ldeology and Practice within Pentecostal Families 

With the use of a congregational survey (N=68) and in-depth interviews 

with a small sample of Pentecostal women (N=6), this research study has 

revealed a number of findings regarding contemporary Pentecostal family life. 

The remainder of this chapter will revisit the more prominent ways in which 

Pentecostal women accommodate religious rhetoric about their roles to reflect 

more accurately their life experiences. 

1s it a Matter of Choice? 

Both the survey and the interview data revealed that the majority of 

participants were traditional in their attitudes about women and work. Ultimately. 

they believed a woman's role was centered around the home, raising God- 

fearing children and maintaining the home. while the husband was considered to 

be the primary breadwinner. 60th women and men were equally traditional in 

their gender ideology, especially when it pertained to the role of the husband." 

These findings were not surprising, for conservative Protestant churches, such 

as the Pentecostal faith tradition. idealize the traditional family forrn in its 

teachings, literature and programming (Roof and Gesch. 1995; Marler. 1995). 
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The women interviewed stressed the negative implications that full-time 

paid employment for wives would have on family life, and that women of faith 

should 'count the cost' when making such a decision. Most importantly. al1 six of 

the women feared the children would lack ongoing Christian nurturance if the 

mother became full-time employed outside the home. In their opinion. nothing 

should take precedence over chiidren, including a mother's own needs and 

desires (such as the desire to accumulate material wea~th).'~ The main way that 

women seemed to justify the presence of women of faith in the paid labor-force. 

was when the family needed the extra income to survive." To these women (at 

least when they initially began to work for pay) it appears that they had "little 

choice" but to participate in work for pay. As portrayed by these women, it was 

because of circumstances beyond their control (the state of the current society). 

that women of faith had to become a part of the full-time labor force. 

After examining the work experiences of Pentecostal women. it became 

clear that what was so telling in 'rhetoric' was obscure in practice. Some of 

these women were or had worked outside of the home with young children. 

Furthermore. as their work histories revealed, other factors (besides financial 

need) came into account in the decision to work for pajd employment (such as 

education of the mother, and the well-being of the mother). 

' '~ven those wornen who participated within the full-time labor force shared this opinion with the other full- 
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corisidering when making a choice whether to become full-tirne employed Yet financial need was the 
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Although in another study, rnany of the women stated that they may have 

initially worked outside the home for financial reasons, many of them did not 

reconsider their decision when finances were no longer an issue (Nason-Clark & 

Bélanger, 1993). Thus. I would argue that many of these women did have more 

control over their decisions to work than it first appeared. The importance of 

religious women downplaying their decision-making role is revealed in Brasherk 

congregational study (1 998) where fundamentalist women often went "under 

cover'' in their dealings within the church in order to preserve their p ~ w e r . ' ~  

However. the ability to reconcile their involvement in the paid labor force as a 

matter of obligation (rather than preference) has provided these women a way to 

corne to terms with disparity between the religious teachings regarding a 

woman's role and their everyday life e~~er iences . '~  

The Customization of God's Will in Pentecostal Families 

Another way in which Pentecostal women have to corne to terms with the 

discrepancies between whai they 'practice' and what their church preaches is 

through their personal connection or relationship with God. Although 

conservative leadership and literature regarding family life may uphold and 

cherish the traditional family ideal. these women believe that God understands 

and takes a personal interest in their individual circumstances. They also 

believe that although the traditional family form was God's original plan. he 
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provides an alternative package for contemporary families who have been 

impacted by the changes brought about by modernity. 

This customized plan is received from God as these women spend time 

in prayer and Bible reading. Again. if working outside the home is the will of 

God for these women. then they are contented with their roles regardless of the 

disparity between conservative ideology and their life experiences. In this case. 

working outside of the home was still not perceived as a choice, but rather as 

God's preference given their individual circumstances. Similarly. Lawless's 

(1 988) research revealed the only way that Pentecostal women ministers were able 

to preach the gospel was if they argued it was "God's Call" upon their life (as 

opposed to personal preference). Since the Pentecostal faith tradition stresses the 

importance of a personal relationship with God, this allows women to participate 

without the condernnation of other believers and leadership. In essence. it 1s 

God's decision, and hence not of their own doing. 

Caught Between Two Worlds 

The survey and interview findings revealed that wives were performing 

more chores on their own than were their husbands; and when both parents 

performed the same task. women were the ones who did the majority of the 

work. Furthermore, domestic tasks were gendered: women performed 

traditional tasks such as cleaning the bathroom, doing the lauridry, and 

preparing meals; and husbands generally performed outdoor activities such as 

shoveling snow. mowing the lawns, and performing car maintenance tasks. 



Furthermore, although husbands equaliy shared child-related tasks in the 

majority of cases, when child-related tasks were not shared equally the wife was 

the one who was most often responsible for performing the tasks. The mother 

was also the parent who most often carried out tasks which involved a more 

nurturing role such as taking care of sick children and putting children to bed. 

What the interview data also revealed was that although most women 

were working outside the home, there was little (if any) change in the domestic 

affairs of the home." Although two of the three women who were interviewed 

worked full-time, they were primarily responsible for matters of the home. 

including both housework and child-related tasks. These findings are similar to 

the results of other studies carried out on the division of domestic labor 

(Atkinson & Houston, 1984: Berk, 1985; Blair & Lichter 1991 : Coleman, 1988). 

When women were asked to describe whether they perceived their 

domestic arrangements as fair. there were a myriad of factors which determined 

their perceptions of fairness. Overall, the majority of these women did see their 

arrangements as fair when they valued outcomes such as "having a choice". the 

happiness of the whole family. and the willingness of the husband, over a 50150 

split of domestic  abo or.^' Furthermore. these women were satisfied with their 

division when they compared their own situation to Christian women friends and 

parents whose division seemed much more intolerable than their own. Lastly, 

-- 
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justifications involving tradition. inherent differences, personality flaws. and 

societal influences often allowed these women to be contented with their home 

situations. These coincide with the findings of Berk (1985) and Pleck (1 985) 

who suggest that satisfaction with the division of domestic labor rnany not be 

determined by the actual division within the family involving factors such as time 

spent carrying out tasks, the allocation of tasks, and the ~esponsibility of tasks. 

Apparently, through these findings, women were able to find several ways 

to come to terms with the current division of labor within their homes. But is that 

the end of the story? I would suggest that although these women stated that 

their arrangement wîs  fair in terms of these factors, the weariness expressed 

with their current arrangements through the course of the interview told another 

part of the story: Although these women seemed to have control over the 

decision to work. in a sense their control was limited in terms of their husband's 

involvement with household labor. 

Those women who were working outside the home expressed the most 

dissatisfaction with the division of labor in the home. and requested more help 

from their husbands. Susan and Tricia. for example, admitted numerous times 

they were dissatisfied with their arrangements. Furthermore, Susan was 

successfully in obtaining more help with household chores. Although these 

women expanded their role to include paid employment. their husbands' inability 

or unwillingness to reciprocate the favor (in terms of domestic tasks) was 

frustrating for these wives. Yet, in part, some of these women were unwilling to 



give up their role as the primary homemaker and care-taker of their children. 

Both Tricia and Susan expressed the difficulty they encountered in giving over 

certain responsibilities to their husbands. Oftentimes, these women's identities 

were consumed by their role as a mother and homemaker whether they were 

working outside the home or not. Furthermore. they credited their unbalanced 

domestic situations to their own personality characteristics and beliefs about 

gender roles rather than their husband's inability to perform household tasks. 

The thought that their husbands could take over their role as mothers was 

inconceivable and undesirable m e n  frightening- to some of these women. 

In essence. although these women were unhappy that husbands were 

not doing more work around the home, they were reluctant to give up control 

over the domestic sphere. Thus. their roles as mothers and wives were more 

important than any career aspirations or rewards of a second income. and 

because of this they often continued to manage both home and the world of paid 

ernp~o~ment. '~ Moreover. to these women "being the best mom you can be" 

meant making the decision about work based on what was best for the family. 

and in some cases that meant that they wolrld financially provide for their 

families in addition to the more obvious roles provided for them by their faith 

tradition. 

7s Although the actual Iife experiences may not CO-inside with their attitudes in some cases. these women 
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number of occasions. these wornen stated the costs that paid work would have on family life As Sandra 
stated in a previous chapter, rnany women would try to be a superwoman in order that their role as 
mothers would not be negatively impacted by their decisron to work for pay 



Homemakers as Active Players of Farnily Life? 

Conservative doctrine is often frowned upon by mainstream society for its 

limited role for women. Yet, were the homemakers in my study disadvantaged in 

comparison to other women outside their faith community who were participating 

in the paid labor force? It is obvious that women have more power (as well as 

more opportunity) when they have access to financial rewards. Thus. in a sense 

these women who were home full-time were restricted to an extent. Yet. I would 

argue Pentecostal women within my study have found liberation from another 

source: in their "ability to choose" whether they want to become involved in paid 

employment. 

Although we woutd assume that these women would want to take 

advantage of the rewards that full-time employment would bring, the work world 

of the public sphere is seen by most of these women as uninviting. These 

women realized that working for paid employment was not always a positive 

experience. and it could bring additional burdens and strain upon their lives as 

well as the lives of their family members. 

Furthermore, some of these homemakers had been employed full-time at 

one point and found the "second shift" at home unbearable. For these women. 

staying home not only meant avoiding work-related stress. it also allowed them 

to decrease their workload from two-full-time jobs to one. Since their husbands 

were unwilling to equaliy carry the load of household duties, these women 

decided to make a change to accommodate their own needs. In this way, 



staying home was the 'better choice' when both advantages and disadvantages 

were considered. Although it may seem that these homemakers were devoted to 

a larger extent to conservative ideology than the women who were full-time 

employed, in actuality I would argue that their decision may not be a reflection of 

their loyalty to the traditional family ideal but rather a choice based upon their 

own experiences with the work world and their husbands' unwillingness to pitch 

in at home. 

Many of the homemakers who had not participated in paid employment 

also stressed that they did have the choice to work outside the home if they 

desired to change their current arrangement. Thus, I would argue that for the 

Pentecostal women in my study, it was the 'choice' to work, rather than the 

actual experience of working in the paid labor force that provided wornen 

feelings of ~iberation.'~ In this view, these homemakers were active agents who 

considered their choices and selected the most appealing option. Similarly. 

Rose (1987) argued that the needs and the desires of some evangelical women 

may not have been so different from many of their more feminist or rnainstream 

counterparts, but that the means of achieving and satisfying those needs and 

desires differ. She contends that the balance rests in favor of accommodation 

rather than resistance. Secular means have failed the women in her study. thus 

they have turned to religious resolutions. 

a û ~ v e n  those who participated within the paid labor force neglected to mention anything rewarding or 
positive about theii- decision to work outside the home (other than the fact that it released some financial 
pressures on their families) 



Are Pentecostal Women Unique from Other Women? 

As I reviewed the general literature regarding women and work during the 

course of this thesis, I often asked myself what was it that made 

Pentecostal women unique from other women outside of their faith community. 

The literature pertaining to the division of domestic labor indicated to me that 

women in general battled with the division of domestic labor within their homes. 

and many women of the Pentecostal faith comrnunity shared common 

perceptions about fairness, and about their roles as mother and wives 

(Hochschild, 1989: Thompson, 1991 ). It is obvious that women and society at 

large continue to be influenced by the tenets of patriarchy and share similar 

experiences with women of faith. As the findings of Ackerman's study (1990) 

revealed. within al1 sectors of our society. there is evidence of conflicting 

pressures which married women (especially mothers) encounter trying to fulfill 

the cultural expectations of being good homemakers while at the same time 

fulfilling work obligations or pursuing careers. 

Yet. what became clear to me as the analyses of the interviews 

progressed was that women of faith were unique in both their interpretation and 

response to this idealized famity form. This family form was not seen as 

restrictive and unliberating. rather it was an ideal which was set forth by God. 

Furthermore, work experiences were defined and understood in terms of their 

relationship with the divine. As for the women preachers in Lawless's (1 988) 

study, religious language played a critical part for these women in their 



accommodation to the discrepancies between their life experiences and religious 

ideology. 

The discourse about conflict within Pentecostal family life illustrated how 

these women were set apart from those outside their faith community. Similar to 

the evangelical women in previous research studies (Nason-Clark. 1999). these 

wornen understood abuse within the context of the Christian community to be 

evidence of a spiritual problem, in need of a spiritual so lut i~n.~ '  Abuse in 

Pentecostal homes was seen as a result of the family members' flawed 

relationship with God; it was evidence that believers had distanced themselves 

from God. Closeness with God brought about Christ-like characteristics such as 

love and peace, gentleness, and meekness which were not evident within an 

abusive relationship. To help deal with such conflicts within home-life. 

participants saw it befitting that those within their faith community turn to sacred 

sources which could help mend and nurture the relationship with Christ that was 

severed as a result of sin. 

Concluding Remarks 

It is obvious that families of faith are influenced by our contemporary 

culture. The style of dress and worship music alone illustrates these markings. 

Farnily life also bears the imprint of modernity, especially concerning the 

changing role of women. Women of faith are participating in full-time paid 

employment. Yet, how can these women be part of a faith community that 

81 Even those women, such as Betty. who recognized that abuse within Christian homes could be related to 
conditions other than one's spiritual state (such as mental condition), they still connected it largely to the 
spiritual aspect and recornrnended spiritual resolutions. 



upholds standards of family living which they are unable to maintain? Meredith 

McGuire (1992) argues that some women deal with the ciifferences between 

religious rhetoric and their experiences by separating themselves frorn certain 

aspects of religions while focusing on aspects of rituals with which they can 

identify. 

Ultirnately. 1 would argue that these Pentecostal women have focused on 

their persona1 and direct relationship with Christ to corne to terms with the 

discrepancies between church messages about their roles and family 

practices. As with Brasher's study of Fundamentalist women. the fact that 

these women understand their religious experience as a 'relationship' 

rather than 'religion' enables them to establish "a norm that limits the ~rnport 

and power women should concede to any other aspect of their religious 

Iife" (Brasher, 1998: 81 ). Future research is required in order to 

understand more fully the concept of a "personal relationship with God" 

in the negotiation of faith boundaries within conservative traditions. 

The women I interviewed believed they were upholding the standards set 

forth by the Pentecostal church in their religious 'rhetoric: of family fife, as long 

as they maintained that their own experiences with paid work were a result of a 

customized plan ordained by God. 
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Appendix A 

Bulletin Research Announcement 
An Invitation to Participate in a Research Project 

on Pentecostal Family Life 

Dear Seaside Pentecostal Assembly Members: 

As many of you know, my name is Lenora Sleep and I have been attending 
Seaside Pentecostal Assembly for the past seven years. I am currently enrolled 
in the Masters Program at the University of New Brunswick. To finish my studies 
at UNB, I am required to complete a thesis, researching a topic of my choice. 
With the support of the ministerial staff here at Seaside Assembly, l have 
decided to do rny research project on the Pentecostal Farnily and to carry out my 
research study within rny (our) home church. 

This study will explore the everyday life experiences of Pentecostal families. 
Ultimately, I wish to examine the ways in which Pentecostal families may be 
unique from other families- What ts it about Pentecostal family life that other 
families may find attractive? What are the activities and events that are 
important part of Pentecostal family life? This study will also explore how 
Pentecostal families contend with societal changes that have taken place within 
our modern world. 

I welcome al1 of those who are eighteen and over and who have visited Seaside 
on at least two occasions to help in my research study by filling out the 
questionnaire which I will d~stribute in an upcoming Sunday morning Service. 
The questionnaire will take approximately ten to fifteen minutes. Naturally, your 
participation is voluntary but I hope that you will chose to help me witn my 
project. You are ensured both confidentiality and anonymity and should you feel 
uncomfortable with a particular question you may refrain from completing the 
question. 

In addition to the questionnaire, 1 wish to conduct interviews with married 
couples within the church. If you are interested in helping me further in my 
research project by participating in an interview, please fiIl out the form which 
will be attached to the survey. If there is sufficient interest, I will be willing to 
give a presentation of my research findings at the church after my research 
study is completed. I would like to thank you very much for your consideration of 
my request. If you have want further information. please feel free to contact me 
at 451 -081 3. 

Sincerely. 

Lenora Sleep 



Appendix B 

Pilot Test Letter 

Friday. November 13. 1998 

Dear College and Career Member: 

As you al1 know. I am currently enrolled in the Sociology Masters Program at 
UNB. In order to graduate from the program, I am required to complete a thesis. 
researching a topic of my choice. With the support of Seaside Assembly's 
ministerial staff. I have decided to do my research project on the Pentecostal 
Family and to carry out my research within my (our) home church. 

This study will explore the everyday life experiences of Pentecostal famiiies. 
Ultimately, I wish to explore the ways in which Pentecostal families may be 
unique from other families- What is it about Pentecostal family life that other 
families may find attractive? Also, what are the activities and events that are an 
important part of Pentecostal family life? This study will also explore how 
Pentecostal families contend with societal changes that have taken place within 
our modern world. 

The first phase of my research project will involve the distribution of 100 
questionnaires to the congregation on a Sunday morning service. However. 
before I can start with this phase of the project. a pilot test must be carried out to 
ensure that there are no problems or inconsistencies with the questionnaire. 
Since we are al1 members of Seaside Assembly and we are already scheduled to 
meet, I thought Our College and Career group would be an ideal sample to use 
in the trial run of my questionnaire. For that reason. I would appreciate it if you 
would agree to help in this pilot test by fjlling out the enclosed questionnaire 
concerning Pentecostal farnily life. The questionnaire will take approximately ten 
to fifteen minutes. 



After the questionnaires for the pilot test are completed, 1 will examine them 
when while looking for potential problems and discrepancies. If there are 
minimal changes to be made upon examining the questionnaires. I intend to 
keep the questionnaires and include them in my research study. However. if 
there are moderate to substantive changes that are required in the 
questionnaires, the information obtained during the pilot test will be disregarded 
from the research study. In case, 1 would appreciate it if you would take the tims 
to fiIl out the revised (final) copy of the questionnaire when it is distributed at the 
later date within an upcoming Sunday morning service. 

Naturally, your participation is voluntary but I hope that you will chose to help me 
in the fine-tuning of my questionnaire. You are ensured both confidentiality and 
anonymity and should you feel uncornfortable with a particular question you may 
refrain from completing the questjon. Thanks in advance for your participation. 

Sincerely 

Lenora Sleep 



Appendix C 

Lenora Sleep 
81 b Oakland Ave. 

Fredericton, New Brunswick 
E3A 1 W5 
Canada 

Home Phone (506) 451 -081 3 

Tuesday, January 25,2000 

Dear Seaside Pentecostal Assembly Member: 

As many of you know, my name is Lenora Sleep and I have been attending 
Seaside Pentecostal Assembly for the past seven years. What many of you 
probably don't know is that I am currently enrolled in the Masters Program at the 
University of New Brunswick. To finish my studies at UNB. I am required to 
complete a thesis, researching a topic of my choice. With the support of the 
ministerial staff here at Seaside Pentecostal Assembly, I have decided to do my 
research project on the Pentecostal Family and to carry out my research study 
within my (our) home church. 

This study will explore the everyday life experiences of Pentecostal families. 
Ultimately, I wish to examine the ways in which Pentecostal fam~lies may be 
unique from other families- What is it about Pentecostal family life that other 
families may find attractive? What are the activities and events that are 
important part of Pentecostal family life? This study will also explore how 
Pentecostal families contend with societal changes that have taken place within 
Our modern world. 

I would appreciate it if you would agree to help in my research study by filling out 
the enclosed questionnaire concerning Pentecostal family life. The 
questionnaire will take approximately ten to fifteen minutes. Naturally. your 
participation is voluntary but I hope that you will chose to help me with my 
project. 



You are ensured both confidentialjty and anonymity and should you feel 
uncornfortable with a particular quest~an you rnay refrain from completing the 
question. While I will be shar~ng my results wIth the ministerial staff and perhaps 
making a presentation here at Seaside Pentecostal Assembly, no one except me 
(and my supervisor) will see the individual survey forms. 

In addition to the questionnaire, I wish to conduct interviews with married women 
ln the church. If you are interested in helping me further in my research project 
by participating in an interview, please fiIl out the form attached to the survey. 
Two boxes will be located in the foyer: as indicated, one box will be for 
completed surveys and the other box for the Interview Response Card. Since 
time is of the essence. it would be greatly appreciated if the surveys could be 
completed and placed in the drop-off box before the end of the day. However. 
the boxes will remain in the foyer up until the following Sunday. 

If you are interested in a summary of my results. a synopsis will be made 
available to you upon request. There is also a possibility that 1 may share the 
findings from my research at an upcoming conference. If there is sufficient 
interest, I will be willing to give a presentation of my research findings at the 
church after my research study is completed. I would like to thank you very much 
fcr your consideration of my request. 

Sincerely. 

Lenora Sleep 



Appendix C 

The Pentecostal Family Research Project 

I am willing to be interviewed by Lenora Sleep in order to assist with Phase 
Three of the Pentecostal Family Research Project. I understand that I will be 
interviewed early in the new year at a time and a place which is convenknt for 
me. 

Name 

Address 

Phone 

- - -- - 

(work) 

(home j 



Appendix D 

The Pentecostal Family Questionnaire 

Part 1 
The first part o f  this confidential questionnaire consists of  two case 
scenarios. In each case, a hypothetical situation involving real family 
issues wil l be presented. The first case scenario wi l l  be  about family and 
work, while the second case scenario will be about marriage and family 
conflict. Please read each case scenario and answer the questions with 
the hypothetical situation in mind. 

Case 1 
The first case scenario is about family and work: 

Betty and Joe are a Christian couple who have been manied for four years. They have 
two children, Nathan and Crystal who are ages h o  and three. Joe and Betty both work 
full-time outside the home. Joe runs his own painting business and Betty is a social 
worker employed with the local police department. Befty and Joe are also very active 
in the church. and volunteer at least fwo nights a week forchurch related tasks. Betty 
is the Sunday School Superintendent and the leader of Women's Ministry, while Joe is 
the organizer of the Wednesday morning prayer group and sits on the church board. 
Since the children were born, Joe and Betty have been finding it dificult fo find quality 
time for the children. Aside from that, the house always seems to be a mess and the 
children seem to spend too much time with the baby-sitter as a result of theirparent's 
work and various church cornmitments. Betty and Joe are aware that something has to 
change yet they are unsure of what fhat should be. 

The following list of items describe differing attitudes about family and work. 
Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with each statement according to 
the following scale, where 1 means "strongly disagree" and 10 means "strongly 
agree". There are no right or wrong answers, only differences of opinion. Please 
circle the number that most closely expresses your view-point. 

1. Betty should leave her full-time position and remain home with the children. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

2. Betty should leave her full-time position and find part-time work. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 



Il. 

Joe should leave his full-tirne position and remain home with the children. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Sirongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

Joe should leave his full-time position and find part-time work. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 f O  
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

If Joe receives higher pay than Betty, he should remain employed futl-time 
while Betty should remain home with the children. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

If Betty receives higher pay than Joe, she should remain empfoyed full-tirne 
while Joe should remain at home with the children. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

If Betty has more opportunity for career advancement, Joe should leave his 
full-time position and remain home with the children. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Strongly Disagree Strocgly Agree 

If Joe has more opportunity for career advancement, Betty should leave her full- 
time position and remain home with the children. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

If Betty's work demands more tirne commitment on the weekends, she should 
leave her full-time position and remain home with the children. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 
Strongly Disagree Strongty Agree 

If Joe's work demands more time commitment on the weekends, he should leave 
his full-time position and rernain home with the children. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

Joe and Betty should ensure that one parent stays at home with the children until 
each of the children are in  school full-time. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 



Setty should reduce her church related responsibilities in order to remain home 
more olten with the children. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

Joe should reduce his church related responsibilities in order to remain home 
more often with the children. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

Case 2 
The final case scenario is about family conflict: 
Lori and Jason are a mamed couple who have fwo children. They were mamed at a 
young age and had their first child dunng their teen years. Their marnage from the 
onset was difficult- neither had the opporfunity to achieve their career goals since 
raising their firstborn consumed much of their time and money. As the years have 
passed. both Jason and Lon have become more restless and frustrated with their dead- 
end jobs. The anxiety and disillusionment expenenced by Jason and Lon have become 
al1 too evident by the many arguments that frequent their marriage. Lon always knew 
lhat Jason was short-tempered, but lately she feels that his anger has escalated and 
become more directed towards her. Dunng one argument, Jason got so angry with Lon 
that he pinned her against the wall while screaming at her about the bill that she had 
forgotten to pay. Affer realizing the extent of his anger, Jason apologized to Lon and 
promised that it would never happen again. Now, Lon is afraid of Jason. feanng what 
will happen the next time she makes him angry. She wants to find help and has 
contemplated visiting her pastor. Yet the fear of making her family life look like a failure 
has kept her from getting help. Complaining about her husband's behavior would seem 
less than loyal. 

The following list of items describe differing attitudes about marriage and family 
conflict. Please indicate your agreement or disagreement with each statement 
according to the following scale, where 1 means "strongly disagree" and 10 
means "strongly agree". There are no right or wrong answers, only differences of 
opinion. Please circle the number that most closely expresses your view-point. 

1. Lori should go to see the pastor for help even if Jason has forbidden her to go. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

2. Lori should go to see a secular counselor (e.g., social worker, psychologist) for 
help even ifJason has forbidden her to go. 

i 2 3 4 5 ô J I V  
- 8 n 
1 

4 m 

Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 



Lori  should go to  see a trusted woman friend in  the church for help even 
if Jason has forbidden her to mention their problems to anyone. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

Lori  should go to  see her mother or another family member even if Jason has 
forbidden her to go. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

The problems that Lori and Jason are experiencing are primarily spiritual in 
nature. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

If Lori  and Jason were strong Pentecostals and living for the Lord they would 
not be experiencing these types of problems. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

If you were in Lori's situation, would you be frightened of Jason's anger? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Not at al1 Likely Very Likely 

If you were in Lori's situation, would you seek help? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Not at al1 Likely Very Likely 

If Jason's behavior continues, should Lori  leave her home temporarily to find a 
safe place? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree 

How serious would you consider Jason's behavior to be? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O 
Not at ail Serious Extremely Serious 

To what degree is Lori responsible for the problems that they are experiencing? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Not at al1 Responsible Completely Responsible 



Part 2 
The second part of the questionnaire asks you some questions about your own 
family life experiences. There are no right or wrong answers, only differences of 
opinion and background, Please check the response that most clearly expresses 
your family experience. May I remind you that al1 your answers are confidential. 

Never 
( O  tirnes ) 

I 

1 

Some 
(2-4 times per 

year) 

Oiten 
15+ tirnes a 

year) 

1 Rarely 
(1 or less times 

per year) 

Have you ever sought help 
from one of the following 
sources for a family related 
problem? 

1 A 
B 
C 

D 
E 
F 
G 

Friend in the church 
Friend not in the church 
Family member (e g 
sisterlbrother, auntiuncle) 
Parent 
Pastor 
Counselor from your church 
Counselor from another 
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Please circle the response that most closely expresses your family experience or fiIl In a 
response where a space has been provided. 

Gender: Male Female 

What is your current marital status? 

A. Never Married D. Separated or Divorced 
B. Married E. Widowed 
C. Rernarried afier divorce F. Other (please specify): ) 

after widowhood 

What was your age as of your last birthday? 

If you have children, how rnany and old are they? 

What is the highest level of education that you have 
attained? 

What is the highest level of education that your spouse has attained? 

What is your current employment status? 

A. Full-tirne D, Retired 
B. Part-tirne (# of hours: ) E. Student 
C. Unernployed F. Full-tirne homemaker 

If yes, what is your current occupation? 

What is you spouse's current employrnent status? 

A. Full-time D. Retired 
B. Part-tirne (# of hours: j E. Student 
C. Unemployed F. Full-time homemaker 

If yes, what is hislher current occupation? 

How often do you attend church (within the last 12 months)? 

A. More than twice a week 
B. Twice a week 
C. Once a week 

D. Bi-rnonthly 
E. Monthly 
F. Several limes a year 

How often does your spouse attended church (within the last 12 rnonths)? 

A. More than twice a week 
B. Twice a week 
C. Once a week 

D. Bi-monthly 
E. Monthly 
F. Several times a year 

Please list any church responsibilities or offices that you currently hold. 
- - 



home is 
responsible for 
the following 

children's lunches 
B Taking out the 

1 trash 
C Doing the laundry 
D Getting Groceries 
E Cleaning the 

1 Dishes 
- 

F 1 Mowing the Lawn 1 
G ) Cleaning the 

bathroom 
H Shoveling the 

1 snow 
I 1 Putting the 

1 children to  bed 
J 1 Preparing the 

K 1 Doing the dusting 1 
L 1 Cleaning the 

1 stove 
P 1 Washing the floor 1 

Husband Husband 

T 

R 1 Cleaning the 1 1 1 
( windows 

S 1 Carrying out 
various car 
maintenance I 
tasks 

T Helping the 
children with 
school work 

U Disciplining the 
1 children 

V 1 Attending "parenu 1 
teacher" 

children to school 
andlor other 

1 activities 
X 1 Takina care of 

l ..!"a. ":.#A<-- 1 51Lh LIIIIUI'ZII 
I I I 

16. On a scale of 1 to 10, please rate 

Equally 

l 

1 1 
how important your religious faith is to you. where 1 

represents "not at al1 important" and 10 indicates "extremely importantn? 



On a scale of 1 to 10, please rate how important religious faith is to your spouse, where 
1 represents "not at al1 important" and 10 indicates "extremely 
important"? 

On a scale of 1 to 10, please rate how important religious faith is to your children, 
where 1 represents 'not at al1 important" and 10 indicates "extremely 
important"? 

What is the amount of tirne you spend during a typical week canying out church related 
responsibilities (e.g.. teaching Sunday school, teaching children's church. organizing 
church gatherings)? (hrs.) 

What is the amount of time you spend during a typical week doing housework (e.g., 
vacuuming, cleaning dishes, raking the leaves, cleaning the car)? (hrs.) 

What is the amount of time you spend during a typical week canying out child related 
tasks (e.g., bathing the children. packing lunches, playing games)? 

Children 
More 

Husband 
and Wife 
Equally 

Husband 
More 

Husband 
Only 

22 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

K 

L 

Wife 
Only 

Who in  your 
home is  
responsible for 
the following 
spiritual 
activities? 
Ensuring family 
devotions 
Praying with the 
children 
Reading the Bible 
and1 or Bible 
stories to the 
children 
Watching 
Christian videos 
with the children 
Attending Sunday 
School 
Attending 
Christian summer 
family camp 
Attending church 
with children 
Saying grace at 
meals 

Writing the 
titheloffering 
cheque 
Driving 
childrenlyouth to 
church activities 
Ensuring that the 
children have 
learned their 
rnemory verses 

Wife 
More 

I 



Thank you so much for taking in my research project on the Pentecostal family. If you 
are willing to help me further in my research project by agreeing to an interview at a place 
and time convenient for you, please indicate your willingness on the Interview Card 
provided. All interviews will be conducted after midJanuary. Thanks again for your 
participation and I hope to meet with you soon! 



Appendix E 

Preliminary Comments 
(Interview) 

I am delighted that you have decided to help with me with the final stage of my 
research project on Pentecostal family life. 1 am finally nearing the completion of 
the data analysis from the first stage of my research study and I am very happy 
to be beginning the interviews. Due to time constraints, I will be interviewing 
Pentecostal wives about their family experiences (as opposed to both husband 
and wife as initially planned). 

The interview will take approximately 60 minutes. There will be thirteen 
questions that I wish to address today. These questions will be derived solely 
from the results of the questionnaire. You will have the opportunity to share any 
additional comments that you may have concerning Pentecostal farnily life afier 
the interview has been conipleted. 

Naturally, your participation is voluntary and you are ensured confidentiality. 
Should you feel uncornfortable with a particular question you may refrain from 
answering it and we will move on to the following question. Please indicate at 
anytime during the interview, if, for any reason. you wish discontinue with the 
interview. 

As I mentioned at the onset of my study. a sumrnary of my results will be made 
available to you upon the completion of my study. I will also be sharing the 
findings from my research at an upcoming conference in Chicago. Before we 
get started. I would like to thank you very much for taking part in my research 
Your time and thoughts are very much appreciated. 

Sincerely. 

Lenora Sleep 



Appendix F 

Written Consent Form 

I have listened to the description of the research project on the role religion 
plays in the lives of Pentecostal families explained by Lenora Sleep I 
understand the purpose of the project, that my responses are confidential. that 
my participation is voluntary and that I may terrninate the interview at any time. 

I am willing to be interviewed to assist in this research and to have may interview 
comments tape recorded. 

Date Signature of Participant 

Signature of Researcher 



Interview Questions 

1. Can you describe a typical day in your life. from the time your toe touches the 
floor? 

2. Within the fellowship of our church. what do you think are the important 
messages given to women about their role in the family. or broader society? 

3. In your life. do you ever find these messages hard to live up to? 

4. How do you think the messages given to women in our church are different 
from the messages other women receive who are not connected to conservative 
churches? 

5. What factors do you think that women need to take into account when they 
are deciding whether or nat to be invalved in the paid labor force? 

6. What factors did you take into account when deciding whether or not to be 
involved in the paid labor force? 

7. In the survey I conducted in our church. it was revealed that women were far 
more involved in housework than their husbands. Why do you think that this is 
the case? 

8. Interestingly, even women who worked outside the home for pay performed 
more housework than their husbands. Why do you think that this is the case? 

9. How do you and your husband decide on household tasks? Do you feel that 
y c w  arrangement is fair ta both of you? 



10. Has there ever been a time in your life when the way you divided up tasks 
was different than how you do now do it? 

11. From my study in the church, it was revealed that both men and women were 
more tolerant of an expanded role for women (for example. women working in 
the labor force) than they were for a less traditional role for men (for example. 
men taking primary responsibility for the home). Why do you think this is the 
case? 

12. You will remember that I also asked questions on the survey about families 
who are experiencing conflict and abuse. Unfortunately, many church families 
are impacted by these issues. How wouid you explain the fact that Christian 
families have also been found to be violent? 

13. Given that these experiences occur. where do you think that men and 
women in our congregation can go for help? 



Appendix H 

A very small portion of the household chores were being carried out by 

children. Findings revealed that children were carrying out a very small 

proportion (if any) of the housework. The tasks that were most often carried out 

by children involved the following tasks: packing children's lunches (1 2 0% of 

the cases performed by "children more"); taking out the trash (9.4% of the 

cases performed by ,'children more"); and cleaning dishes (involving 9.5% of the 

cases performed by "children more." However there were very few children who 

perform tasks. 

Since the participants were asked only to indicate when the children 

carried out the majority of the tasks. there was the possibility that children may 

have shared the workload of various tasks with their parents. Although they may 

have been helping with the household chores. they may not spend more time 

than their parent in performing these tasks. Furthermore. the children in the 

sample may have been too young to perform domestic tasks. Or, children may 

not have performed a significant amount of housework if their mothers were 

home full-time during the day. 




